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Chapter 1 
General introduction 
The incompleteness of data sets is a pervasive problem in statistical data analysis. Missing data 
can have many causes: respondents may be unwilling to answer some questions (item nonrc-
sponse) or refuse to participate in a survey (unit. nonresponse), transcription errors, dropout in 
follow-up studies and clinical t.rials, and joining of two not. entirely matching data sets, 
Problems associated with missing data are: 
1. The sample may not. be representat.ive when there is systematic nonresponse. For instance, 
evidence exists that in sample surveys, low-income or high-income individuals are more 
likely not to fill in their incomes than middle-income individuals [1], so that the resulting 
sample may overrepresent. the middle incomes; 
2. Loss in statist.ical power. An incomplete data set contains less information about the 
parameters of interest than the hypothetical complete data set.. Consequently, with in-
complete data conclusions are less powerful, Le., standard errors are larger, confidence 
intervals are wider and p-values are less significant, than in case of complete data; 
3. Efficient statistical analysis of incomplete data can be more complicated. \Vhen for in-
stance for logistic regression t.he covariates are incompletely observed, logistic regression 
cannot be applied directly to the entirely observed data set. 
\Vhen confronted with incomplete data, researchers usually opt for ad hoc approaches from 
which list.wise deletion and imputation are most. popular. In listwise deletion, cases which are 
not completely observed arc discarded and with imputation each missing data entry is replaced 
by an estimate of it. In both approaches, the resulting data set is analyzed with the desired 
statistical method for complete data. An advantage of both approaches is their simplicity 
and the possibility of applying existing statistical software for complete data. Although both 
approaches are reasonable in case of a small fraction of incomplete cases, they have serious 
disadvantages when this fradion is larger. In listwise deletion, the statistical analysis may 
be biased when complete cases differ systematically from incomplete ones. :~vroreover I listwise 
deletion is inefficient in the sense that it may lead to a large pot.ential waste of dataj a data 
reduction of 50% or more is no exception (see also chapter 7). 
Imputations can be generated in various ways. A conceptually simple imputation method 
is mean imputation, in which each missing data entry is replaced by the mean of the observed 
values of the corresponding variable in the data set. The disadvantages of mean imputation 
are, that it results in an underestimation of variances and a distort.ion of relationships between 
variables, since in this method missing data entries for the same variable of a data set are 
replaced by the same value. This latter disadvantage is especially serious for multivariate 
statistical analysis. A more advanced and bettcr imputation method is hot~deck imputation [2], 
in which for an imputation variable y, each missing data entry Ymis is replaced by an observed 
value of Y with a set of observed covariates similar to t.he observed covariates of Ymis. A 
disadvantage of any imputation method is) that standard errors are underestimated) confidence 
intervals are too narrow, and p-values are too significant, suggesting a higher precision than in 
fact. can be concluded from the observed data. This is due to the fact that the ext.ra uncertainty 
due to missing data is not reflected, since the imputed values a~e treated as if they were fLxed) 
observed values . 
. Multiple imputation, as proposed by Rubin [11, is the best approach known at this time. 
·With mult.iple imputation, for each missing data entry of an incomplete dat.a set Tn likely values 
based on a statistical model are filled in (imputed). '''hen t.he statistical model describes 
the data adequately and the imputations are generated from the predictive distribution of 
the missing data Ymis given t.he observed data Yobs, the difference between m imputed values 
for each missing data entry will reflect the extra uncertainty due to missing data. From the 
resulting multiply imputed data set containing for each missing data entry m imputed values l 
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m completed data sets are obtained such that the i-th completed data set is the incomplete data 
set imputed by the i-th imputations. These m completed data sets are separately analyzed by 
the desired statistical method for complete data and the m intermediate completed data resuits 
are pooled into one final result according to explicit procedures. For each missing data entry, the 
m imputations can be efficiently stored by linking them as string to the corresponding empty 
cell, which is facilitated by modern data base techniques such as used in data warehousing. 
Generally, 111 = 5 imputations are sufficient for valid statistical analysis. 
Advantages of multiple imputation are: 
• A better statistical validity than can be obtained with ad hoc approachesj 
• 1'Iultiple imputation is statist.ically efficient, since the entire observed data set is used in 
the statistical analysis. Efficiency can be interpreted as t.he degree to which all informa-
tion about the parameter of interest available in t.he data set is used. In clinical trials it. 
is compulsory to only use certificated statistical software and in the future multiple im-
putation may prove to be the only certified method for statistical analysis of incomplete 
data; 
• Use of commercial statistical software packages for complete data is possible, which is the 
same advantage as of ad hoc approaches. Such packages are often certified and reliable 
since they have been extensively testedj 
• rdultiple imputation saves costs, since for the same statistical power, multiple imputation 
requires a smaller sample size than list-wise delet.ionj 
• Once imputations have been generated by an expert, researchers can use them for their 
own statist.ical analyses. 
Despite its advantages, multiple imputation has been applied on a small scale only. This 
is caused by t.he fact that mult.iple imputation is laborious, requires expertise, and that so 
far no standard multiple imput.ation software is available. This latter observation is especially 
important, since due to the general availabilit.y of powerful comput.ers, statistical analysis is 
frequently carried out by the applied researcher using standard software, rather than by a 
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statistician. To make multiple imputation available to a larger group of users, it would be 
helpful if the technique is implemented in a way that is transparent to end users. 
This study describes the development of an interactive system embedding multiple impu~ 
tation, called the missing data engine, in the client-server based HERlvIES (HEalth care and 
Research i\'lEdiating System) Medical \Vorkstation environment [3~51 developed at the Depart-
ment of ~vIedical Informatics of the Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The 
main goal of HERlvIES is t.he integration of applications and data bases in order to offer clinical 
users a t.ransparent access to existing dat.a base systems and applications. The possibility to 
encapsulate existing statistical software packages as autonomous entities and its client-server 
architecture makes HER~'t'IES an attractive environment for the implementation of multiple 
imputation [6-81. 
Multiple imputation, especially when implemented in a missing data engine, can be useful 
in the following settings: 
• Clinical and epidemiological research: \Vith an easier access to routinely collected 
medical data which may be distributed throughout the entire hospital, and an easier use 
of existing statistical software for analyzing this data, multiple imputation is a powerful 
additional option. Medical data sets which are retrieved from multiple sources are often 
incomplete due to errors occurring during data entry or due to joining of two or more 
possibly not entirely matchiug data sets. Clinical and epidemiological researchers can use 
a missing data engine to apply multiple imputation prior to the statistical analysis of a 
retrieved incomplete data set; 
• Health Surveys: A health survey is a study in which health aspects of a population 
are investigated. \Vell known is the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey (NHANESIII) in which the health and nutritional status of the U.S. population 
is assessed; 
• Postmarketing surveillance (PMS): In postmarketing surveillance (P~'IS), side effects 
of drugs, often not detected during clinical trials, are reported by GPs, pharmacists, and 
other health care providers, and stored into a data base. The resulting data set can be sta-
tistically analyzed in order to generate and test hypotheses about previously unrecorded 
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adverse drug reactions. Data sets resulting from PMS often suffer from incompleteness 
[9], so that a missing data engine can be useful for P~dSj 
Other settings in which a missing data engine may be useful are: 
• Statistical software companies: It is to be expected that existing statistical packages 
will be equipped wit.h a multiple imputation front endj 
• World 'Vide Web: It is possible to provide a missing data engine with a login service 
from the \Vorld \Vide \Veb. After logging in, a user can then use it for the imputation of 
an incomplete data set, or for the statistical analysis of a multiply imputed data set.. 
For t.he missing data engine as developed here, a general imputation strategy has been 
implemented in which for many types of data sets appropriate imputations can be generated. 
New in this approach is that for each imputation variable (an incomplete variable for which 
imputations arc to be generated), a separate imputation model can be specified, including the 
specification of a set of predictor variables and an imputation method (linear regression, logistic 
regression, etc.). The possibility to select predictor variables for each imputation variable 
makes this approach especially useful for imputation and analysis of large data sets with many 
variables. The developed imputation methods are validated by means of a simulation study and 
the implementation of these methods in the missing data engine has been tested by comparing 
the results with those of a simulation program written on a different platform. The missing 
data engine has been used in practice in a study conducted at TNO Prevention and Health in 
Leiclen, The Netherlands. 
1.1 Thesis outline 
In chapter 2, the concept behind the three basic types of missing data mechanisms ~vICAR 
(~dissing Complete At Random), rdAR (lvIissing At Random), and .MNAR (j~vlissing Not. At 
Random) is illust.rated by means of simple numerical examples. A data set consisting of mea-
surements of blood pressures used as illustrat.ion material in this chapter will also be used 
elsewhere in this thesis. 
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An overview of existing approaches for the statistical analysis of incomplet.e data sets is given 
in chapter 3. It is argued that multiple imputation is the best approach currently available. 
n'Iultiple imputation is described in detail in chapter 4. This chapter describe.':l our approach 
to the generation of imputations for multivariate incomplete data sets and proposes a strategy 
for the selection of its parameters. This chapter also contains a non-technical explanation of 
the conditions for proper imputation fl] to be used as a validation criterion for imputation 
methods. 
The validation by means of a simulation study of some of the imputation methods developed 
in chapter 4 is described in chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the implementation of multiple 
imputation in the HERMES medical workstation and chapter 7 describes the application of 
the missing data engine to a large study conducted at the TNO Prevention and Health in 
Leiden. 
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Chapter 2 
An illustration of MCAR, MAR and 
MN AR missing data mechanisms by 
examples 
2.1 Introduction 
Assumptions about. the occurrence of missing data are usually formulated as a missing data 
mechanism. Essential for the definition of such a mechanism are assumptions about t.he ex-
istence of a hypothetical complete data set which is only partly observed, due to a possibly 
unknown process. This process is described as a stochastic mechanism, possibly related to the 
values in the hypothetical complete data set, and determines which data entries are observed 
and which are not. A missing data entry is defined as one \vhich is not observed, but could 
have been observed. If, for instance, a physician fails to record the numerical size of a gast.ric 
ulcer of a particular patient, this size is a missing data entry. If, however, this size has not. been 
observed since the patient has no ulcer at all, this entry will be called idle rather than missing. 
Generating imputations for idle data entries makes no sense. 
i\·Iissing data mechanisms can be divided into the three basic classes 1'dissing Completely At 
Random (n-!CAR), IVIissing At Random (MAR) and Missing Not At Random (lvlNAR): 
• Missing Completely At Random (MeAR): The most st.ringent class of missing 
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data mechanisms is the class denoted as filIissing Completely At Random (1'ICAR). 
A missing data mechanism is called MCAR, if the probability of each entry to be 
missing is independent of the values in the hypot.hetical complete data set. This is 
equivalent to the assumption that for each variable with missing data, the observed 
values constitute a random sub-sample of the original complete data set of this 
variable. An implication of this equivalence is that l'vICAR is a necessary condition 
for the validity of complete-case analysis in which only completely observed cases are 
analyzed. The MeAR assumption, however, is generally too stringent to be realistic 
in many practical situations, but it lllay hold when it is plausible that the missing 
data is solely due to random failures such as transcription errorSj 
• Missing At Random (MAR): If the probability of an ent.ry to be missing possi-
bly depends on observed data but is independent of unobserved data, the underlying 
missing data mechanism is called Missing At Random (MAR). If there is no de-
pendency on observed nor on unobserved data, one has MCAR as a special case 
of MAR. The defin}t.ion of MAR provides a minimal condition on which valid sta-
tistical analysis can be performed without modelling t.he underlying missing data 
mechanism. Under the assumption of lvIAR, all information about the missing data, 
necessary for performing valid statistical analysis, is contained in the observed data, 
but structured in a way that complicates the analysis. To perform valid statistical 
analysis, it is necessary to take all observed data into account. Complete case analy-
sis is generally not valid under MAR. Under t.he MAR assumption it can be detected 
whether or not the underlying missing data mechanism is MCAR. To establish the 
stronger condition of i...lCAR under t.he j\·lAR assumption, several statistical tests 
exist 11,2,3J; 
• Missing Not At Random (MNAR.): A missing data mechanism is called Miss-
ing Not At Random CMNAR), if the probability of an entry to be missing depends 
on unobserved data. In this case, unobserved values can be either the unknown value 
of the missing data entry itself or other unobserved values. 'Vhile a "MCAR missing 
data mechanism is a special case of MAR, the t.wo classes of 1{AR and MNAR are 
disjunct and constitute a partitioning of all possible missing data mechanisms. I.e., 
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a missing data mechanism can be either :MAR or :MNAR but not both. In the case of 
~\'INAR, valid statistical analyses cannot be performed without modelling t.he under-
lying missing data mechanism. In fact, from the observed data alone, it cannot be 
detected whether t.he missing dat.a mechanism is f..'IAR or MNAR. Additional infor-
mation must be brought to bear. This can be, for instance, an extra random sample 
among non-respondents, or assumptions about the distribution of the hypothetical 
complete data. If, on the basis of prior knowledge, it is expected that the complete 
sample is symmet.rically distributed and if an asymmetrical distribut.ion is observed, 
it may be concluded that the underlying missing data mechanism is MNAR. If it 
is unknown whether the original complete data is symmetrically distributed, an ob-
served asymmetrical distribution gives no definite answer whether t.he missing data 
mechanism is MAR or [ ... IN AR. 
Generally, very little is known about the cause of missing data, so that modelling assump-
tions are often hard to verify. If the missing data is under cont.rol, i.e., if the occurrence of 
missing data is considered in the study design, the missing data mechanism can typically be as-
sumed to be MAR. Otherwise, the MAR assumption is often not tenable. \\Then little is known 
about the missing data mechanism, a suitable approach is sensitivity analysis. \Vit.h sensitivity 
analysis, the robustness against. violation of the f..'lAR assumption is investigated by hypothe-
sizing various plausible MNAR missing data mechanisms and by verifying if incorporation of 
these mechanisms leads to conclusions different from those expected under :MAR. 
The distinct.ion between MCAR and lvIAR is confusing since the term MAR is somewhat 
in cont.radiction with its definition. Although the term lvIAR suggests a random missing data 
mechanism, it is not random in the sense that t.he occurrence of missing data may depend on 
observed values. The MAR assumption is merely a minimal condit.ion for performing valid 
statist.ical analysis without having to model the missing data mechanism. It is not easy to 
imagine what lvfAR actually means and to understand the real distinction between lvIAR and 
MNAR. The main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the definitions of rdCAR, MAR as given 
in [4] and lvINAR as given in [5] by means of examples. A brief and simple numerical example 
is first given. In the second example, the effects of MeAR, lvlAR and MNAR on descriptive 
statistics, such as means and standard deviat.ions, are examined for a data set containing 
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Travelling time in minutes 
Complete 
43 
15 
98 
12 
113 
78 
9 
58 
68 
100 
88 
51 
29 
81 
10 
105 
71 
49 
51 
117 
22 
lIS 
67 
41 
Incomplete 
15 
98 
12 
113 
78 
58 
68 
• 
88 
29 
81 
10 
• 
49 
51 
117 
lIS 
• 
41 
Frequency distribution complete: 
6 -,--,--,--,-, 
4-
2-
o 30 60 90 120 
Frequency distribution incomplete: 
6-
4 +-,-----,--,-. 
o 30 60 90 120 
Figure 2~1: An example of a AICAR missing data mechanism. 
measurements of blood pressures. This data set is artificially made incomplete by a ~\'ICAR, 
MAR and an f..'INAR missing data mechanism. Example 2 will also be used elsewhere in this 
thesis. The formal notation used for the definition of a missing data mechanism is given in 
section 2.2. The counter-intuitive nature of the ~\'IAR definition is illustrated in section 3. 
Example 1 The Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are artificial numerical examples of the concepts of 
MGAR, MAR alld MNAR, respectively. 
In the column 'Complete' of Figure 2.1, traucllirlg times in min1ltes of 24 employees are 
given. OJ these 24 travelling times, only 16 are observed as given in the column 'Incomplete', 
where the missing entries are marked with an asterisk .. E.g., the first ami seventh entries are 
missing and their true values are 43 and 9. For all 24 entries representing the complete data 
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Income 
Complete Incomplete Frequency distribution complete 
3211 3211 
6-r---,--,---,---, 
2018 • 
9196 9196 
10111 4-
6318 
5115 
4117 4117 2-
2915 2915 
9999 
2762 2762 
7134 2000 3000 5000 8000 11000 
7165 7165 
4123 
2368 
5965 5965 
4127 4127 
10976 10976 
7432 
Frequency distribution incomplete 
8154 
3061 
2511 2511 
2163 2163 
9162 
3167 3167 
2000 3000 5000 8000 11000 
Figure 2-2: An example of an AfNAR missing data mechanism. 
and for the 16 obse/'ued entries representing the incomplete data, frequency distributions for the 
categories 0-30, 31-60, 61-90 and 91-120, are made. From these two graphs, it appears that 
both the complete- and the incomplete data are uniformly distributed over the 4 categodes with 
6 and 4 entries per category, respectively. The missing data ent)'ies show independence with 
respect to the values of the travelling times, so that the missing data in this example may have 
been generated by a MCAR missing data mechanism. 
In the column 'Complete' of Figure 2.2, the incomes in guilders per month of 24 employees 
are given. Of these incomes, 12 are observed as given in the column 'Incomplete'. Frequency 
dist1'ibutio71S of the complete- and incomplete data are made over the categm'ies 2000-3000, 
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Price-class car 
cheap 
e .... pensive 
Income 
Complete Incomplete 
3211 
2018 
4117 
2915 
2762 
4123 
2368 
4127 
3061 
2511 
2163 
3167 
9196 
10111 
6318 
5115 
9999 
7134 
7165 
5965 
10976 
7432 
8154 
9162 
321 I 
2018 
• 
2915 
· 4123 
2368 
4127 
3061 
• 
2163 
• 
9196 
• 
7134 
• 
10976 
7432 
Frequency distribution 
Complete Incomplete 
6 -,----,------, 6-
4-
2- 2-
2000 3000 5000 2000 30005000 
6- 6 
4- 4 
2- 2 
2000 5000 8000 11 000 2000 5000 8000 11000 
Figure 2-3: An example oj a AfAR missing data mechanism. 
3000-5000,5000-8000 and 8000-11000. Contrury to the situation in Figure 2.1., thefrequcncy 
distributions oj the complete- and incomplete data are dijJerent. While the two lower income 
categories contain 2 missing data entries per category, the two higher income categories have 4 
missing data entries. The occurrence of missing data may be related to the value of income, so 
that the missing data mechanism here may be AfNAR. 
In Figure 2.3, the observed and unobserved incomes are given as in Figure 2.2, but an 
additional val'iable containing inf01'1nation about the price class of the cars of the employees 
is also given. The variable 'Price-class car' is obsel'ved jor all 24 employees and is subdivided 
into the categories 'cheap' and 'expensive'. The incomes are distributed OVet these two price 
classes and for each pl'ice class, frequency distributions oj the complete and incomplete data 
have been made. The incomes of employees with a cheap car lUnge from 2000 to 5000 and 
those oj employees with expensive cars jrom 5000 to 11000. The number of missing incomes 
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of employees with cheap cat'S is 2 for both two lower income categories. For employees with 
expensive cars, this number is 4 for both higher income categories. Thus, -within each category 
of 'Price-class car', the missing data mechanism is .MeAR. In this example, the occurrence of 
missing data depend-s only on 'Price-class car', so that the underlying missing data mechanism 
is l\1AR. The last two numerical examples demonstrate that a missing data mecharlism which 
is initially A/NAR may change into .MAR by adding a completely observed relevant predictor 
variable fOl' the missing data entries. Although not a general rule, in practice an MNAR missing 
data mechanism can often be made closer to MAR by including relevant predictor variables for 
the incomplete val'iables. 
2.2 Notation for the definition of missing data mechanisms 
A data set y may be represented by an ('11 x k) rectangular data matrix, where 11 is the number 
of cases and k is the number of variables. Let Yij be the observation on t.he j - th variable in 
the i-til case of the data matrix y. If some data entries are missing, the data set y can be 
decomposed into (YOCJliJ Ymis, R), where Yobs contains the observed values of y and Vmis contains 
the unknown values of the missing data entries of y, and where R is defined by: 
{ 
0 if Yij is not. observed 
Rij = 
1 if Yij is observed 
(2.1) 
R is called the response indicator mat.rix. Thus, R defines t.he posit.ions of the observed and of 
the missing data in the data matrix. The structures Yobs and 'Ymis, representing the observed 
and the missing values must be defined in such way that, together with t.he response indicator R, 
the complete data mat.rix y can be reconstructed. One way to define Yobs and Ymis is illustrated 
in Figure 2.4. 
In Figure 2.4, the data matrix 'incomplete' is the observed part of the data mat.rix 'complete'. 
\Vhich entries of 'complete' are observed in 'incomplete' can be read from the response indicator 
R. For instance, RI,1 = 1 and Rl,2 = 0 indicate that entry YI,1 of 'complete' has been observed 
and entry Yl,2 of 'complete' is missing. The row-vectors Yobs and Ymis are constructed by 
reading through R from left to right, starting in the upper left. corner, and placing the data 
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Figure 2-4: One possible definition of Yobs) Ymi:; and R. 
entry corresponding to the i - th 'I' in R into the i - th component of Yobs and placing the data 
entry corresponding to the i - th '0' in R into the i - th component of Ymis' E.g., the first and 
second '1' in R correspond to the two data entries YI,1 and YI,3, so that the first and second 
component in Yobs are 3 and 8. Similarly, the first and second '0' in R correspond to the two data 
entries Yl,2 and Yl,4, so that the first two components in Ymis are 6 and 'tvP. The reconstruction 
of the complete matrix y from Ymis, Yobs and R is shown by the matrix 'completed'. In this 
matrix the diamonds and the circles correspond to the observed and the missing data entries, 
re.<:;pectively. The upper parts of the diamonds and circles contain the corresponding values of 
Yobs and Ymis, while the lower parts contain the corresponding component numbers in Yobs and 
Ylllis· 
Any missing data mechanism can be defined by specifying the conditional dist.ribution 
P(RIY) of the response indicator given the complete data. Formal definitions of ~\'ICAR and 
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:rdAR can now be given. A missing data mechanism is l",ICAR if it can be specified as: 
P{RIY) = P{R), (2.2) 
and r·"IAR if it. can be specified as: 
P{Rly) = P{Rly"",)· (2.3) 
In Eq. 2.2, t.he response indicator R is independent. of the complete dat.a 'Y, in Eq. 2.3, the 
response indicator R depends only on the observed data Yobs' Any missing data mechanism 
wit.h R depending on the values of Ymis is an :rdNAR missing data mechanism. 
In Figure 2.1, t.he fractions of missing data are equal t.o i for each category. In this case 
the underlying missing data mechanism can be described by 
1 
P{R" = 0IYiI) = P{Ril = 0) = -3 (2.4) 
This missing data mechanism is l"dCAR since Ri is independent of any value of y. The missing 
data mechanism as specified in Eq. 2.4 is only a possible missing data mechanism in this case, 
since from a complete and an incomplete data set the underlying missing data mechanism can 
only be estimated but not determined. The fractions of missing data for the incomes in Figure 
2.2 arc i for incomes lower than 5000 and ~ for incomes higher than or equal to 5000. The 
underlying missing data mechanism can be described by 
{ :l if Yil < 5000 P{Ril = °IYiI) = ~ if YiI;:::: 5000 (2.5) 
This missing data mechanism is f..'INAR , since Rn depends on the value of Yn which is not 
observed if Ril = O. To describe a missing data mechanism for the situation in Figure 2.3, let 
YiI and Yi2 be t.he income and price class of t.he car of the i - th employee. The price classes 
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variable N Mean Standard Deviat-ion lI1inim um lIIaximum 
rs 1034 138.2 24·0 80 240 
I'd 1034 79.5 13.2 40 133 
ps 1034 147.7 30.6 80 265 
pd 1034 77.2 15.7 40 147 
Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics fol' the population. 
Yi2 are completely observed. A missing data mechanism for Figure 2.3 can be dc.",('ribcd by 
{
! if Yi2 = 'cheap' 
P{Ril ~ 0IYil,Y;2) ~ P{Ril ~ Diy") ~ 3 if Yi2 = 'expensive' (2.6) 
The missing data mechanism in Eq. 2.6 is IvIAR since Rn depends on the value of Yi2 only and 
this variable is observed for all cases. 
Example 2 In this example, more extended MGAR, AfAR and MNAR missing data mecha-
nisms are described. Their impact on several statistics is analyzed by successively generating 
three incomplete data sets, one fo1' each of these missing data mechanisms. All three cases 
stalt with the same complete data set, ,in which missing entries are created 11sil1g A/onte Carlo 
techniques. The complete data set is gellerated as a random sample of 394 cases -without re-
placement, from a larget data set containing blood pressure measurements of 1034 persons. 
This larger data set is treated as the population and the .sample generated from this population 
is regarded as the complete data. 
The population is part of a Ph.D.-study in which the safety, side effects and feasibility 
of the drllg Dobutamine as a method to detect coronary artery disease is investigated {6-13}. 
Dobutamine is an alternative fOl' the usual exercise stress test for patients who are not able to 
do this test for medical reasons. The population consists of systolic and diastolic blood pressures 
measured during rest and (hH'ing a state of maximal effort simulated by the drug Dobutamine. 
DesCl'iptiv€ statistics fol' the population of 1034 persons are given in Table 2.1. All values are 
in 111m Hg. Table 2.2 contains the correlation matrix for the population. 
In the names of the variables, 'I" refers to the state of rest, 'p' refers to the state of maximal 
(peak) effort, 's' stand for systolic blood pressure, and 'd' stands for diastolic blood pressure. The 
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,~ ,,1 ps pd 
r8 1.00 0.64 0.55 0·40 
rd 0.64 1.00 0·41 0.55 
ps 0.55 0·41 1.00 0.69 
pd 0·40 0.55 0.69 1.00 
Table 2.2: Correlation matrix for the population. 
ua1'iable N .Mean Standard Deviation Afinimum A{aximum 
r8 394 136.7 .21.3 85 200 
rd 394 78.8 12.5 40 111 
ps 394 146·4 30.2 80 265 
pd 394 76.1 16.3 40 141 
Table 2.3: Descriptive statistics faT' the complete data set. (the sample). 
correlation between the variables p8 und pd is the largest (0.69). The second largest c01Yelatioll 
(0.64) is the correlation between the ual'iables 1'8 and rd. The two smallest correlations are 
those between the variables '1'8 Qnd pel (0.40) and bet-ween the variables I'd und ps (0.41). This 
is understandable since these two pairs of variables difJe,. both in physical state ami in kind of 
blood pressure. 
Descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix for the sample are given in Tables 2.3 and 
2.4, respectively. Figllre 2.5 contains a scatterplot matrix for the sample. In the diagonal cells of 
this matrix, the names of the variables and their corresponding minimum and maximum values 
are displayed. Each off-diagonal cell contains a scatier plot of the variable in its corresponding 
row versus the variable in its correspondirlg column, 
The sample size of the complete data set is 394. The diJJerences in mean, standard error, and 
in the correlation matrix between the sample and the populat.ion are due to sampling error. In 
Figure 2.5, the clouds of points seem to fan out for the larger values. This is most clearly seen 
in the scatte17J[ot between the vadables ps and pd. Due to this heteroscedasticity the data are 
rs nl ps pr/ 
r8 1.00 0.61 0·44 0.34 
rd 0.61 1.00 0.38 0.52 
ps 0·4·1 0.38 1.00 0.10 
pd 0.34 0.52 0.10 1.00 
Table 2.4: C01'relatioll matrix for the sample. 
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Figure 2-5: Scatterplot matrix oj the blood pr'essures in the sample. 
not expected to fit well to a multiva1'iate normal model. Nevertheless, the deviations jrom this 
model will be regarded as not too sel'ious. 
'The three missing data mechanisms to be explored below, arc AlGAR, AlAR and lI.INAR in 
relation to the variable ps. TVith MGAR, the occurrence oj missing data in ps is independent 
of the values of ps and of the other variables, The AlAR mechanism as implemented here, 
generates missing data in PSI the occurrence of which solely depends on the variable pd, By the 
strong correlation between the variables ps and pd, the occurrence of missing data in ps under' 
AfAR depends indirectly on the values of ps itself, The OCCU1Tence of missing data genemted 
in ps by the AINAR mechanism implemented here, solely depends on the value of ps itself. All 
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rs rd ps pd % among incomplete cases 
0 0 0 1 35 
0 1 0 1 25 
1 0 0 1 25 
1 1 0 1 15 
Table 2.5: The four missing data patterns for all three missing data mechanisms. 
three missing d~ta mechanisms are designed to generate an average of 45.5% incomplete cases 
such that Table 2.5 holds true. 
In this Table, a '0' indicates that the corresponding variable is not observed and a '1' indi-
cates that it is observed in the corresponding missing data pattern. It is secn that in all four 
missing data patterns the va/'iable ps is missing and the variable pd is always observed. The 
percentages in the rightmost column are the expected percentages with which the corresponding 
pattel'1ls appear among all incomplete cases. For instance, the three missing data mechanisms 
generate missing data in such a way that all the average in 35% of the incomplete cases the 
variable pd is the only observed variable and in 15% of the incomplete cases ps is the only 
missing val'iable. 
The MGAR missing data mechanism generates incomplete data by distributing the incom-
plete cases randomly over all sample cases according to the missing data pattems in table 2.5. 
The AlAR missing data mechanism is designed to satisfy 
P(Rp, = 0 pd < 11led(pd)) _ 3 
-"p:7( R~p"',-_-O;C:-+--'J'-)d-;-2:-n-Je'dT(p'd~)) - . (2.7) 
In Eq. 2.1, Rps is the response indicator for ps a1ld med(pd) is the median of pd. According 
to Eq. 2.1, the expected fraction of missing data in ps amol1g cases with a value of pd smaller 
than its median is 3 times larger than the expected fraction of missing dala among cases with a 
value of pd equal to or larger than its median. This missing data mechanism is indeed AlAR, 
since pd is completely observed. However, due to the strong corre/ation between the variables 
ps and pd, a laryer fraction of missing dala is expected in the lower values of ps thall in the 
higher values. 
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The AfNAR missing data mechanism is specified by 
P(Rp, = 0 
P(Rp, - 0 
ps < med(l's» _ 3 
1'82 med(ps» - . (2.8) 
Eq. 2.8 is of the same type as Eq. 2.1, but now the occurrence of missing data in the variable 
ps depends directly on the value of the variable ps itself. 
The algorithm is described in chapter 5 of this thesis. In the Tables 2.6 through 2.8, simple 
descriptive statistics for the three incomplete data sets are given. The correlation matl'ices for 
these data sets are given in the Tables 2.9 through 2.11. 
vQl'iable nobs Mean Standard Deviation A1inimum Afaximum 
,-s 290 137.5 21.3 85 200 
,-d 302 79.3 12.3 47 111 
I's 231 145.0 28.9 80 227 
pd 394 76.6 16.0 40 147 
Table 2.6: Desc1'iptive statistics of the incomplete data under AlGAR. 
variable nobs Mean Standard Deviation lrfi71imum Afaximum 
,-s 294 140.6 22.7 85 200 
rd 295 81.4 12.5 47 111 
1's 221 153.7 31.8 80 265 
pd 394 82.9 15.9 40 147 
Table 2.1: Descriptive stat-istics at the incomplete data under MAR. 
variable nabs Alean Standard Deviation Alinimum Maximum 
,-s 279 139·4 21.6 91 200 
,-d 285 80.6 12.3 47 111 
ps 220 157.0 29.8 88 265 
pd 394 80.80 16.6 49 147 
Table 2.8: Descriptive stat-istics of the incomplete data under AfNAR. 
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The means for the vaI'iable ps in the .MGAR, MAR and AINAR incomplete data sets are 
1,;5.0, 153.1 and 151.0, respectively. The complete data mean faT ps is 146.4. At a first glance, 
the difference between the mean of the AlGAR incomplete data set and the complete data mean 
(i46.4-145.0) seems plausible under the AlGAR assumption. The deviations of the means of 
the MAR and MNAR incomplete data sets from the complete data mean seem too large to be 
explained by the AlGAR assumption. As can be expected on the basis of Eq. 2.1 Qnd Eq. 2.8, 
these means are shifted upwards. The MGAR assumption can be tested by verifying whether the 
incomplete observations of ps are a random sub-sample from the complete obsel'vatiol1s of ps. 
This can be done by constructing from the incomplete data set a 95% confidence interval for 
the complete dala mean under this assumption und to verify whether the complete data mean 
is included in this intel'val. Under the assumption that the number of observed values nobs is 
large enough, a 95% confidence interval is given by: 
(2.9) 
SE(T ) = ( _I (11 - ""''')) S Ynob. " obs 11 (2.10) 
In Eq. 2.9, Y"o~s is the incomplete data mean, SE(Y"obJ the starulani error of the incomplete 
data mean, and 1.96 the 0.915 quantile of the standard normal distribution. In Eq. 2.10, S is 
the standard deviation of the observed ps, and n is fhe sample size of the complete data. The 
factor (ll~I~Qh' ) in the standard error SE(Yrlob,) is a correction factor for the finite size 7l of the 
complete data from which the incomplete data is drawn as a subsample. For the variable ps in the 
MGAR data set, the following values apply: Yllobs = 145.0, nabs = 231, S = 28.9, n = 394. The 
standard error for the incomplete data mean is therefore SE = J1/231 1/394*28.91 = 1.223, 
so that (i42.6,14'l.4) is a confidence interval for the complete data mean. The complete data 
mean givell by 146.40 is included in this interval, so that. the results in Table 2.6 are compatible 
with the AICAR assumption. In the same way it may be verified that the observed val1les of ps 
in the other two cases are incompatible with the MGAR assumption. 
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,.s ,.d ps pd 
,'s 1.00 0.62 0·42 0.33 
,.d 0.62 1.00 0.32 0·49 
ps 0·42 0.32 1.00 0.61 
pd 0.33 0·49 0.61 1.00 
Table 2.9: COI'T~la tion matrix for the incomplete da to under MCAR. 
rs I'd ps pd 
rs 1.00 0.61 0·42 0.32 
I'd 0.61 1.00 0.38 0.51 
ps 0·42 0.38 1.00 0.11 
pel 0.32 0.51 0.11 1.00 
Table 2.10: Correlation matrix for the incomplete data under .MAR. 
rs ,oJ ps pd 
"s 1.00 0.61 0.39 0.28 
,oJ 0.61 1.00 0.34 0·48 
ps 0.39 0.34 1.00 0.67 
pd 0.28 0·48 0.67 1.00 
Table 2.11: Correlation matrix for the incomplete data under MNAR. 
Comparing the correlation matrices of the incomplete data sets {Tables 2.9 through 2.11} 
with that of the complete data (Table 2.4J, no systematic differences are observed. Contrary to 
the mean, the correlations seem to be robust under all missing data mechanisms. A closer look 
at the probability density distributions of ps Wide,' the three missing data mechanisms will now 
be given. This can be done by kernel est-imators of the following shape: 
- 1 ~ (Y-Yi) fnh(Y) = -h L-[( -,- . 
11 . i=l ~ 
(2.11) 
In Eq. 2.11, Yl, ... ,Yn is a random sample of size n. The function K(.) can be any density 
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Figure 2-6: 
junction and is called the kernel. Here the standard normal density, given by I«x) = ;;e-x2 / 2 
is chosen as the kernel. The quantity h is the so-called bandwidth, which, in pl'inciple, is a free 
parameter. In Figure 2.6, the dependence of the estimated density distribution on the pammeler 
h is illustrated. 
In Figure 2.6, three sample estimates of a uniuadate normal density distribution are dis-
played. The sample was generated so as to have the same mean and variance as the variable 
ps in the complete data studied here. The theoretical density distribution is displayed in the 
graph without symbols. Density distributions estimated using kernels with bandwidths of 5, 10 
and 50 units are shaWl!. It is seen that the kemel estimate with bandwidth 50 is too flat. and 
that the kernel estimate with bandwidth 5 is too unstable. The kemel estimate with balldwidth 
10 approximates the theoretical distribution satisfactorily. 
In Figure 2.1, the graph without, symbols represents a kernel estimate of the density distribll-
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Figure 2-1: Kernal estimates (h = 10) of the probability distribution of ps for the complete data 
set and for the incomplete data sets generated under AlGAR, AfAR and MNAR, 
lion of ps as estimated from the complete data. The ke1'1lel estimates of the density distributions 
of ps -in the incomplete samples generated under the AlGAR, AfAR and A1NAR mi.ssillg data 
mechanisms are represented by the graphs with stars, squares and triangles, respectively. The 
graphs for the complete data and for the incomplete data under MGAR show no systematic 
differences. The observed differences between these two graphs reflect random. va1'iation. The 
estimated density distdbutions of the incomplete samples generated Wider the AlAR and AfNAR 
missing data mechanisms are incompatible with the complete sample estimate. 
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Figure 2-8: An example of a :MAR missing data mechanism in which the probability of a missing 
data entry depends on incomplete covariates. 
2.3 A numerical example of a counter-intuitive MAR missing 
data mechanism. 
In the tdAR missing data mechanisms in the t.wo previous examples, the probability of occur-
rence of a missing entry in a variable depends on fully observed covariates. It is possible to 
construct iVIAR missing data mechanisms in which this probability depends on covariates which 
are not fully observed. However, such a missing data mechanism is generally not. realist.ic, since 
it requires that. t.he probabilit.y of an entry in a variable y to be missing could depend on another 
variable x when and only when x is observed [14}. An example is given in Figure 2.8. 
In Figure 2.8, the example of incomes and price classes of cars of Figure 2.3 is extended 
by 12 extra values of incomes for which the price cla':is of the car is not observed. The first 24 
cases for which t.he price class is observed are the same as in Figure 2.3. For a A'lAR missing 
data mechanism it is required that the occurrence of missing data is independent of unobserved 
values. Consequently, for all employees for whom t.he price class of t.he car is missing, t.he 
missing incomes are a random sub-sample among the incomes of these employees. In Figure 
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Figure 2-9: Frequency dist.ribut.ions for t.he complete and incomplete incomes of t.he employees 
wit.h observed and missing values for t.he class of t.he car. 
2.8 1 this is illustrated by the two frequency distributions where in each income category one 
income is missing. 
In Figure 2.9 1 the frequency dist.ributions of the complete and incomplete incomes are sep-
arately given for t.he employees with an observed and a missing value for the price class of the 
car. It appears that among employees with an observed value for the price class l the occurrence 
of missing data highly depends on the income, whereas among employees for which t.his price 
class is not observed l t.he missing data is independent of income. This is not a very realistic 
model. 
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Chapter 3 
Existing approaches for statistical 
analysis of incomplete data 
3.1 Introduction 
[vIissing data are a pervasive problem in statistical analysis. Problems that are associated with 
missing data are: 
1. The subs ample of complete records Illay not. be representative when t.he underlying missing 
data mechanism is not ~."ICAR, possibly resulting in biased estimates, (see chapter 2 for 
definitions of rvlCAR, f..'IAR and ~vINAR)j 
2. There is loss in power of statistical testing, so that. conclusions are weaker than in case of 
complete dataj 
3. Statistical analysis is more complicated, c.g., when some covariates are incompletely ob-
served, standard regression methods cannot be applied to the entire data set, 
At least eight basic approaches to the problem of incomplete data exist. 11-3]. These can 
be subdivided into simple and advanced approaches. Simple approaches are: listwise dele-
tion, available-case analysis, single imputation, the indicator method and weighting; advanced 
approaches are; likelihood based approaches, posterior based approaches, and multiple imputa-
tion. Beside these general methods, many customized solutions exist. for particular techniques. 
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See for example [4] for the analysis of variance applied to incomplete data. In this chapter, 
such customized methods will not be considered. 
3.2 Existing approaches 
Simple approaches: 
• Listwise deletion. Listwise deletioIl, also known as complete-case analysis and 
complete-subject analysis, is the standard treatment in much statistical software. 
'Vith listwise delet.ion, the incomplete cases are discarded and the remaining complete 
cases are analyzed. An advantage is that it is easy to implement and that standard 
statistical software can be used for the analysis. A serious disadvantage, however, is a 
potential waste of data. 'Vit.h listwise deletion, even a modest fraction of missing data 
entries may result in discarding a large fraction of the data set. Another disadvantage 
is the possibility of bias. In case of univariate statistical analysis, an underlying 
missing data mechanism which does not satisfY lvICAR may result in bias, depending 
on the parameter of interest. For regression analysis with incompletely observed 
covariates, bias may occur when the probability of a covariate to be missing depends 
on the outcome variable. On the other hand, the problem of bias is considerably 
less serious when this probability is independent of t.he outcome variable. In {5J it is 
demonstrated that in the case of logistic regression with two categorical covariates 
and missing data in one covariate, estimates of regression coefficients are unbiased 
when the probability of missing data is independent of the outcome variable . 
• Available-case analysis. "'ith available-case analysis, also known as pairwise-
deletion, the largest sets of available cases are used for the estimation of separate 
parameters. An example of available-case analysis is linear regression of a dependent 
variable y on independent. variables Xl, ... ,:t.p using a covariance matrix of which each 
element is estimated from the largest set of available cases. 
A disadvantage of linear regression based on available-case analysis is that the esti-
mated covariance matrix may not be positive definite. This is especially the case for 
highly correlated data {2], since in this case some eigenvalues of the corresponding 
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covariance matrix are very close to zeroj small changes in such covariance matrices 
often result in matrices which are not positive definite . 
• Single imputation. \Vith single imputation, each missing dat.a entry is imputed 
(is filled in) once by an estimate and the resulting completed data set is analyzed. 
A simple method is unconditional mean imputation, where each missing value is 
imputed by the sample mean of the observed data of the corresponding variable. 
This method, however, may yield biased estimates of the covariance matrix (2] and 
is therefore not recommended. A better approach is condit.ional mean imputation, 
where for each missing data entry the expected value conditional on the observed 
values in the corresponding case is imputed. \Vhen the data are assumed to be 
multivariate normally distributed, a well-known method is the method proposed by 
Buck (6J. In this method, first estimates ji and E of the mean vector J1 and the 
covariance matrix E are derived from the complete cases. The regression coefficients 
for estimating the missing data entries are easily obtained from fi and E by means 
of the sweep operator [lJ. Although this method yields reasonable estimates of 
means, variances and covariances are underestimated, since the random noise with 
which observed data entries are distributed around their expected values is neglected. 
Better est.imates of covariance mat.rices may be obtained by adding a random error-
t.erm to the imput.ed values. 
A disadvantage of any single imputation method is that. standard errors are underes-
t.imated, confidence intervals are too narrow and p-values are too low [7], suggest.ing 
a higher precision and more evidence than in fact can be concluded from the observed 
data. This is due to t.he fact. that the extra uncertainty due to missing data is not 
reflected since t.he imputed values are treated as if they are fixed known values. A 
simulation study in [8] illustrates that the underestimation of standard errors and 
p-values may be considerable . 
• Indicator method. Anot.her simple approach is the indicator met.hod which is used 
in regression analysis. 'Vith this method, for each incomplete independent variable 
Xj, the regression term {3jXj is replaced by f3oj (I-Rj)+f3j Rjxj, with Rj the response 
indicator of Xj' The term f3j Rjxj is zero when Xj is missing. The intercept is adjusted 
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by the additional term f3oj(l- Hj ). \Vhen only a single categorical covariate contains 
missing data entries, the indicator method is equivalent to creating an additional 
'Imissing') category for the covariate. Although by epidemiologists widely perceived 
as a formally correct method for handling missing data, the indicator method yields 
biased estimates under most conditions [3,9-11]. A reduction in bias with regard 
to the ordinary indicator method described above, may be obtained by a modified 
indicator method, where each regression term Xj is replaced by f3oj(l-Rj)+Rjf3jxj+ 
LkEmisjklj RAI- Rk)f3j k!"CjJ where mis denotes the set of indices of the incomplete 
independent variables. The term LkEmisjkh Rj(l - Rk)f3j1 .. Xj adjusts the regression 
coefficient f3j to the particular missing data patterns. Because of its larger number of 
extra parameters, it is not clear whether this method is more efficient than listwise 
deletion [3J. Simulations suggest that for logistic regression, there is no gain in 
efficiency with regard to listwise deletion [3j; 
• Weighting. "reighting is most commonly applied for the estimation of population 
means in case of unit nonresponse in sample surveys [1]. \Vith unit nonrcsponse 
a case is eithfJr entirely observed or entirely missing. The principle of weighting is 
the same as the principle of probability sampling, where the population mean is 
est.imated from a sample Yl, ... 'Yn wit.h 7rj the prior probability that Yi is contained 
in the sample. The weighed Illean is then: 
" Yw = LWiYi 
i=1 
where the weights Wi are given by 
-) 
'j[. 
Wi = n 1 l' 
Lj=l 7fj 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The weights Wi in Eq .3.2 are proport.ional to 7ri l which is regarded as the number 
of units in the population represented by Yi {l]. \Veighting is an extended form of 
probability sampling in ·which to each observed unit Yi, a weight is assigned inversely 
proportional to the prior probability of selection and response in combination. The 
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weights Wi in Eq .3.2 arc replaced by 
(3.3) 
where ¢i is the prior probability that Yi is observed given that Yi is selected and Ri 
is the response-indicator for this unit. 
A standard approach to the estimation of the probabilities ¢j is to form adjust.ment 
cells on the basis of background variables Z, which are measured both for respondents 
and for non-re..')pondents [1,12]. To remove nomesponse bias, t.he adjustment cells 
should be chosen in such a way t.hat. for each cell the observed units are a random 
subsample of the sampled units in t.his cell. In this case the probabilities ¢j are 
estimated by mj/l1j, where nj and mj are the number of sampled and responding 
units in the j-th adjustment cell, respectively. \Vhen YI, ... , Yn is a random sample 
of Y, the probabilities 1T"i are equal to 11-1, so that according to Eq .3.1 and Eq .3.3 
the population mean can be estimated by [1] 
J 
Ywc = n-
1 L lljYjR 
j=l 
(3.4) 
where J is the number of adjustment cells and YjR is the average over the responding 
units in the j-th adjustment cell. 
An advantage of weighting methods is that they are often easy to implement [12J. A 
limitation of weighting is, however, that generally methods arc only well developed 
for unit nonresponse and simple problems, such as the est.imation of the population 
meanby random sampling. For more complex problems with multiple missing data 
patterns, weights and- standard errors may become extremely complex [3,13] and 
often ignore t.he component of variance due to estimating the weights from the data 
{12]. Another problem is that weighting methods are not always efficient. in t.he sense 
that. they can lead to estimates with unacceptably high standard errors {12}. 
Advanced approaches: 
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• Likelihood based approaches (ENI). A common method for point estimation is 
maximum likelihood estimation (1.fLE). The idea behind ~v1LE is that estimates of 
unknown model parameters of interest are found which maximize the likelihood of 
the observed data y under the assumed statistical model. More formally, let f(yIO) 
be the probability, or for continuous data the probability density function, of the 
observed data y under t.he assumed statistical model given that (J is the t.rue value of 
the unknown parameter of this model. The maximum likelihood estimate jj of () is 
the value of 0 which maximizes the likelihood L((Jly), which is any function of y and 
(J proportional to f(vIO). Usually, maximum likelihood estimates of 0 are found by 
maximizing the log-likelihood [(Oly), which is the natural logarithm of L(Olv), rather 
than by maximizing L((JIY). :Maximizing [((Jly) which is equivalent to maximizing 
L((JIY) is generally easier. An asymptotic variance-covariance matrix for jj is given 
by V{O) = I-'{Bly), where I{Bly) given by 
I{OI') = _ i:PI{Bly) 
Y aB" (3,5) 
is the observed information about (J [1]. From the variance-covariance matrix V(O), 
component standard errors and a correlation matrix for jj is easily obtained. 
For incomplet.e data Yobs, the corresponding log-likelihood I(OIYobs) can be a com-
plicated function with no obvious maximum and with a complicated form of the 
informat.ion matrix I((Jlyobs) [IJ. In such cases, Ef..'l (Expectation - Ivlaximization) 
is a popular iterative algorithm for i~dLE. j\'lain advantages are that methods for 
complete data can often be used and convergence is stable [14J. The E1,1 algorithm 
as proposed in [151, is a formalization of an old ad hoc idea: impute the missing data 
entries on the basis of an initial est.imate (J(O) of (Jj re-est.imat.e (J from the completed 
data by (J(1)j use 0(1) to re-impute the missing data entries; use the re-completed data 
to re-est.imate (J by (J(2) j and so onj iterate this until (J(l) converges. Each iteration 
of EM consists of an E-step (Expectation) and an M-step (Maximization). In the 
~step, the expected complete data log-likelihood Q{OIO(1)) = EII{Oly)IVob"B = 0(1)1 
is estimated from the current estimate (J(t). In the ~vI-step, a new estimate O(t+l) 
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is found, which maximizes t.he expected complet.e data likelihood Q(Ollit )) from the 
previous E-step for O. In fact, in the E-step, not the missing dat.a Ymis but functions 
of Ymis on which the complete data log-likelihood I(BIY) depends are estimated. In 
[15J it is proved that in each iteration the incomplete data log-likelihood I(O(t)lyobs) 
increases. For special statistical models wit.hin the exponential family, such as the 
multivariate normal model, the 1'I-step is similar to MLE for complete data. 
Drawbacks of EM are: 
- Convergence of EM can be very slow in cases of a large proportion of Inissing 
data [I]; 
- The convergence to a global maximum is not guaranteed; 
- St.andard errors and correlation matrices of point estimates are not directly 
available from EM and their calculation can be complicated. A general numerical 
procedure to obtain asymptotic sample variance-covariance matrices for point 
estimates is the supplemented EM (SEM) algorithm [16j. For a large number of 
parameters, however, SE.ivI is computationally prohibitive [17]; 
- ML is essentially designed for large samples and has limitations for small samples 
[2]. 
- Elvl requires st.atistical expertise . 
• Posterior based approaches. 'Vith posterior based approaches, the likelihood is 
extended by a prior component for 0 and inference is based on the resulting posterior 
distribution of O. In contrast to ?vIL approaches posterior based approaches do not 
require a large sample size [2]. In the case of incomplete data, however, the posterior 
distribution of B may be extremely complex, so that numerical integration or complex 
Monte Carlo techniques are required [2J. Examples of such Monte Carlo techniques 
are: data augmentation 118], Gibbs sampling [19], and importance sampling [20j . 
• Multiple imputation. Multiple imput.ation as proposed by Hubin [21], has the 
same main advantage as single imputation, i.e., the possibility of using statistical 
software for complete data. It does not have the main disadvantage of single impu-
tation, i.e., not correctly reflecting the precision of point estimates. This is achieved 
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by replacing each missing data entry by m (m ~ 2) imputed values distributed 
around its expected value. The resulting In completed data sets are separately an-
alyzed by the desired statistical method fur complete data, and the In intermediate 
results are pooled into one final result by explicit procedures. For pooling completed 
data results, a complete-data analysis is represented by the tuple (O,U), where 0 is 
a point estimate of a parameter of interest Q and U is the variance-covariance ma-
trix of O. From the In completed data results (Oi, Ui),··., (O:n, U!), the unknown 
complete data results (0, U) are estimated by (Om, Um), with Om given by 
and Urn given by 
- l~­Qm=m0 Qi , 
i=1 
1 m 
Um=-L:Ut· 
. 1n i=l 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Extra inferential uncert.ainty about Q due to missing data is reflected by the between 
imputation variance-covariance matrix Bm given by 
(3.8) 
From the statistics Om' U m, B m , standard errors, confidence intervals, and p-values 
can be derived [8,21J. The underlying assumption is that the sample size is sufficiently 
large to approximate the dist.ribution of Om by a multivariate normal distribution. 
The variance in Urn is neglected. In [21J it is proven that incomplete data analysis 
consisting of proper imputation (see chapter 4) followed by valid incomplete data 
analysis is also valid. In many practical cases, the required number of imputations 
In is modest; even with In = 3, multiple imputat.ion works well [7,8J. 
Drawbacks of mult.iple imputation are: 
- Similar to E1'I, multiple imputation is a large sample tool. 
- Multiple imputation is laborious. For each missing data entry, In appropriate 
imputations must be generated. From these imput.ations and the observed data, 
m completed data sets must be generated and separately analyzed. Finally, the 
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Method Statistical Validity Efficiency Complete data Small 
Bias Precision software Samples 
Listwise deletion +1- + - + + 
Available-case analysis +/- + +/- + + 
Single imputation + - + + 
Or~Hnary indicator method - + + 
~\'lodified indicator method + -I- - + + 
\Veightjug + + +/- - + 
EM + + + +/- -
Posterior based methods 
-I- + + - + 
f.ilultiple imputation + + + + -
Table 3.1: Properties of the approaches to the analysis of incomplete data described in section 
3.2 with regard to statistical validity, efficiency, use of software for complete data, and the 
applicability to sIlIail samples. The symbols '+\ '+/-', '-' refer to good, reasonable and poor. 
'Vhen a cell is empty, the corresponding entry is regarded as meaningless. 
m completed data results must be pooled into one result. 
- l'vluitiple imputat.ion requires statistical expertise. This is especially the case 
for the generation of the imputations which requires an appropriate imputation 
model. 
3.3 Discussion 
In Table 3.1, an overview of the properties of t.he approaches to the analysis of incomplete data 
described in section 3.2 is given. In the table, statistical validity is subdivided into bias and 
precision. A point estimate is unbiased when it does not systematicaly deviate from the true 
value. Precision indicates that standard errors and confidence intervals are a correct reflection 
of the inferential uncertainty of the corresponding point estimate.'). In chapter 4, the concept 
behind stat.istical validity is described in more detail. Another criterion is efficiency. A point. 
estimate is efficient when its corresponding standard error is minimal. The intuitive idea behind 
efficiency is that all informat.ion about t.he parameter of interest available in the data is used. 
\\'hen the statistical validity of a method is poor, its efficiency is considered meaningless and the 
corresponding cell in Table 3.1 is left empty. For the ordinary indicator method, the precision 
is also entered as meaningless, since in case of bias, the correct reflection of the precision of 
point estimates makes no sense. 
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From the table, it appears that multiple imputation is the only method with good properties 
regarding statistical validity, efficiency and use of statistical software for complete data, so that 
of the methods considered, multiple imputation can be regarded as the best approach to the 
analysis of incomplete data. It is clear that multiple imputation is the only method which 
combines the advantage of using statistical software for complete data with the advantage of a 
good statistical validity. "'ith E1'I, existing methods for complete data can also be used, but 
EM is considerably less flexible in using complete data methods. This is due to the possibly 
large number of iterations to be carried out, and to the fact that, for some statistical models, 
the M-step is hard to formulate. Additional advantages of multiple imputation over other 
approaches are that it is very suitable for sensitivity analysis [21J (see chapter 6), a.nd that 
diagnostic measures for the assesslllent of the extra inferential uncertainty due to missing data 
are easily available (see chapter 4). 
A limitation of multiple imputation is, however, that it is essentially a large sample tool. 
Posterior based methods do not have this limitation, but the price which must be paid is that 
complex numerical integration and Monte Carlo techniques are required. In future simulation 
studies, it is important to investigate which sample size is required for multiple imputation to 
be acceptable in practice. Another topic to be investigated is, whether multiple imputation 
is robust against deviations from :MAR, when used for regression analysis under the MAR 
assumption, with missing data in the covariates and when the probabilities of data entries to 
be missing are independent of the outcome variable. 
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Chapter 4 
Multiple imputation 
4.1 Introduction 
Single imputation as a st.rategy to cope wit.h missing data results in confidence intervals that are 
too small and in p-values suggesting too much significance. Extra uncertainty due to missing 
data is neglected: imputed values are t.reated as if they were fixed known values. Uncertainty 
result.ing from missing data can be reflected by replacing each missing data entry by an uncertain 
value. Uncertainty in a missing value is given by a probability distribution indicating how likely 
the possible values for a particular missing data entry are, given the observed data. The example 
below illustrates the representation of a missing data entry by an uncertain value: 
Example 1 In this example the unobserved value of ps (peak systolic blood pressure), repre-
sented by the third missing data cntry in the case (*, *, *, 110), belonging to the incomplete 
sample 'Dobutamillc MAR' (see Appendix A) will be considered. The only obsel'ved value is 
the value 110 of pel (peak diastolic blood pressure). To represent the missir1g value of ps as an 
uncertain value, the observed value of pd 110 is used together with information about. the rela-
tionship between ps and pd available from the observed data. Information about this relationship 
is found in thc Tables 2. 'l and 2.8 in chapter 2 and summarized in Figure 4.1. All information 
used is represented by bold numbers in this Figure. 
The obsel'ved value of 110 is a relatively high value for pd, as can be seen from the mean 
of pd 82.94 and the standard deviation of pd 15.85. From the strong correlation between ps 
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rs = systolic blood pressure in state of rest 
rd = diastolic blood pressure in slate of rest 
ps = systolic blood pressure in state of maximal (peak) effort 
pd = diastolic blood pressure in state of maximal (peak) efiart 
variable nobs mcan standard deviation 
294 140.59 
295 81.37 
rs 
,d 
ps 
pd 
221 153.66 
394 82.94 
correlation matrix 
rs rd ps pd 
rsl 
,d 0.67 I 
P 0.42 0.38 I 
pd 0.32 0.51 0.71 
22.74 
12.50 
31.79 
15.85 
observation: pd = 110 
Figure 4-1: Used information to represent ps as an uncertain value. 
and pd (0.11), a relatively high value for the missing ps cal1 be e:rpected as well. Assuming 
that ps and pd have a bivariate normal distribution, the missing variable ps can be represented 
by a normal distribution with Q mean of 153.66 + 0.71 * i~:~~{1l0 - 82.94) = 192.19 and Q 
sta!ldard deviation of 31.79 * J(I - (0.71)2) = 22.39. It ca!l be seen that tile observed value 
of 110 for pd provides information about the missing p8. Given the observed value of pd, the 
expected value of the missing ps is increased by 38.53 and its standard deviation is reduced by 
30% (I - J(I- (0.71)2) = 0.30), as compaml to the case when I'd was !lot observed. 
\Ve emphasize t.hat by replacing the missing data ent.ries by uncertain values, we do not 
add new information to the data. \Ve merely reflect all the information about the missing data 
wl,ich is contained in the observed data. In example I, this information is summarized by the 
means and standard deviations of the variables ps and pd, their correlation, and the observation 
for pd in the case where ps is missing. The assumption about normality cannot be regarded as 
adding extra information to the data, but. is made in order to model the use of the available 
information in t.he data. 
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Imputation , __ -, Analysis Pooling 
Result I 
Result 2 
Result m 
Figure 4-2: The concept of multiple imputation. 
Analytical incorporation of the uncertainty due to missing data is generally very compli-
cated. This is especially the case when there are incomplete cases which contain more than 
one missing data entry, so t.hat simultaneous probability dist.ributions for t.hese missing data 
entries must be t.aken into account. ~ ... lultiple imputation as proposed by Rubin [1] is a tech-
nique to perform the incorporation of the uncertainty about missing data by means of computer 
simulation. The concept behind multiple imputation is depicted in Figure 4.2. 
In multiple imputatioll, for each missing data entry, Tn imputations (m ;::: 2) are generated 
by simulated draws from the probability distribution representing the uncertainty of a missing 
value. The Tn resulting completed samples are separately analyzed by an appropriate statistical 
method for complete data, and the Tn intermediate analysis results are pooled into one final 
result by explicit. procedures. Pooling of the results implies that the resulting point estimates 
are averaged over the m completed sample point estimates, and the resulting standard errors 
and p-values are adjusted according to the variance of the corresponding m completed sample 
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point estimates. This variance, also called the between imputation variance, provides a measure 
of t.he extra inferential uncertainty due to missing data. In the theoretical situation that In is 
infinite, the empirical probability distribution obtained from the imputations is exactly equal 
to the probability distribution representing the missing data ent.ries as uncertain values, so that 
the multiple imputation results are identical to the results from the analytical incorporation of 
the extra uncertaint.y due to missing data. For modest. nl, the multiple imputation results are 
an approximation of analytical incorporation, so that. t.he pooling procedures also reflect the 
extra uncertainty due to the simulation error. Even for small m, e.g. m = 5, the extra loss in 
power of statistical test.ing and in precision of point estimates (also called efficiency), due to 
this simulation error, is modest in most. practical cases [2,3L so that 111 = 5 is generally a good 
choice for large samples. 
~\'Iultiple imputation can be regarded as a bridge between the frequentisOc and Bayesian 
schools. Inference from multiple imputation is based on Bayesian statistical inference and is 
validated according to a frequentistic criterion. \\fithin the Bayesian framework, inference from 
multiple imputation is straightforward and much easier than within the frequent.ist.ic framework. 
The frequentistic framework is well known to statisticians and application researchers and is 
suitable for the validation of statist.ical procedures. A summary of the cont.roversy bet.ween the 
Bayesian and the frequentistic school is given in [4J. 
For pooling completed sample results, it. is sufficient to represent complete sample stat.istics 
by the tuple (Q, U), where 0 is a point.~estimator of a parameter of interest Q and U the 
complete sample variance-covariance matrix of O. Usually, for univariate Q the standard error 
Iff is presented and for multivariate Q t.he correlat.ion matrix together with the component 
standard errors of 0 are used. From the completed sample results of this tuple, the pooled 
results for point-est.imators, standard errors, correlation matrices, test. statistics and p-valucs, 
which are the basic statistics in statistical analysis, can be obtained. The underlying a"sumption 
is that the sample size is sufficient.ly large. Under this assumption, test statist.ics and p-values 
for a complete sample can also be determined from t.he t.uple (0, U) and their relat.ionship 
with this tuple is the same within the frequentistic~ and the Bayesian framework. 
The validation criterion for infinite multiple imputation is proper multiple imputation [IL 
which is similar to the criterion for valid complete data inference. Incomplete data inference 
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consist.ing of proper infinite multiple imputation and subsequent valid complete data inference 
is also valid [1]. \Vhether multiple imputation is proper depends on the underlying sampling 
mechanism generating the complete sample, the underlying missing data mechanism and the 
complete sample statistics (Q, U), obtained from the m completed samples. Pooling procedures 
for modest 1n are separately validated assuming proper multiple imputation [I,3,5,6J. 
It is assumed, that if the imputations are independently generated from the Bayesian pos-
terior predictive distribution of the missing data given the observed data P (YmisIYobs) under 
an appropriate statistical model for the complete sample and a given missing dat.a mechanism, 
multiple imputation will be proper or at least approximately proper [1,7]. Rubin has formulated 
this as follows: 
I If imputations are drawn to approximate repet-itiol1s from a Bayesian posterior dist1'fbution 
of 1';nis under the posited response mechanism and an appropriate model for the datal then in 
large samples the imputation method is proper . .. There is little doubt that if this conclusion 
were for'malized in a particular way, exceptions to it could be found. Its usefulness is not as 
a general mathematical result, but rather as a guide to practice. Nevertheless, in order to 
u1lderstand why it may be expected to hold relat-ively generally, it is important to provide a 
geneml heuristic argument for it {Rubin 1987, pp. 125-126}. I 
Generating imputations for multivariate data from the exact posterior predictive distri-
bution P (1';llis[Yobs) is generally very difficult. An exception is a monotonollS missing data 
pattern [IJ, where the generation of such imputations is straightforward. In the case of mul-
tivariate data with a non-monotonous missing data pattern, data augmentation (DA) [8] and 
sampling/importance resampling (SIR) [1] are well-known approaches for generating imputa-
tions from an approximate predictive distribution P(1';nisIYobs) on t.he basis of a multivariate 
statistical model. Imputation methods by means of data augmentation have been developed 
for the multivariate normal model for entirely numerical data, for the saturated multinomial 
model and for the log-linear model for entirely categorical data, and for the general location 
model for mixed data [9]. 
A limitation of the approaches mentioned above is t.hat they are problematic for large 
samples with many variables, since t.he algorithm may become numerically unstable for such 
samples, due to the large number of parameters of t.he imputation model. Our approach is 
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a variable-by-variable version of the Gibbs sampling algorithm, also applied in [lOL in which 
the underlying statistical model is specified by separate regression models, each describing the 
statistical relationship between an imputation variable and a set. of predictor variables. Gibbs 
sampling, also known as stochastic relaxation, is an iterative procedure which is used for rvIonte 
Carlo simulation of high dimensional stochastic systems. Applications of the Gibbs sampling 
algorithm can be found in [11,12J. 
In the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling approach, it is possible to only include relevant 
predictor variables for the imputation variables, so that the number of parameters of the cor-
responding statistical model can be reduced. Another advantage of this approach is that it is 
easier to specify an appropriate statist.ical model. This is especially the case for samples con-
sisting of a mixture of numerical and categorical variables (v{hich is often t.he case in medical 
data sets), for which an adequate statistical model is often hard to find. 
In section 4.2, the general Gibbs sampling algorit.hm and its applicat.ion to multiple im-
putation is described. A strategy for specifying the parameters of the resulting imputation 
procedure is proposed. The multiple imputation procedures are developed under the rvlAH 
assumption and thus do not require modelling of the underlying missing data mechanism. The 
procedures for pooling the m intermediate completed sample results into one final result are 
described in section 4.3. In section 4.4, the validation of multiple imputation is described. 
4.2 Generating proper imputations 
The posterior predictive distribution P (l~nisIYoos) of the missing data Ymis given the observed 
data l' obs is defined by 
p (l~n;'!Y'b') ~ fe P (Ym;,!Y"",; 0) P (O!Y"",) dO. (4.1) 
It. is assumed, that if imputations Y~is are independent.ly drawn from the predictive distribution, 
Illultiple imputation will be proper or at. least approximately proper. In Eq. 4.1, 0 represents the 
parameters of a statistical model with parameter space e describing the hypothetical complete 
data Y, and the posterior P(B!Yobs) reflects the uncertaint.y about 0 given the observed data 
YOOs. For mult.ivariate data, drawing imputat.ions froIll the exact predictive distribution in 
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Eq 4.1 is generally very difficult. Especially the incomplete data posterior P (BIYobs ) is hard to 
evaluate in such cases. Imputations from an approximate predictive distribution P (YmisIYobs) 
can be obtained by the Gibbs sampling algorithm. 
4.2.1 Gibbs sampling 
Gibbs sampling, also known as stochastic relaxation, is a j\·lonte Carlo technique to simulate 
a drawing from a mult.ivariate probability density distribution by repeatedly drawing from 
conditional probability density distributions. In this subsection it is described how the general 
Gibbs sampling algorithm can be applied for generating imputations Y;lis' 
Let Z be a p-dimensional random variable and let {Z(I), Z(2),,,., Z(k)) (k 50 p) be a 
partitioning of its components, i.e., Z(l), ... , Z(k) are disjunct subsets of the components of Z 
and their union contains all components of Z. Let 1-1' be a possibly multi-dimensional variable 
and P(ZllV) the probability dist.ribution of interest. Starting with an initial value Z(O) of Z, 
the Gibbs sampling algorithm generates a sequence of values Z(O), Z{l), Z(2), Z(3) , ..• where in 
iteration t, t 2:: 1, Z(t) is generated from Z(l-l) by successively generating [13]: 
Z(I)(t) 
Z(2)(t) 
Z(j)(t) 
Z(k)(t) 
P (Z(I) I Z(2)(t-I), Z(3)(t-l),,,., Z(k)(t-l); w) 
P (Z(2) I Z(I)(t), Z(3)(t-I), ... , Z(k)(t-l); w) 
P (Z(j) I Z(I)(t),,,., Z(j - 1)(t), Z(j + 1)(t-l),,,., Z(k)(t-l); W) 
P (Z(k) I Z(I)(t),Z(2)(t), ... , Z(k _I)(t-l); w) 
(4.2) 
In Eq. 4.2, for each Z(j), the \;alue Z(j){l) is generated conditionally on the values of the 
other variables, which are drawn most recently and a given value of lV. According to :Markov 
Chain theory [14J, the distribution of Z(t} converges to the desired distribution P (ZIHT) under 
mild regularity conditions [15J. 
Let Yl, ... ,Yk be the variables containing missing data ent.ries and Xl J ••• , Xq the completely 
observed variables in a sample. Figure 4.3 illustrates the application of the Gibbs sampling 
algorithm in Eq. 4.2 to generate imputations for this sample. The top of this Figure shows the 
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Variables in the general Gibbs sampling algorithm 
11~(jJ~--§]]§DI?~IJ~--[§]1101 
Observed and missing data 
partition for the Gibbs sampler 
rly eJ1\f---[Q(l-ijl Y~(jjIR.,O"'t-nIY .. (k)11 
IIYm(l)~+~O-ljIY"O)IIY.,O-+-IY •. (k)IIIIX'" x,ll 
Completed data just before step j of iteration t 
of the Gibbs sampling algorithm applied to multiple imputation n) I "fj+' Y,,,(k) 
y ... (1) "~ ,. ; Y"jj) I~';+" I----c-
1'7 y(I)U:' 1"1l ~, ',,,(j+1 '_.J Completely 
Y~(1) - - - - f-- .,..,--- - - f-- observed ~p-n 
~ ~~6) , ';'(jH. 1= y .... (k) Y",,(I) , m(j·1) 
'---'-
... (jH 
X" ... , x, 
Figure 4-3: The Gibbs sampling algorithm for generating imputations. 
mapping of the variables (Z, TV) into the variables (Ymisi Yobs, X). The probability distribution 
of interest here is P (l~nisjYobsi Xl"'" X q ), where l~llis reprcsents t.he unknown missing data 
entries OfUI, ... , Uk, }Fobs t.he observed values for these variables, and Xj is the vector containing 
the observations for a:j. By mapping Z onto )~Ilis and n' onto the union of Yobs and X}, ... , X q , 
the predictive distribution P (ZjTV) is translated into P (YmisjYobsi Xl, .. _, X q ). An obvious 
partitioning of )~Ilis is {Ymis (1), ... , Ymis (k)) with Y;llis (j) the missing data entries for Yj, so 
that the following iterative algorithm for generating an imputation Y~is is obtained. 
Starting with an initial imputation 1~~~~, a sequence of imputations Y~~~"") y~!j~) is gener~ 
ated by successively generating the imputations Y~ltJs(i) condit.ional on the observed data and 
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on the most recently imputed data of Y;lIis (j) ,j f. i. In particular, y~tls(j) is generated from 
the predictive distribution 
P (y. ' (') I },(t) y(t)}, (') y(t-l) y.(t-l) v X) I I'd' t', d' ,t 'b mls J 1 ".OJ j-I' obs J 1 j+l " .. , k ,"'\1"." q' n tllS pre lC,i,e IS n -
ution Yl(t), ... , 1j<:}J represent the completed data for YI" .. ,Yj-l in the current iteratioTI, 
Yobs(j) represents the observed data for Yj, Yj~ll} 1'" 1 y1t- 1) represent the completed data 
for Yj+l, ... ,Yk in the previous iteration, and X 1 , ••. ,)(q the completely observed data for 
X!, ... ,Xq. The completed data just before the generation of y~t]sCj) is depicted at the bottom 
of Figure 4.3. In this Figure, the imputed data y~ti~l)(j + 1) in the j + I-th column is repre-
sented by two blocks to indicate that it is generally impossible to sort the cases of the sample 
such that in each column the missing data entries constitute a consecutive sequence. 
'Vhen a regression model of Yj on Yb"" Yj-I, Yj+b'" ,Yk,Xl, ... , Xq is specified and its 
parameters represented by rPj are known, the predictive distribution of y;~tls(j) can be defined. 
However, rPj can only be estimated from the complete data. Using a point estimate ;Pj of rPj for 
generating y~l]s(j) generally leads to improper imputation since the extra uncertainty about 
rPj is not taken into account. To reflect the uncertainty about rPj given the complete data, a 
value for cPj is drawn from an appropriate posterior distribution for ,pj conditional on the most. 
recently completed data, and this value is used to generate ~~:ls(j). Iteration t of the Gibbs 
sampling algorithm for generating Y~?s from yn\li: I ) is then given by: 
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",(I) 
1"1 
y(t) (1) 
m" 
",(I) 
'1'2 
(I) ( ) 
¥;nis 2 
y(t) ( ') 
mlS J 
<!{') 
(I) ( ') Y;nis k 
N P(¢II [y,<'-I)"",y/'-l),Xl"",Xq ] ) 
obs{l) 
P ( " (1) I ,,(t-l) ,,(t-l) v v ",(I)) .Imis .12 ,,,,, 1k ,· .... ,'-l,···, ..... \.qi'f'! 
P (¢ I [y(t) y(t-l) y(t-i) x: x: 1 ) 2 1 12 ,"" k ,"'" 1,,·,,1 q OOs(2) 
( ( ) I ,(I) AI-i) (I-I) ,(I)) P Ymis 2 }1 ,13 ""'Yk ,Xl,···,.L\'gi<P2 
( I [ (I) AI) AI-i) (I-I) ]) P <Pj Yr ,···,"lj_l,lj ""'Yk ,XIIO .. ,Xq . abs(]) 
(4,3) 
P ( " (') 1,,(1) ,,(I) ,,(t-i) ,,(t-l) v v ",(I)) .Imis J 11 J"'J1j_l11j+l ).·.,.Ik l.f'\..l,,,.,Jl.qi'f'j 
In Eq. 4.3, [y/t), ... J Y.~ll y(t-l)"." yit-1),X11 •• • ,Xg] '- are the rows of the completed } J abs(}) 
d ,,(I) y(t) y(l-i) ,(H) v v d' I 1 I I f atal 1 }"'J j-I! j "", 1k , .... q, ... ,.Ll.qcorrespon mgto tleO)Sen'ec vaueso Vi. 
In order to correct for possibly under- or overestimated associations between variables resulting 
from the initial imput.ation Y~~~, the parameter values ¢Y) are drawn from the posterior distri-
bution of ¢j conditional on the completed data restricted to the cases for which 'Yj is observed 
rather than this posterior dist.ribut.ion conditional on the entire completed data. 
Although convergence of the Gibbs sampling algorithm in Eq. 4.3 does not require the start-
ing distribution of Y;~~ to be close to t.he target. distribution P (1~llis!1-:Ws), such a close starting 
distribut.ion is recommended, since t.he dist.ribution of y~t!s can remain heavily influenced by 
the st.art.ing distribution fIG] for Illany iterat.ions. A st.art. imputation 1~~~~ from a distribution 
which is close to the desired predictive distribution P (Ymis!Yobs) can be generated by ordering 
YI, ... ,Yk according to ascending fractions of missing data. y;~~(l) can then be obtained con-
ditional on the observed values 1-:'bs(1) of YI and Xl"'" X q • Subsequently Y~~~(2), . .. , Y~~~(k) 
are generated conditional on the previously completed data. I.e., the imputation 1~~~~(j) is gen-
erated conditional on the completed data y/O), ... , 1j~i for Yb ... ,Yj-I, the data Xl,"" Xq 
and the observed values Yobs(j) for Yj. In example 2, an application of the Gibbs sampling 
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algorithm to the incomplete sample 'Dobutamine ~vIAR' is described. 
Example 2 From table 2.8 and table 2.3 in chapter 2, it can be seen that pd is completely 
obse/'ved, and that the other variables 1'S, 1'd and ps contain 100, 99 and 113 missing data 
entries, respectively. For simplicity, it is assumed that all variables are linearly related according 
to the usual linear regression model, so that the resulting imputation model is given by: 
I'S {3!O + {3ul'd + {312Ps + {313Pd + El El ~ N (O,o-i) 
I'd {3,o + f3211'S + {322Ps + {3"pd + E, E, ~ N (O,o-D (4.4) 
ps {330 + f3311'S + {33,rd + {333pd + E3 E3 ~ N (0, o-l) 
In Eq. 4.4, £1, £2 and £3 are normally distributed aror-tel'ms, each of which is independent 
of the explanatory variables in the corresponding regression model. 
By applying Eq. 4.3 to YI = rs, Y2 = l'd, Y3 = ps, k = 3, Xl = pd, q = I, ¢i = 
(f3iQ,{3il,{3i2,f3i3,ai), i = 1, ... ,3, arid using the imputation model in Eq. 4.4, t"teration t of 
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the Gibbs sampling algorithm is given by: 
() d Pet) pet) pet) pet) (t) f t " d" t "b t" .lp P P P step 1: a raw 10' 11 , 12' 13' a 1 rom a pos enol' IS "l U lOn OJ to' 11, 12, 13,al) 
conditional on the completed data for l'S, rd, ps in the previous iteration and the 
complete data for pd, restricted to the cases for which '1'8 is observed. 
(b) impute each missing l'Sj by I'S~t) = ,6~2 + ,6~tb'd~t-l) + ,B~~ps~t-l) + ,Bi1pdi + EW 1 
with each error-term EW independently drawn from N (01a~t)2) . 
2 () d Pet) pet) pet) pet) (t) f t " d" t "b t" .I P P P P step: a raw 20' 21' 22, 23,a2 rom a pas erlOr IS 1'1 lIlOll oJ 20, 21, 22, 23, a2, 
conditional on the completed data for I'S in step 1, the completed data for rd and ps 
in the previolls iteration and the complete data for pd, resin'cted tot he cases 
for which rd is observed. 
(b) impute each missing l'd j by I'dil) = ,6~2 + ,B~? rs~t) + ,6~~ps~l-l) + ,B~~ pdj + E~tl, 
with each error-term E~ti) independently drawn from N (0, a~t)2) . 
3 () d Pet) pet) pet) pet) (t) f t " d" t "b t" fP P P P " step: a raw 30' 31' 32' 33,a3 rom apos,erlOr IS I'l U IOn 0 30, 31, 32) 33' a3, 
conditional on the completed data of rs and rd in step 1 and step 2, the 
completed data for ps in the previous iteration and the complete data for pd, 
restricted to the cases f01' which ps is observed. 
(b) impute each missing PSi by ps~t) = ,6~2 + ,B~tll's~t) + ,6~tJ 1'(/~t) + ,B~~pdi + E~? 1 
with each €1'ror~te"m f.~~) independently drawn from lV (0, a~t)2) . 
(4"5) 
The substeps (a) ill Eq. 4.5 correspond to the posterior draws of ¢Y) ill Eq. 4.3, and the 
sllbsteps (b) correspond to the draws of Y~?s(j). The posterior distributions from which the 
regression parameters f3 and a in the substeps (a) are drawn, are derived from nOIl~il1formative 
priors {l'lj about these parameters. The concept behind llOn-ill!onnative priors is outside the 
scope of this thesis, but it may be noted that these posterior distributions for,B and a resemble 
the sampling distributions of the least. squares estimators ~ and (j from the completed data. Pos-
terior draws a(t)2 are obtained from the distribution of (;2 (71 - 4) /X~-4' where n is the sample 
size of the hypothetical complete sample and X~-4 is a X2 ralldom variable with n - 4 degrees of 
freedom. Subsequently, posterior draws ,6(t) are obtained from N (~,a(t)2 (XTX)-l), with X 
a (11 x 4) matl'ix with the fil'st column consisting of ones and the other three columns consisting 
of completed data for the predictor variables. Similarity between sampling ami postel'iol' dis~ 
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tribution is most clem' for {3, where the posteri01' distribution of {3 is the sampling distribution 
of 7J with {3 and a 2 replaced by 7J and a(t)2, respectively. For a 2, however, the posterior and 
sampling distribution diber, but they both depend on the same term (n - 4) /X~-4' 
Ordering 1"S, I'd and ps according to their fractions of missing data results in the sequence 
1"d, rs, ps. To generate a start-imputation for I'd, 1'S and ps, the model in Eq. 4.4 is simplified 
to the model: 
rd (3'0 + (3'3pd + 
" 
'2 ~ N (O,al) 
1'S (310 + (3l11'd + (3'3pd + 
" 
"~ N (O,ai) (4,6) 
ps (330 + {33I'rs + (3321'd + (333pd + '3 '3 ~ N (O,a~) 
Similar to Eq 4.5, a stmt implltation for l'd, rs and ps is generated according to the following 
scheme: 
I f) d 6(0) (3(0) (0) f t ' d' t 'b t' f (3 (3 step : (a raw, 20' 23 I a2 rom a pas enol' Isn u IOn 0 201 231 a2, 
conditional on the observed data for I'd and pel in cases where these 
two variables are simultaneously observed. 
(b) impute each missing I'd j by l'd~O) = f3~~ + /3~~)pdi + E~~), 
with each error-term E~?) independently drawn from N ( 0, a~0)2) . 
2 () d (3(0) (3(0) (3(0) (0) f t ' d' t 'b t' f(3 (3 (3 step : a raw 10 I 11' 13' a 1 rom a pas enol' IS 1'l U IOn 0 101 11, 131 a1, 
(b) 
step 3: (aJ 
conditional on the completed data for 'I'd in step 1 arId the observed data 
/01' I'S and pd, restricted to the cases for which 1'8 is observed. 
impute each missing 1'S' by 1's(O) - (3(0) + (3(0)1'd(O) + (3(O)/id' + ,(0) 
I i - 10 11 i 13 I Ii I 
with each error-term Ei~) independently drawn from N (O,a~O)2) . 
draw fJ~~) , {3~~) J f3~~) J {3~~ J a~O) from a posterior distribution of 
{330J {3311 /332, /333, a3, conditional on the completed data for 1'd and 1'8 in 
step 1 and step 2, and the observed data of p8 and of pd, restdeted to the 
cases in whieh ps is obser'ved. 
(b) impute each miSSing PSi by ps~O) ~ (3\~ + (3\~)l'S~O) + (3\~)1'dl0) + (3\~)pdi + ,\~), 
with each error-tenn E~~) independently druwn from N ( 0, a~O)2) . 
(4,7) 
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4.2.2 Representation of hnputation methods 
"When the number of variables in a sample is relatively large as compared to the number of cases 
in this sample, then applying Gibbs sampling according to Eq. 4.3, using for each imputation 
variable y every variable other t.han y as a predictor variable, may lead to numerical problems. 
In such situations it is better to use for each imputation variable y a subset {x} of relevant 
predictor variables. According to Eq. 4.3, the imputations Y!?s(j) for an imputation variable 
Yj during an iteration t can be generated according to different models, so that imputation 
methods can be formally represented by II = (IIl, ... ,IIk), where IIj = (yj,{Xj},1fj) is an 
elementary imputation method generating imputations for the j-th imputation variable Yj by 
the method 1fj conditionally on the completely observed set of predictor variables {Xj}. An 
imputation method II generating imputations for more than one imputation variable is called a 
compound imputation method. An inventory of the different methods 7r for numerical and for 
categorical imputation variables y is made below. Technical details about these methods can 
be found in Appendix 4.B. 
Categorical y: 
The standard method is logistic or polytomous regression imputation, depending on whether 
y is a binary variable, or a polytomous variable (consisting of more than two categories). The 
logistic regression model with parameters ¢ = /3 = (fJO,/3l"" ,/3p ) is [18]: 
Polytomous regression for s categories is a generalization of logistic regression and can be 
modelled as a series of separate logistic regression models of the categories 1, ... , s - 1 against 
a baseline category 0 according to [19]: 
(4.9) 
If y has an ordinal scale, regression imputation with the round off option (see numerical y) 
can be applied. For this situation, a polytomous regression model can also be defined [20], but 
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the estimation of its parameters is rather complicated and will not be considered here. 
\\Then most. of the predictor variables arc numerical an alternative met.hod for logistic or 
poiytomous regression imputation is Discriminant imputation. Categorical predictor variables 
are replaced by their corresponding dummy variables. The starting point of this method is the 
rule of Bayes 
P(y = jlx) = =l::;-'(,-::x",-ly-;-=-'Oj"-)P-c("::Y cc=",,-j),---: 
I:~~~ P(xly = v)P(y = v) j=O, ... ,s-L (<1.10) 
Under t,he assumption that x = (XI, ••• , xp) given y = j is normally distributed with a mean 
vector Jij and covariance mat.rix Ej, the imputation model is 
j = 0, .. . ,S - 1. (4.11) 
In Eq. 4.11, 'ifj is the probability that y = j and /(.111, E) is the probability density function of 
a multivariate normal distribution with a mean vector It. and a covariance matrix E. Let X be 
the currently completed data for x!, ... ,:t.p , and Xobs and Xmis the rows of X corresponding 
to the observed values Yobs and missing values Ymis of y, respectively. In each of the three 
methods logistic regression imputation: polytomolls regression imputat.ion and Discriminant 
imputation, an imputation Y;:lis is generated by first drawing 4>* from an appropriate posterior 
distribution of the model parameters 4> given Yobs and Xobs and subsequently generating Y~is 
from the predictive distribution P (Ymis I Xmisi 4>*). Technical details about these three method 
are found in Appendix 4.B. 
Numerical y: 
The standard method is linear regression imputation, the model of which is similar to Eq. 4.4: 
e ~ N (a,a') (4.12) 
In Eq. 4.12, e is a normally distributed error-term, which is independent of Xl} ••• ,xpo This is 
called the normal error-term variant. Linear regression imputation is applied to the imputation 
variables 1'S} 1'd and ps in example 2. Linear regression imputation can be easily adjusted for 
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non-linear relationships between y and Xl, ... ,xp , and for heteroscedastic, skew or heavy-tailed 
error-terms, which are the four basic deviations from the standard linear regression model in 
Eq.4.12. 
To adjust for non-linear relationships between y and Xl, ••• ,:t'p, the linear regression model 
is generalized to a rich family of regression models by allowing higher order regression and by 
allowing transformations for one or more model variables. The first order regression model is 
the usual linear regression model. \Vhen this model is extended with all quadratic and cross-
product terms, a second order regression model is obtained. Higher order regression models 
are rarely used. The dependent variable V and the numerical predictor variables Xj may be 
transformed using Box-Cox [21] and Power transformat.ions [22J, respectively. Both families of 
transformations are extended by a locat.ion parameter to avoid numerical problems. The only 
difference between these two families of transformations is the scaling factor and the constant. 
term. This different treatment of the dependent variable and the predictor variables is common 
in literature [22]. 
Linear regression imputation is made robust against skew or heavy-tailed error terms by 
applying the hot-deck errof-term variant II]. In this variant, imputations Yi for the missing 
data entry Vi are generated according to Y; = fit + ei. The value fit is the predicted outcome 
for -Yi from t.he regression coefficients {3* drawn from its posterior distribution. The error term 
ei is drawn from the empirical dist.ribut.ion of a suitable subset of the residual error-terms 
Cj = Vj - ih for which Yj is observed wit.h iii the predicted outcome of Yj from the coefficients 
jj estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS). \Vhen this subset .is chosen as {eilJ' .. , eiq } such 
t.hat the q corresponding predicted outcomes flit, ... , fhq are closest to the predicted outcome 
flj for Yi> linear regression imputat,ion will be also robust against hetcroscedastic error-terms. 
A reasonable choice for q may be 0.3 * 11obs, with nobs the number of observed values for y. 
An extra option of regression imputat.ion, which is useful to avoid t.he imputation of values 
outside the domain of y, is t.he round off option. \\fith t.his opt.iOIl, the generated imputation 
vi is replaced by iii, which is the ohserved value of V closest to yi. 
\Vhen relationships betvleen y and Xl, ... , Xp are too complex to specify a regression model 
that. adequately fits the data, nearest neighbour imputation is an alternative met.hod. \Vith 
nearest neighbour imputation an imputation yi for a missing data ent.ry Vi is generated by 
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drawing 'Yi from an estimate P ('Yi I xT) of the predictive distribution of Yi given the corre-
sponding row XT of X . In order to reflect the uncertainty about P (Yi I xT), the imputation 
vi is generated from P (Yi I XT) according to the Bayesian bootst.rap method. The estimate 
P ('Yi I .xI) is the empirical distribut.ion of t.he observed values 'Yit, ... ,Yiq of Y which are chosen 
such that t.he corresponding rows Xl', ... ,x~' are t.he q = [Ide * nabs] rows of Xobs closest to 
XT, ''lith fae t.he donor class fraction and [.] the entier fUIlction. In this context, 'close' is 
defined by a distance function d = d (Xl', XI), with xl' and XJ the i-th and j-t.h row of X. 
A reasonable value of /de may be 0.1. 
For numerical X, a distance function d may be the Euclidean distance, but for rea.'mns of 
efficiency the Hamming distance function is chosen: 
p 
d(X;,Xj) = L I"yu - "Yj,l, (4.13) 
t=1 
where Xit and .ifjt are t.he t-th components of the i-th and j-th rows of t.he mat.rLx .If obtained 
from X by standardizing its components to unit variance. Rather than X, the standardized 
mat.rix X is used to make d comparable across components. The Hamming distance in Eq. 4.13 
is appealing by its simplicity, but has as a shortcoming that. it does not take the correlations 
between predictor variables into account; if two predictor variables .'Vi and xl' are strongly 
positively correlated, they will be double counted by d in Eq. 4.13. A distance function which 
does take these correlat.ions into account is the ·~·,'!ahalanobis distance function [23] p: 
(4.14) 
In Eq. 4.14, S is the sample covariance matrix of X. The associat.ions between 'Y and predictor 
variables Xt may be used as weight factors for the different components. The technical details 
of linear regression imputation and nearest neighbour imputation are given in Appendix 4.B. 
Distance fUIictions for categorical predictor variables may also be developed but are outside t.he 
scope of this thesis. 
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4.2.3 Strategy for selecting an imputation method 
In order to find an imputation method that efficiently uses existing relationships between vari-
ables and generates imputations from a statistical model that adequately fits to the data, a 
selection strategy in two steps is proposed. The initial set of imputation variables is the set of 
incomplete variables of interest, i.e., variables for which a target statistic (Q, U) is requested, 
containing missing data entries. For each imputation variable y, relevant predictor variables 
arc selected. Incomplete predictor variables other than imputation variables are added to the 
set of imputation variables and additional predictor variables are selected for thern. Secondly, 
for each imputation variable, a method 7r is selected. In this chapter, step 2 is described for 
numerical imputation variable.') y only. 
Step 1: Selection of predictor variables 
Given a set of candidate predictor variables selected on grounds of plausibility and target 
statistics, for each imputation variable y, predictor variables x are selected according to the 
following four steps: 
1. Variables involved in a requested multivariate statistical analysis: If x and y 
are involved in a requested multivariate target statist.ic (O,U) and x is not chosen as a 
predictor variable for y, then multiple imputation may be improper for (Q,U) [7J. An 
example is the estimation of the correlation coefficient between two variables y and x, 
where y contains missing data and x is not used for t.he generation of imputations for y. 
If the correlation between these variables is high, then a large number of values, unlikely 
in combination with X, will be imputed for y. Consequently, the m completed sampll:'..8 
yield estimates of the correlat.ion coefficient. biased toward zero. If y is involved in a 
multivariate target statistic (Q, U), it is not necessary to select every variable x involved 
in (Q,U). The following two cases are distinguished: 
(a) If Q is an association measure, e.g., the correlation coefficient or multiple correlation 
coefficient, the variable(s) x involved in Q should be selected. 
(b) If (Q, U) is the result of a regression analysis of which y is an independent variable, 
the dependent variable of the regression should be selected. It. is not necessary to 
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also select the independent variables x other than y since such variables are taken 
into account in step 3. 'Vhen y is involved in an interaction term of the regression 
model, t.he other variables involved in this interaction term should be selected as 
well. 
2. Number and fraction of usable cases: If a candidate predictor variable x has a large 
fraction of missing entries, then such a variable may be useless as a predictor variable. 
A sufficiently large number of cases l1obs(Y,X) with y and x simultaneously observed is 
necessary for fitting a model describing the relationship between the two variables. A 
sufficiently large fraction !p(y, x) of cases with x observed among all cases with y missing is 
necessary to be useful for the prediction of the missing data of y. Consequently, candidate 
predictor variables other than those selected in step 1 with nobs(Y,x) and fraction !p(y,x) 
smaller than certain minimum values 110 and /0, are rellloved from the set of candidate 
predictor variables. Reasonable choices for no and fo may be 50 and 0.3, respectively. 
3. Variables related to y: Variables x, which are strongly related to yare useful for the 
prediction of missing values of y. Inclusion of such predictor variables Illay reduce the 
fraction of missing information due to missing data [lJ and render a possibly IvINAR 
missing data mechanism closer to IvIAR. 
An approach which is easy to implement is to select predictor variables x on the basis of 
bivariate association measures between y and x as estimated from the cases for which y and 
x are simultaneous observed. For numerical y, the absolute value of the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient can be used as an association measure and for categorical y, 
the Cramer~C measure and Kruskal's lambda statistic LB are useful [24]. Another useful 
association measure is the internal consistency which is related to homogeneity analysis 
[25J. To compare numerical predictor variables with categorical predictor variables, an 
adjusted correlation coefficient ,.\ (see Appendix 4.A) can be used for numerical y, and 
for categorical y adjusted measures are obtained by discretizing the numerical predictor 
variables x and calculating association measures from the resulting contingency table. 
The association measure>. (y,x) for Ilumerical y and categorical x is comparable with 
the absolute value of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between Y and 
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fj = E [y I zJ for another numerical predictor variable z. 'Vhen y and z are linearly related, 
.A (y,x) can be compared to the absolute value of the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between y and z. 
Disadvantages of the approach mentioned above are, that a predictor variable x which is 
strongly related to y, may become redundant when other predictor variables are selected, 
and that a predictor variable x with a weak association wit.h y, may be an important 
predictor variable conditionally on other predictor variables. A better approach which 
does not have these disadvant.ages is stepwise regression (stepwise linear regression [22J 
for numerical y and stepwise logistic regression [18J for binary V). "'hen y is pOlytOIllOliS 
with SI S 2: 3, categories, predictor variables are selected by applying s ~ 1 separate 
stepwise logistic regressions of the categories 1, ... , s ~ 1 against a baseline category 0 and 
joining the sets of predictor variables resulting from these stepwise regressions. 
4. Variables related to the nonresponse of y: Such variables have a relevant association 
with the nomesponse indicator Ry of y, and are in this sense explanatory variables for the 
nomesponse of y. Not including such v'driables may yield invalid analysis under j\·IAR. 
As a measure of associatioll, the PearSOll product-moment correlation coefficient between 
Ry and x is used. To compare numerical predictor variables with categorical predictor 
variables, the adjusted correlation coefficient .A (see Appendix 4.A) can be used. In this 
step, predictor variables x with a correlation coefficient between Ry and x larger than a 
certain value Po, say Po = 0.2, and which are not included in the steps 1 and 3 and not 
excluded in step 2, are selected. 
Step 2: Selection of elementary imputation methods 
An obvious strategy is to first find an adequate regression model describing t.he relationship 
between y and its predictor variables. If this regression model fits the data adequately, regrcssion 
imputation is chosen and a choice is made between the normal- and the hot-deck error term 
variant. \Vhen y is ordinal or the number of different values of y is small, it is obvious to apply 
the round off option as well. If no adequate regression model can be found, nearest neighbour 
imputation is the method of choice. 
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If y is not involved in a requested multivariate statistical analysis, then generally the stan-
da.rd linear regression model (first order and no transformations) will be sufficient. Otherwise, 
a regression model for y is chosen with more care. In the first. place, the imputation model is 
chosen in such a way that it includes the model for the requested statistical analysis [7,26J. E.g., 
if second order regression is requested, then these second order terms are taken into account 
in the imputation model to avoid improper imputation for coefficients of second order terms 
significantly differing from zero. Secondly, a regression model which optimally describes the 
relationship between y and its predictors Xl, ... ,xp is found. This is especially important when 
imputed data sets are to be created to which multiple statistical analyses will be applied. If 
imputations are generated according to this criterion, the existing structures in the incomplete 
sample and the uncertainty about t.hese structures are preserved in the Tn complet.ed samples. 
In case of a analysis model which does not correspond to the imputation model, the come-
quellces are then lcss serious than when the structures arc not preserved in the m completed 
data sets. 
A popular optimality critedon for the regression model is the squared multiple correlation 
coefficient R2. It is equal to the squared Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient be-
tween the observed and predicted outcome, and is regarded as a measure of the predictive power 
of a regression model. An optimal regression model can be found by finding transformations 
for y and Xl, ... ,xP' such t.hat R2 is maximized for second order regression. The value of R2 
is estimated from the cases where y and Xl, ... ,Xp are completely observed. If t.he number of 
such cases is too small, R,2 can be ma.ximized for subsets of Xl, ... , xp, for which the number 
of completely observed cases is sufficiently large. \Vhen t.he optimal t.ransformations are found 
and the resulting value of R2 for second order regression is significantly larger than for first 
order regression, then second order regression is chosen. Otherwise, it. is sensible to opt for first 
order regression. The differences between the values of R2 for first and second order regression 
can be examined by t.he F test.. 
Finding optimal transformat.ions is a combinatorial problem; even a relatively sIllall number 
of numerical predictor variables leads to a combinatorial explosion. A heuristic approach to 
this problem is, starting with an initial selection, to sequentially select for each variable the 
transformation which maximi:les R2, until R,2 no longer improves. A reasonable initial selec-
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tion can be obtained by selecting for each numerical predictor variable Xj, t.he transformation 
which maximizes t.he correlation between y and t.he transformed Xj. If there is a theoretical 
or empirical basis for a set of transformations, of course this set should be taken as the initial 
set of transformations. Suppose there is empirical evidence to suggest that the logarithm of 
blood pressures is normally distributed as in [27]. It is then obvious to select the logarithmic 
transformation as the initial transformation for variables containing measurements of blood 
pressures. 
To avoid incompatible regression models for different variables to be imputed in case of cir-
cularities, i.e., when there exists a pair of variables (ZI, Z2) such that Z2 is a predictor variable of 
Zl and, in turn, Zl is a predictor variable of Z2, the selection of transformations for such variables 
Zl and Z2 should be made with care. If in the imputation model for Zl, t.ransformations hand 
12 are selected for Zl and Z2, and in the imputation model for Z2 the selected transformat.ions 
for Z2 and Zl are given by g2 and gl, it can be verified that /1, 12, gl and 92 must satisfy: 
92 =: 91 0 III 012, where for two functions f and 9 and values x in the domain of 9 t.he function 
fog is evaluated by (Jog)(x) = f(g(x)). 
A choice between regression- and nearest neighbour imputation is based in the first place on 
the R2 statistic. If R2 is relatively high, a good model fit is indicated and regression imputation 
is the method to be preferred. However, a relatively low R2 does not automatically indicate an 
inadequate model, since it may also be due to a large residual variance. The adequacy of the 
regression model can be in general investigated by plot.ting the residuals ej = Yi - iii against the 
predicted values fk \Vith such plots, deviations from linearity and heteroscedasticity can be 
detected [22]. To choose between the normal and the hot-deck opt.ion, t.he distribution of the 
error-term is considered. Information about. this distribution cannot be obtained from residual 
plots. Summary statistics, such as skewness and kurtosis of the residuals {ed are useful for 
this purpose. 
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4.3 Inference from multiple imputation 
4.3.1 Pooling of results 
Pooled results of point-estimators, standard errors, confidence intervals, and p-values are cal-
culated from the m completed sample results [1] {(Qi,Ui) I"'J (Q;pU'~I)}' where Oi is a 
point-estimate of a possibly multi-dimensional parameter of interest Q obtained from the i-th 
completed sample and Ut is the corresponding estimated variance of Q; (variance-covariance 
matrix for multivariate Q). Statistics (0, U)ofthe hypothetical complete sample, are estimated 
by (Qm,[! m), where Om given by 
(4.15) 
is a pooled point-estimator, and Urn given by 
(4.16) 
is the average completed data variance. Extra inferential uncertainty about Q due to missing 
data is reflected by the between imputation variance Bm given by 
1 ~ (_ _) (_ _)T Bm = m _ 1 ~ Q; - Qm Q; - Qm 
i=l 
(4.17) 
On the basis of the lower order variability of U [1,5L the precision ofU m with regard to U needs 
not be reflected. Total inferential uncertainty about Q given the incomplete data is reflected 
by the total variance 1~ given by 
Tm=Um+Bm+m-lBm. (4.18) 
In the definition of Tm in Eq. 4.18, the following three sources of inferential uncertainty about 
Q are taken into account: (1) uncertainty with respect to the complete data represented by 
Urn, (2) extra uncertainty due to missing data represented by Bm, and (3) extra uncertainty 
due to the simulation error represented by m-1 Em. \Vhen m tends to infinity, this latter term 
vanishes. 
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Example 3 For the same incomplete sample, parameter of interest. Q and imputation method 
as treated in Example 2 (sec subsection4.2.1) form = 10 and after 10 Gibbs sampling itero.tions, 
the corresponding multiple imputation estimates are given by Om = 149.04, Vm = 1.42, Bm = 
1.00 and Tm ~ 1.42 + 1.00 + 1.00/10 ~ 2.52. 
For pooling of results, a distinction is made between a univariate- and a multivariate para-
meter of interest Q. 
Univariate parameter of interest 
For univariate Q, t.he three variances fJ~, Em, and Tm are univariate. The pooled standard 
error is given by .,JT;;;, the pooled (1- n)100% confidence interval is given by 
(4.19) 
and the pooled p-value with regard to the hypothesis Ho : Q = Qo, with Qo a chosen value, is 
given by 
(4.20) 
In the equations 4.19 and 4.20, t.lJjl-a/2 is the 1- 0-/2 quantile of a Student t distribution wit.h 
v degrees of freedom and FI,v is an F distributed random variable with one and v degrees of 
freedom, where // is given by, 
J/ = (111 - 1) (1 + 1';11)2, (4.21) 
and rm is given by 
(4.22) 
In Eq. 4.22, 1"m is the relative increase in variance due to nonresponse. 'Vhen the relative con-
tribution of t.he missing data to the inferent.ial uncertainty about Q increases, I'm also increases. 
The simulation error of 1'm, with regard to roo, in case of an infinite number of imputations, is 
reflected by the factor m-1 Bm/U.m. The tv and FI ,IJ distributions in t.he equations 4.19 and 
4.20 are approximations proposed in [1] to reflect the simulation error of Em wit.h regard to Boo. 
'''hen m tends to infinity, v also tends to infinity, so that the corresponding distributions tv 
and FI,v will converge to t.he standard normal dist.ribution and the xi distribution, respectively 
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[28]. For an infinite number of imputations, the pooled (1 - a) 100% confidence intervals and 
pooled p-values are then given by 
Q= ± Zl-a/2 ~ (4.23) 
and 
(4.24) 
where 
(4.25) 
In Eq. 4.23, ZI-a/2 is the l-a/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. Since the Student 
t distribution has thicker tails than the standard normal distribution, the value tV;1_o./2 is larger 
than Zl_o./2 [28], so that the (1 - n) 100% confidence interval for a finite number of imputations 
is indeed wider than for an infinite number of imputations. In Eq. 4.20, the random variable FI,v 
has the same probability distribution as the ratio ~, where XI and X~ are two independent 
X2 random variables with 1 and 1/ degrees of freedom, respectively. \Vhen 17t tends to infinity, 
X~/I/ tends to I, so that the loss in significance due to the simulation error is reflected by the 
variability of the denominator X~/v. 
l\.1ultivariate parameter of interest 
i'vIethods for pooling of results for a multivariate parameter of interest Q described here concerns 
pooling of p-values with respect to Q. Three different cases are considered. 
Pooling of p-values when corresponding completed data point-estimates and cor-
relation matrices are given For a k-dimensional parameter of interest Q, a p-value for 
the hypothesis Ho : Q = Qo [l,3L e.g., for a linear regression model, the hypothesis that the 
coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero, is given by 
p·value ~ P (Fk.w > Dm). (4.26) 
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In Eq. 4.26, Fk,w is an F distributed random variable with k and w degrees of freedom and Dm 
is a test statistic given by 
(4.27) 
where l'm is given by 
(4.28) 
The definit.ion of 1'm in Eq. 4.28 is a multivariate extension of the definition of l'm in Eq. 4.22 
for univariate Q. The best choice so far for w in Eq. 4.26 is given by [3]: 
with t. given by 
4+ (t-4) [1 + (1-2t- 1)] Mn 
(m - 1) (";-1) (1 + /",;;1)2 
t = k (m -1). 
if t > 4 (4.29) 
otherwise 
(4.30) 
The factor (Om ~ QO)TU-:nl (Qm ~ Qo) in the expression for Dm in Eg. 4.27 is an estimate 
for the corresponding complete data test statistic D = (Q - Qo) T U-1 (Q - Qo) (see section 
4.4). This factor is divided by the dimension k of Q since the reference dist.ribution of D is an 
X2 distribution with k degrees of freedom and the F reference distribution of Dm is equal to 
the distribution of the random variable :i;: ' where X~ and X~ arc two independent random 
variables with a X2 distribution with k and w degrees of freedom. The term 1 + 'I'm in the 
denominator of Eq. 4.27 reflects t.he extra uncertainty due to missing data. "'hen I'm increases, 
Dm decreases so that the p--value in Eg. 4.26 increases and thus becomes less significant.. The 
extra uncertainty due to the simulation error is reflected by the denominator degrees of freedom 
w of t.he F distribution of Dm. 'Vhen the number of imputations m increases, w increases 
according to Eq. 4.29 and Eq. 4.30, which implies that the degree of concentration around 1 
of the probability distribution of the term X~/w increases and t.hus the variability of the F 
reference distribution of Dm decreases. 
The p--value in Eq. 4.26 is derived under the strong assumption that the t.heoretical between 
imputation variance--covariance matrix B (see section 4.4 for the definition of B) is proportional 
to U, i.e., B = Xu for a certain constant X. Nevertheless, a :rvlonte Carlo st.udy in f3J suggests 
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that even if this assumption is violated, performance of this procedure is acceptable in practice. 
Pooling of p-values when only m completed data p-values are given The definition of 
Dm requires that the variance-covariance matrix U of Q is available. For large statistical models, 
sllch as large log-linear models with possibly hundreds of parameters, however, presentation of 
the correlation matrices of Q are cumbersome and may not be available in statistical software 
packages. For this purpose, a method using only the completed data p-values has been developed 
[4]. By this method, pooled p-values of the hypothesis lIo : Q = Qo are derived from the 
corresponding completed data test statistics {di, ... , d:n} of this hypothesis, where the i-til 
completed dat.a statistic is equal to 
<I, ~ (01- Qo) l' U;-I (0, - Qo). (4.31) 
If a statistical software package provides 111 completed data p-values but not m completed data 
test statistics, the latter can be derived from the relationship 
i-th completed data p-value = P (X~ > di) . (4.32) 
The pooled p-value is given by 
p-value = P (Fk.W > Bm ). (4.33) 
In Eq. 4.33, Dm is an estimate of Dm in Eq. 4.27 given by 
~ d /k - ("'-I) r 
'" III Ill+l m 
Dm= l+rm ' (4.34) 
where fm is an estimat.e of I'm given by 
(4.35) 
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In Eq. 4.35, 0'm is equal to (1 + m-1) times the sample variance of the square roots of the m 
complete data test statistics {di, .. . ,d;ll} and -If];;; denotes the average over {/df". " ~}. 
The denominator degrees of freedom w in Eq. 4.33 is given by 
(4.36) 
In Eq. 4.34, the estimate of Dm is denoted by Dm rather than by Dm to indicate that Dm 
is approximated in two steps. First Dm is approximated by 
(4.37) 
Subsequently, Dm is approximated by Dm by replacing l'm in Eq. 4.37 by the estimate 0'm. The 
extra uncertainty due to missing data is reRected by the term - (:+~) rm in the numerator in 
Eq. 4.34 and the term 1 +0'm in the denominator in Eq. 4.34. Similar to the method for pooling 
p-values on the basis of Dm, specified in the equations 4.26 through 4.30, the simulation error 
is reflected by the denominator degrees of freedom w of t.he reference F distribut.ion given in 
Eq. 4.36 which increases when the number of imputations In increases. 
However, performance of this method is inferior to the method using Dm ) and it is advised 
to use this met.hod only as a rough guide and to interpret its results as providing a range of 
p-values between one half and twice the calculated p-value [5,9]. That the performance of the 
method using Dm is considerably less than the met.hod using Dm can be understood from t.he 
fact. t.hat the completed data test. statistics {di, ... )d~} only provide information about the 
magnit.ude of the differences bet.ween Of and Qo but not of the direction of these diffeI"ences 
[5]. 
Pooling of p-values from likelihood ratio tests For p-values from likelihood-ratio tests, a 
t.hird method, which may be regarded as intermediate between the previous two [9], is proposed 
in [6]. Likelihood-ratio tests are used to decide if a given statistical model A describing a certain 
sample Y can be replaced by a more parsimonious statist.ical model B which is embedded in 
A. For the models A and B, the corresponding log-likelihood ratio test statistic dL is given 
by dL(A, B [ Y) = 2 (II (A;;P I Y) -II (B;;Po I Y)), where 11 (M; e [ X) is the log-likelihood 
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function for a statistical model AI with parameter values () and a sample X, and ,~ and ;jjo are 
the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters 'ifJ and 1fo of A and B. The log-likelihood 
II provides a measure for model fit. If II (A;~ I Y) > II (B;~o I Y) , model A fits the data Y 
better than model B. Thus, dL (A, B ! Y) measure.') the loss in modelfit to the data Y if model 
B rather than model A is chosen. The factor 2 in the definition of d I , is chosen, since for a 
sufficiently large size of sample Y, t.he corresponding p-value of dL is given by 
p~value = p (X~ > dL (A,B I Y)), (4.38) 
where k is the difference between the numbers of parameters for the models A and B, and 
xr is a random variable with a X2 distribution with k degrees of freedom. If this p-value is 
significant, e.g., smaller t.han 0.05, it is obvious to choose model A, otherwise it is convenient 
to opt for model B. 
An example of the use of p-values from likelihood ratio tests is to asses the individual 
contribution of an independent variable x to a logistic regression model (see chapter 7 for an 
application). In this example) model A is a logistic regression for which x is an independent 
variable, and model B is the reduced logistic regression model resulting from exclusion of x 
from A. The parameters ;p and ;Po are the regression coefficients of the full and the reduced 
regression model obtained by maximum likelihood est.imat.ion. If x is numerical, k = 1, and if 
x is categorical k is equal to the number of categories of x minus 1. 'Vhen the likelihood ratio 
p-value of x is significant, x is an important variable for the regression model. 
\Vhen the sample Y is incompletely observed by Yobs, the unknown complete data likeli-
hood ratio test statistic dL = dL (A, B I Y) is estimated by the average dp over d~l)), ... ,4m ), 
with d~i) = 2 (It (Aj1P I Vi t ) -II (Bj1Po I lit)) the log-likelihood ratio test statist.ic for the i-th 
completed sample lit and the pooled point estimates 1P and 1Po for 'ifJ and 1fo, respectively. The 
pooled log-likelihood ratio test statistic dL is given by 
(4.39) 
In Eq. 4.39 J'L is an estimate of the relative increase in variance due to missing data and is 
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given by 
(4.40) 
where de is the average ofd~l}, ... ,d~m}, with d~i) = 2 (ll (Aj:;P(i) I Yi*) -ll (B;¢g) I Yi*)) is 
the log-likelihood evaluated for the maximum likelihood estimates ;j;(i) and :;pg) for 1/1 and 1/10 
from the i-th completed sample Yi*. The difference de - dp indicate.':! the imprecision of the 
estimate dp of the complete data log-likelihood ratio dL . The extra uncertainty due to missing 
data is reflected by dividing dp by the term 1 + I'L. The corresponding p-value is given by 
p-value = P (Fk,w > (h) , (4.41) 
where w = W (I'd is obt.ained by replacing I'm by I'L in t.he expression for the denominator 
degrees of freedom w in Eq. 4.29 for the met.hod using the corresponding pooled point estimates 
Om and average variance Urn. 
4.3.2 Missing infol'll1ation 
Diagnostic measures for assessing the contribution of missing data to inferential uncertaint.y 
about point estimates are considered here only for a univariate parameter of interest Q. For 
mult.ivariate Q, these measures can be separately evaluated for each component of Q. General-
izations of these measures for multivariate Q exist [1,3,5]' but their interpret.ation is difficult. 
The standard diagnostic measure is t.he fraction of information about. Q missing due to 
nonresponse [1] given by 
(4.42) 
In Eq. 4.'12, U;;,.1 is an estimate of u-l, which represents the information about Q contained in 
the complete sample. "'hen U-1 increases, the precision of Q wit.h regard t.o Q also increases. 
The information about Q contained in the incomplete sample is given by $sT;;:l, so that the 
nominator in Eq. 4.'12 represents the missing information about Q due to missing data. The 
factor ~!~, with v given in Eq. 4.21, is the correction factor for the finite number of imputations 
m. For an infinite number of imputations, the fraction of information missing due to missing 
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data is given by 
(4.43) 
For a variety of univariate point estimators 0, such as the mean and the median, it can be 
verified from Eq. 4.43, that 'Yoc> is equal to the fraction of missing data in the theoretical situation 
that no predictor variables are used for the generation of t.he imputations. Ot.herwise, 'Yoc> will 
be smaller than or equal to this fraction. 
Other diagnost.ic measures are t.he bet.ween imputation variance Bm and the relative increase 
in variance 1'm given in Eq. 4.22. The following relationship bet.ween 1m and 1'm exists [1] 
I'm + 2/(v+ 3) ? = . 
m 1'm + 1 
(4.44) 
For "'roc> and Toc>, this relationship is given by [1] 
(4.45) 
The diagnostic measures ment·ioned above are defined in terms of loss in precision due t.o 
missing data. To assess the added value of Illult.iple imputat.ion with regard t.o complete-case 
analysis, it is useful to define similar measures for gain in precision of mult.iple imputation with 
regard to complete-case analysis. Let fj be the variance of 0 when 0 is obtained by complete-
case analysis. Similar t.o "'1m in Eq. 4.42, the fraction of information about Q, gained by multiple 
imputation with regard to complete-case analysis is defined by 
tllr-l _ fj-I 
( v+3 m 
m = fj-l (4.46) 
Similar to the measures Bm and I'm, gain in precision is reflected by U - Tm and U-;m 1 
respectively. 
Example 4 From Om = 149.04, [lm = 1.42, Bm = 1.00 and m = 10 in example 3, the 
corresponding values of Tm and v are 0.41 and 88.33, respectively. From Eq. 4.42 it follows that 
the fraction of info1'mation about Q missing due to missil1g data 1m is equal to 0.33. Fu1'thel~ 
iJ-1 = «31.8)' /22h(1034-221)/1034)-1 = 0.279 (see Table 2.1 of chapter 2) a"<lT';;' = 0.40, 
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so that according to Eq. 4.44, the fraction of information about Q gained by multiple imputation 
(m is given by 0.28. The factor (1034 - 211)/1034 is the correction factor for finite populations. 
The fraction 1m is lower than the corresponding fmction of missing data entries in ps given by 
0.47, so that the selected predictor variables for ps provide information about the pammetel' of 
interest Q. This also appears from (m = 0.28. 
4.4 Validation 
In the next chapter, the validation of some of the imputation methods developed in section 4.2 
according to the conditions of proper imputation is described. In this section a non-technical 
explanation of proper imputation and its similarity with the validity conditions for complete 
and incomplete data inference is given. In subsection 4.4.1, a detailed description of the valid-
ity conditions for complete data inference is given. The similarity of the conditions for proper 
imputation with the conditions for valid complete data inference and for valid incomplete data 
inference are described in subsection 4.4.2, where the validation of pooling procedures for fi-
nite multiple imputation is also treated. In subsection 4.4.3 is described how the quality of 
imputations can be inspected for a real life data set. 
4.4.1 Conlplete data inference 
In this subsection, classical frequentistic validity criteria for complete data inference are for-
mulated in terms of the tuple (OJ U), where 0 is a point estimator of a parameter of interest 
and U the complete data variance of Q. The underlying assumption is that the sample size is 
sufficiently large. Under this assumption, confidence intervals, test statistics and p-values can 
be written as functions of t.he t.uple (Q, U). 
Validity conditions for complete data inference 
Complete sample statistics (0, U) are validated under t.he assumption of a true underlying 
sampling mechanism. The validity conditions for complete data inference under this assumption 
are given by: 
Q~N(Q,Uo) (4.47) 
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U""Uo (4.48) 
The condition in Eq. 4.47 means t.hat Q is an unbiased estimator of Q and that the sample size 
is large enough to approximate the sampling distribution of Q by a normal distribut.ion with a 
mean equal to Q and the theoretical variance equal to Uo. Equation Eq. 4.48 can be interpreted 
as a correct reflection of the precision of the point-estimator Q. The symbol ~ here indicates 
equality in the sense of lower order variability [1,3]. The distinction between U and Uo, and 
the frequentistic concept behind the precision of Q will be outlined in the next subsection. 
On the basis of the validity conditions in Eq. 4.47 and Eq. 4.48, a (1 - n)100% confidence 
interval for univariate Q is given by [1] 
Q ± Zl-a/2.,f[J, (4.49) 
and, for multivariate Q, a p~value for the hypothesis lIo : Q = Qo, with Qo a chosen value, is 
given by 
p-valuc = P(x% > D), (4.50) 
where the corresponding test-statistic D is given by 
(4.51) 
In Eq. 4.491 Zl-a/2 is the 1 - cr/2 quantile of the standard normal dist.ribution. In Eq. 4.50, 
X~ is a X2 random variable with k degrees of freedom. The test statistic D in Eq. 4.51 can 
be interpreted as a distance function of Q and Qo in which the component distances between 
Q and Qo are weighed with the component standard errors of Q and the correlations between 
these components. 
Reflection of the precision of a point estimate 
This subsection is illustrated by example 5. 
Example 5 This example is a simulated sample s111'uey. The objective of a sample survey 
can be stated as statisNcal inference about a celtain population q1lantity Q, which cannot be 
determined since the population is too large to be investigated entirely. Rather than from the 
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entire population, statistical inference abotll Q is obtained from a sample. This sample contains 
UTlcertain information about Q, in the sense that Q cannot be exactly determined from it. 
In the simulated sample survey, the population Y consists of np = 1034 observations of the 
variable ps (see Example 1) and the parameter of interest Q is the population mean Q = Y. 
The sample y from Y, is the sample 'Doblltamine Complete', which is randomly drawn from Y 
by AJonte Carlo techniques. In the sampling mechanism by which y is drawn, each entry in the 
population Y has a probability of ns/np to be included in the sample with ns equal to 400. The 
size of samples by this mechanism is therefore not necessarily exactly equal to 400, but has an 
expected value of 400. For this reason, the sample size of 'Dobutamine Complete' is not equal 
to 400 but equal to 394, as can be read from table 2.3. In sample surveys, the sample y is called 
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a representative sample since the frequency distribution of y is approximately the same as the 
frequency distl'iblltiOll of the population Y. This is shown in Figure 4.4, where ke1'11el estimates 
(see chapter 2) of the probability density distl'iblltions of y and Yare displayed. Throughout this 
section the parameter of interest Q will be the populat-ion mean Y = 147.7. A point estimator 
Q of Q is Ihe sample mean Yn. = 146.4 (see table 2.3 of chapla 2). 
In frequentistic st.atistical inference, the precision of (j is indicated by the amount of fluc-
tuation of 0 under repetition of sampling by the sampling mechanism from which the available 
data is assumed to be generated. A general impression of this fluctuation is given by the proba-
bility density distribution of 0 under this sampling mechanism. In Figure 4.5, these probability 
density distributions are displayed for the sample me-an Yn. as obtained from samples with dif-
ferent expected sample sizes given by lls = 10,50,100, 400j The underlying sampling mechanism 
here is similar to the sampling mechanism from which the sample 'Dobutamine Complete' is 
drawn as described in example 5. For each expected sample size, the corresponding probability 
density distribution is approximated by generating N = 1,000 independent samples from the 
sampling mechanism by Monte Carlo techniques and calculating a kernel estimate from the 
corresponding point estimates 0(1), ... ,(j(N). 
In Figure 4.5, for low llSj the sample mean Un. appears to be a very imprecise estimator of 
the popUlation mean Q. According to the probability density distribution of Yns with lls = 10, 
point estimates with a value lower than 135 or a value larger than 165 are possible; sllch values 
of 0 deviate considerably from Q = 147.7. For increasing lls the precision of Yns increases, 
as can be seen from the increasing degree of concentration around Q of the corresponding 
probability density functions. This is in accordance with the fact that with increasing sam pIc 
sizc, the amount of information about Qj contained in the sample, also increases. 
A generally accepted summary measure for the precision of 0 is the variance Uo of Q given 
by: 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
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In Eq. 4.52, 0(1),0(2), ... is a sequence of estimates of Q resulting from samples, which are 
independently generated by the assumed sampling mechanism. The quantity Q N is the average 
of O{i) over the N samples, which is an approximation of E(O}, t.he expectation of 0 which is 
usually interpreted as the long-term average of 0 under repeated sampling. The variance Uo 
can be interpreted as the long-term average squared deviation of Q from its long-term average 
E(Q}. To facilit.ate t.he interpretation of Uo, t.he standard error of 0 given by SEo = No is 
usually presented. From the probability density function of Q in Figure 4.5, t.he corresponding 
standard errors SEa are given by 10.25, 4.26, 2.92 and 1.20 for ns = 10,50,100,400, re..':Ipect.ively. 
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The quantity Uo is a theoretical variance which is not available from the sample. Therefore, it 
is estimated by the complete data variance U using assumptions about the underlying sampling 
mechanism. For a sample y from the population Y according to the sampling mechanism in 
example 5, this complete sample variance U is given by: 
U=~(71p-l1S)S2 
11s IIp n. 
(4.54) 
In Eq. 4.54, Sn. is the standard deviation of y and the factor (np~n. ) is the so-called correction 
factor for finite populations. For the sample )Dobutamille Complete)) lIs) l1p and Sns are given 
by 394) 1034 and 30.16 (See table 2.3 of chapter 2)) so that U is equal to 1.47 and SE is equal 
to 1.21. This standard error is close to its corresponding thcoretical value for 11s = 400 given 
by SEo ~ 1.20. 
Monte Carlo evaluation of complete data inference 
Rather than the equations 4.47 and 4.48, the simplified conditions, 
E[Q]~Q (4.55) 
and 
E[U] ~Uo, (4.56) 
are verified by a ?vIonte Carlo study as dcpicted in Figure 4.6. In such a study) from a population 
Y, a large number N of independent samples y(1)) ..• ,y(N) are generated by the assumed sam-
pling mechanism) and the corresponding complete sample results (Q(1)) U(1}), ... , (QU·.') , U(f"'l) 
are calculated from these N samples. From these N results E[Q] is approximated by Q, the 
average of QU), B[U] is approximated by U) the average of U(i), and Uo is approximated by iJo, 
the sample variance over the QU). '\Then N tends to infinity) Q, U and Uo will tend to E[Q], 
E[U] and Uo, respectively. 
For univariate QJ an indication of the normality condition in Eq. 4.47 can be obtained by 
verifying whether t.he actual coverage of the confidence interval is equal to its nominal coverage. 
The actual coverage is approximated by calculating the fraction of confidence intervals which 
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Figure 4-6: Setup for a r.ilonte Carlo evaluation of complete data inference. 
and VAR represent t.he sample average and variance, respectively. 
The terms AVE 
include t.he parameter of interest Q = Qo over the N confidence intervals CI(i) corresponding 
to the N complete sample results (Q(i), U(i)). "'hen N tends to infinity, this fraction will tend 
to the probability that under the sampling mechanism a confidence interval will include the 
parameter of interest Qo. The nominal coverage of a confidence interval is this probability 
under the assumptions on the basis of which this interval is constructed. For the confidence 
interval given in Eq. 4.49, t.hese assumptions are given by the validit.y conditions in Eq. 4.55 and 
Eq. 4.56. The actual and nominal rejection rates for statistical tests are defined in a similar way 
as depicted in Figure 4.6; the actual rejection rate is the probability that Ho will be rejected 
under the assumed sampling mechanism given that Ho is true. The nominal rejection rate is 
this probability under t.he assumptions on the basis of which this test· is constructed. In the 
next example, a small evaluation study of complete data inference is illustrated: 
Example 6 In this example, the sample mean Yn .. and its corresponding standard error given 
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I sample size I bias SE I SEa I SEa - SE I (SEQ - SEl/SEa I Couerage I 
10 -0.033 9.286 10.250 0.964 0.094 89.13 
20 -0.031 6.659 6.924 0.265 0.0383 92.68 
30 -0.140 5·442 5.622 0.181 0.032 93.28 
50 0.011 4·199 4·264 0.065 0.015 93.90 
15 -0.011 3.399 3·450 0.060 0.011 901 
100 0.016 2.903 2.9n 0.014 0.005 94. 18 
150 -0.005 2.304 2.288 -0.016 -0.001 94·69 
200 0.013 1.940 1.953 0.0138 0.001 94·71 
250 0.004 1.168 1.694 0.010 0.006 94·83 
300 -0.000 1·481 1·490 0.003 0.002 94·75 
350 -0.001 1.329 1.318 -0.011 -0.008 94·84 
400 0.014 1.191 1.200 0.003 0.002 94·99 
Table 4.1: Results of a small scale Monte Carlo evaluation of complete data analysis. 
in Eq. 4.54 are validated f01' different sample sizes, ranging from 10 to 400. The population 
Y, the population quantity of interest Q, and the underlying sampling mechanism are the same 
as in example 5. The Twmber of generated samples is given by N = 10.000. The results are 
given in Table 4-1. In this table, the bias (condition in Eq. 4.55) is measured by the quantity 
Q - Q, where Q is an approxi,nation of EIOi. Theund,,!ouer estimation of the theoretical 
standard erro1'..;tJO is measured by the relative difference (SEo - SE)/SEo, where SEo = /f!o 
and SE = Vu are approximations of VUO and E[VV], respectively. In the rightmost column, 
the actual coverages of 95% conficlerlce int€1'vals according to Eq. 4.49 are given. 
The results show that the simplified validity conditions in Eq. 4.55 and Eq. 4.56 hold for all 
sample sizes. The normality condition of Eq. 4.41, however, is not satisfied for smaller samplc 
sizes (ns < 100). since f01' these sample sizes the c01Tesponding coverages arc clearly lower than 
the nominal coverage of 95%. For increasing sample size, the actual coverages are increasing 
toward 95%, which is in agreement with the fact that with increasing sample size the distribution 
of Q converges to the 1l0mwl distribution in Eq. 4.41. The undercoverage for the smaller sample 
sizes follows from the fact that for smaller sample sizes U vades under repetition of sampling, 
while according to the validity condition U ~ Uo in Eq. 4.48 it £s assumed that £t does not. For 
confidence intervals, this variability in U is reflected by replacing the 1 - 0:/2 quantile of the 
standard nor71lal distribution ZI-a/2 in Eq. 4.49 by the c01'responding quantile fn-ljl-a/2 of the 
Student t distdbution with n - 1 degrees of freedom, where n is the sample size; the quantile 
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tll-ljl-a/2 is larger than Zl-a/2 and goes to Zl-a/2 when n goes to infinity. Ij in this study 
the adual coverage oj confidence intervals on the basis ojtn-ljl-a/2 is approximated, it can be 
expected that the actual coverages for smalla sample sizes are close to the nominal coverage of 
95%. 
4.4.2 IncOlnplete data inference 
Just as the validity conditions for complete data inference in the previous section, proper 
multiple imputation and valid incomplete data inference require unbiased point estimators, a 
correct reflection of their precision, and a sample sufficiently large to make valid assumptions 
about normality. The main distinction bet.ween these three validity criteria is that they take 
different levels of inferential uncertainty into account.; valid complete data inference takes into 
account the inferentialullcertainty about Q given the complete sample, proper imputation takes 
into account the inferential uncertainty about the statistics (Q, U) of the hypothetical complete 
sample given the incomplete data, and valid incomplete data inference takes into account the 
inferential uncertainty about Q given the incomplete sample. 
Similar to Figure 4.5, these three levels of inferential ullcertainty are reflected by prouability 
density distributions in Figure 4.7. In this Figure, the population Y, parameter of interest Q, 
point estimator Q and the sampling mechanism, with 118 = 400, are t.he same as in example 
5, and the missing data mechanism is the :~dAR mechanism described in chapter 2. The solid 
graph is a kernel estimate of the sampling distribution of Q from N = 1, 000 point estimates 
Q(1), ... ) Q(N) corresponding to N independent samples generated by the sampling mechanism. 
Extra uncertainty due to missing data is represented by the probabilit.y density distribution 
of 000 (000 is approximated here with Gm where m = 100) under repeated generation of 
incomplet.e samples from a fixed complete sample. This probability distribut.ion is approximated 
by a kernel estimate (graph wit.h squares) from .A1 = 1000 mult.iple imputation estimates 
Q~ ) ... , Q~l) corresponding to lH incomplete samples independently generated from a fixed 
complete sample by t.he same missing data mechanism. 000 is distributed around the estimate Q 
from this complete sample, and under repeated sampling Q is dist.ributed around the populat.ion 
quantit.y Q. This implies that the sampling distribution of Q and the distribution of Goo under 
repeated generation of incomplete samples differ in location. This difference appears in Figure 
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4.7, where Q is equal 147.7 and Q from t.he fixed complete sample is equal to 146.95. 'VhiIe 
the degree of concentration of Q around Q indicates the precision of Q with regard to Q, the 
increase in inferential uncertainty due to missing data is indicated by the degree of concentration 
of Qoo around Q. 
The probability distribution of 000 under repetition of sampling and generation of incom-
plete samples reflects the total inferential uncertainty about Q from the incomplete sample. 
This probability density distribution is approximated by a kernel estimate (graph with trian-
gles) from Q~}, ... , 0~I) 1 where each o£! is independently obtained by generating from Y a 
complete sample y{i) by the sampling mechanism, generating aIle incomplete sample y~~s from 
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To· 
y(i) by the missing data mechanism and obtaining O~ from y~s by multiple imputation. The 
AI different incomplete samples} here, are generated from different complete samples rather 
than from a fixed complete sample. The probability density distributions in Figure 4.7 in-
dicates that an incomplete sample contains less information about Q than the corresponding 
complete sample; the probability density distribution of 000 under repetition of sampling and 
generation of incomplete data (graph with squares) has a lower degree of concentration around 
Q than the probability density dist.ribution of Q under repetition of sampling. 
An overview of the theoretical variances corresponding to the three different levels of infer-
ential uncertainty mentioned above, is given in Figure 4.8. This scheme is an extension of the 
scheme for rdonte Carlo evaluation of complete data inference in Figure 4.6 by incorporating 
the missing data mechanism. In the left of Figure 4.8} the approximation of the theoretical 
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complete data variance Uo is depicted. From a population Y "\vith parameter of interest QJ a 
large number of samples y is independently generated by a certain sampling mechanism. By 
calculating the sample variance over the different point estimates Q corresponding to these 
samples, Uo is approximated. \Vhen the number of generated samples goes to infinity, this 
sample variance goes to Uo. The theoretical between imputation variance B is approximated 
in the same way as depicted in the middle of Figure 4.8. Ftom a fixed complete sample y, a 
large number of incomplete samples Yobs arc independently generated by a certain missing data 
mechanism. To each incomplete sample Yobs, infinite multiple imputation is applied result.ing 
in the t.riple (Qoo,Uoo1Boo)' How this triple is obtained from an incomplete sample Yobs is 
also depicted in Figure 4.8. The completed sample and the completed sample results, here, are 
represented by y* and Q*, U*, respectively. Similar to Uo, the variance B is approximated by 
calculating the sample variance over the multiple imput.ation estimates Qoo corresponding to 
the generated incomplete samples. 
The between imputation variance Boo is an estimator of B. The variance B depends on the 
complete sample y so that the expectation Bo of B under repetition of sampling is also defined. 
This variance Bo is approximated by first approximating B for a large number of independently 
generated complete samples y and calculating the average over t.he resulting variances B. The 
theoretical total variance To is the variance of Qoo under repetition of sampli~lg and missing 
data generation. This variance is also approximated by calculating the variance over a large 
number of mult.iple imputation estimates Qoo' The incomplete samples are generated by first 
independently generating a large number of complete samples and subsequently generating 
from each of these complete samples only one incomplet.e sample. The main difference in the 
approximation of B and the approximation of To, is that for B the incomplete samples are 
generated from a fixed complete sample and for To the incomplete samples arc generated from 
different. complete samples. In [1] it is proved that To equals Uo + Bo. The theoretical variance':! 
U0 1 B and To corresponding to the three probability density distribution in Figure 4.8 are given 
by Uo = 1.46, B = 1.02 and To = 2.65. The variances Uo J B and To are close to their estimates 
Um = 1.42, Bm = 1.00 and Tm = 2.52 for m = 10 in example 3. The theoretical variance To 
differs slightly from Tm = 2.43 in example 3. 
An overview of the validity criteria for complete data inference, multiple imputat.ion, and 
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incomplete data inference is given in Figure 4.9. The different levels of inferential uncertainty 
about Q are depicted in the top of this Figure. From the population Y, there is complete 
certainty about Q in t.he sense that Q can be fully determined from Y. \\Then only a smaller 
complete sample y from Y is available, there is loss of information about Q, since Q cannot be 
fully determined from y. Therefore, Q is estimated by 0 and the precision of Q with respect 
to Q is reflected by U. \\Then only an incomplete sample Yobs of y is observed, a further loss 
of information about Q results, since the complete data statistics (0, U), to be derived from 
y, cannot be derived from Yobs. Est.imates of (0, U) from the incomplete data Yobs by infinite 
multiple imputation are given by CQoo,71oo) and the precision of Qoo with respect to Q is 
reffected by Boo. By the lower order variabilit.y of U [1], t.he precision of 7100 needs not be 
reflected. Similar to complete data statistics (a, U), incomplete data statistics are represented 
by (Qoo,7~), where Too = Uoo + Boo refiects the precision of Qoo with respect to Q. A third 
component of information loss about Q results from finite multiple imputation, since from finite 
multiple imputation CQoo,IJoo , Boo) cannot be determined. Incomplete data stat.istics by finite 
multiple imputation are represented by (Qm,Tm). 
The similarity bet.ween t.he different validity criteria is illustrated in the bottom of Figure 
4.9. The validity conditions for complete data inference are given by Eq. 4.47 and Eq. 4.48 and 
displayed in the left of the Figure. The conditions for proper imputation are given by 
(4.57) 
( 4.58) 
(4.59) 
B""Bo· (4.60) 
For valid incomplete data inference the conditions are given by 
(4.61) 
( 4.62) 
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Figure 4-9: An overview of the validity criteria for complete data inference, incomplete data 
inference and multiple imputation. 
In Eq. 4.62. Too = Uoo + Boo and To = Uo + Bo. 
The conditions for proper imputation are similar to those for valid complete data inference, 
in the sense that both validity criteria require a valid point e..'>timation and a valid reflection of 
t.he precision of point estimators. The condition in Eq. 4.47 for valid complete data inference 
requires an unbiased estimation of Q by Q and the conditions in Eq. 4.57 and Eq. 4.58 can 
be interpreted as a valid estimation of the tuple (Q. U) by the tuple (000' UOCJ ). Similar to 
Eq. 4.47. the condition in Eq. 4.57 requires that QOCJ is an unbiased estimate of Q and that 
t.he sample size is large enough to approximate the distribution of 000 under repeated missing 
data generation by a normal distribution. The condition in Eq. 4.58 is stronger than the other 
two and requires that. U 00 is approximately equal to U in the sense of lower order variability 
[3). The conditions in Eq. 4.48 and Eq. 4.49 require that the precision of Q with regard to Q 
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and the precision of 000 with regard to 0 is correctly reflected by U and Boo, respectively. An 
additional condition in proper imputation is Eq. 4.60, which means that the variance B must 
be stable under repeated samplingj this may be regarded as a minor technical condition {7J. 
'Vhen multiple imputation is proper and t.he complete data statistics (O,U) obtained from 
completed samples are valid, the resulting incomplete data statistics (000' Too) are also valid ac-
cording to the conditions in Eq. 4.61 and Eq. 4.62 [lJ. Pooling procedures applied to confidence 
intervals and p-values are approximate procedures and thus require a separate validation under 
the assumption of valid incomplete data inference. The validity conditions for these procedures 
involve the validity of confidence intervals or the validity of p-values: for valid confidence in-
tervals t.he actual coverage must be equal to the nominal coverage, for valid p-values t.he actual 
rejection rate must be equal to t.he nominal rejection rate. Studies in which t.he validity of these 
pooling procedures is investigated can be found in [1,3,5,6J. 
For the f..'Ionte Carlo evaluation of proper imputation, simplified validity conditions similar 
to the conditions in /7] are given by 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
In the equat.ions 4.63 through 4.65, Ef.] and Val'[.] arc the expectation and variance under the 
assumed missing data mechanism. The equations 4.63 and 4.64 require that the multiple im-
putation estimates (Om, Urn) are unbiased est.imat.es of the statistics (0, U) of the hypothetical 
complete data set.. The condition in Eq. 4.65 is similar to the property Val'[Om] = (1 +m-1)B 
and thus requires that the extra inferential uncertainty about Q due to missing data is correctly 
reflected. 
4.4.3 Inspection of generated inlPutations 
Once imputations have been generated, their quality can be inspected by answering the following 
two questions: 
1. Does the imputed data fit to the observed data? 
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2. Can t.he qualit.y of the fit be explained by the underlying missing data mechanism? 
A general answer of question 1 can be obtained by inspection of scatterplots of all variables 
involved in the imputation model in which t.he observed and imputed data points are marked 
by different colours. Question 1 can be answered further by comparing for each imputation 
variable y for several univariate statistics Q the following: 
1. The result Q (Yobs) obtained from the observed data Yobs, with the average of t.he results 
Q (y~:;) , ... ,t} (y~;~)) obtained from the m vectors y~:;, ... , y~~~) of imputed value.s 
for Yi 
2. The result Q (Yobs) obtained from the observed data Yobs, with the average of t.he results 
Q (y*(l)) , ... , Q (y*(m}) obtained from the m vectors y*(1), ... , y*(m) of completed data 
for Yi 
3. The fraction ')' of information missing due to missing for Q with t.he fraction of missing 
dat.a entrie.s in y. '''hen ')' is larger t.han this fraction it can be concluded that. mult.iple 
imput.ation is improper; 
To examine whether the relat.ions between imputation variables and predictor variables are 
preserved, for each pair (y,x), with y an imputation variable and x a predictor variable, it can 
be useful to compare the result obtained after listwise deletion and the multiple imputation 
result for one or more measures for the association between V and x. 
"'hen the answer to question 2 is no, then t.here is st.rong evidence that multiple imputation 
is improper. Question 2 can be assessed for an imputation variable V, by verifying whether 
the e;=;t.imated distribut.ion -Rmp(y) of imputed values for y is approximately the same as the 
estimated distribution ~~~~~~) of t.he unobserved value of Y under the MAR assumption. 'Vhen 
y has t.wo or more predictor variables, estimation of PI~~~~) may be difficult. A less rigorous 
but easier way to examine question 2, is to compare for each predictor variable x of y, the 
distribution AUlP(Y) with t.he distribution of unobserved values of y under the restricted ~IIIAR(x) 
assumption that the nonresponse of y depends on t.he observed values of x only. For categorical 
x, this ~dAR(x) assumption is equivalent. to the assumption that the missing data mechanism 
is st.rat.ified 1'ICAR wit.hin each category of x when x is observed, and that the missing data 
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mechanism is MCAR when x is missing. Consequently, if missing is considered as a separate 
category, the distributions of the observed and of the unobserved values of yare approximately 
the same within each category of x. Let ~~~~~tr) be the distribution of the unobserved values 
of y under the :MAR(x). In Appendix 4.C, it is shown that for a categorical predictor variable 
x, the distribution p!~~)(x) can be estimated by: 
(4.66) 
where c is the number of categories of y, POb~(Y}x=. is the est.imated distribution of the observed 
values of y given that x is missing, pohs(y)[:r=j is the conditional distribut.ion of y given that 
x = j, as est.imated from the cases with y and x simultaneously observed, {vo is the fraction 
of cases with x missing among all cases with y missing, and 'lUj is the fraction of cases with 
x = j and observed among all cases with y missing. The right. hand side of Eq. 4.66 can be 
interpreted as the weighed average of the distributions PObS(Y)Rz=O, pobs(y)!x=l,"" pobs(y)lx=c 
with weights wo, iUI, ... ,uh where 'wo and Wj are the fractions of missing data entries of y 
having the assumed distributions POhS{Y)lx=. and pohs(y)[:r=j, respectively. 
4.5 Discussion 
The variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling approach for generating imputations, as proposed in 
this chapter, is especially suitable for efficient.ly using existing relationships between variables, 
when the number of variables of a sample is large. Relationships between variables are efficiently 
used by selecting predictor variables for each imputation variable according to the strategy in 
subsection 4.2.2. This st.rategy is straightforward and can be automated to a large extent.. The 
selection of a set of candidate predictor variables, from which predictor variables are selected 
in the steps 2,3 and 4 of this strategy require judgement from the analysis, and hence, are more 
difficult to automate. 
Another advantage of the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling approach is its flexibility in 
selecting a stat.istical model which adequately fits the data. An illustration of t.his fiexibilit.y is 
t.he selection st.rategy for an optimal elementary imputation method for a numerical imputation 
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variable. This strategy, however, is laborious so that its usefulness depends on future simulation 
studies regarding the robustness against deviations from the corresponding statistical model of 
imputation methods. How such studies can be carried out is discussed in more detail in chapter 
5. 
Contrary to the imputation methods on the basis of a multivariate statistical model, the 
Gibbs sampling approach is not without theoretical flmvs. 'Vhen a compound imputation 
method fI contains circularities! Le., when there exists a pair of imputation variables (Zl! Z2) 
such t.hat Zl is a predictor variable for Z2 and in turn Z2 is a predictor variable of Zl, the statistical 
Illodel corresponding to II Illay be redundant in t.he sense that for this model parameter values 
¢ exist. for which the corresponding probability density function is not defined. E.g., it can be 
easily verified that in the circular bivariate model 
v) 
Y2 
f310 + f3aY, + ') 
f320 + f3,)y) + '2 
') N (O,an 
N (O,ai) (4.67) 
where YI and Y2 are two numerical imputation variables, the following relationship holds: 
(4.68) 
where p is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between Yl and Y2. A con-
sequence of this redundancy is t.hat during the Gibbs sampling iterations, values ¢P) of the 
statistical model corresponding to 11 may be generated l for which t.he predictive dist.ribution 
P (Ym1s 1 Yobsi¢(t») cannot. be defined l so that convergence to the desired posterior predictive 
distribution P (Ymis !1:'bs) is not guaranteed. 
This problem of convergence merely concerns the posterior draws of the regression parame-
ters ¢Y) to reflect. the uncertainty about the..<;e parameters given the currently completed data, 
and is not regarded as a serious problem. In fact, when the true parameters <p of the statist.ical 
model corresponding to 11 are known and t.he posterior draws of the regression parameters ¢jt) 
are r~placed by their true values ¢jl the predictive distribution of Y~Js will converge to the pre-
dictive distribution P O-;nis I Yobsi ¢). In chapter 5, the effect of circularities on the properness 
of imputation methods will be investigated for a few representative cases. 
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Appendix 4.A An adjusted correlation coefficient for a continuous and a categorical 
variable 
A well known property of two bivariate normally distributed variables Y and X is the relation-
ship 
Var[Y[X = x) = Var[Y)(l- p2), (AA.1) 
where p is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. Eq.AA.1 can be rewritten as 
2 -1 E[VadY I XII 
P - - Var[Y) (A.4.2) 
Let Y be a continuous variable, X a categorical variable and 1, ... ,8 the categories of X, then 
, 
E[Val'[YIXII = L Var[YIX = iJP(X = i). (AA.3) 
i=l 
By substituting Eq. AA.3 into Eq. AA.2 an adjust.ed correlation coefficient A(.,.) can be con-
structed as follows: 
),(Y, X) = 1- L::-l Var[YIX = iJP(X = i) Far[Y) . (A.4.4) 
Appendix 4.B Imputation methods 
The imputation methods 1f presented in subsection 4.2.2 are described below in more detail for 
categorical and numerical imputation variables, respectively. 
Categorical imputation variable y 
Logistic regression imputation 
Let y be a binary imputation variable and Xl, ... , xp the set of numerical predictor vari-
ables resulting from replacing any categorical predictor variable X of y by its corresponding 
dummy variables. The underlying statistical model of logistic regression imputation is 
(B.4.1) 
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where IT is the conditional probability that y = 1 given the observed values of the predictor 
variables Xl, ..• ,xp of y. \Vith logistic regression imputat.ion, an imputation l~~is is drawn 
according to t.he following scheme: 
(i) draw {J' ~ ({Jo, {Jj, ... , (J;) from N (iJ,v (iJ)) 
eii) let 1fi = 1/(1 +exp (- (fJo +f3~Xi1 +". + f3;Xjp))) , for i = 1,,, ·,llmis 
(iii) let y, ~ 1 and y, ~ a with probabilities 
7fi and 1 - 1fi, respectively, for i = 1, ... ,llmis 
(B.4.2) 
In step (i) of Eq. BA.2, the vector of regression coefficients f3* is drawn from the approx-
imate posterior distribution N (0, V (73)) [1], where?J is an estimate of fJ obtained from 
Yobs and Xobs, and V(13) is the estimated covariance matrix of 13. The estimates 7J and 
V(fj) can be obtained by the iterative weighted least squares algorithm described in {29]. 
In step (ii), for each missing data entry Yi, the corresponding probability 1f; resulting 
from the statistical model in Eq. B.4.1 is calculated from the coefficients f3* and the i-th 
row (Xii, ... , X fp ) of Xmis' In step (iii), for each missing data ent.ry Vi, an imputation yt 
is generated, such that. yi = 1 and Yi = 0 with probabilities 1ft and 1 - 1[; , respect.ively. 
Polytomous regression imputation 
Let 1I be a polytomolls imputation variable with categories 0, ... , s - 1 and Xl, ... , ;t.p be 
the set of predictor variables of V resulting from replacing any categorical predictor variable of 
y by its corresponding dummy variables. Polytomous regression can be modelled as a series 
of separate logistic regression models of the categories 1, ... s - 1 against a baseline category 0 
according to 
(P(y~jIX)) In p (y ~ a I x) ~ {JjG + {JjlXl + ... + {JjpXp; for j = 1, ... s - 1 (BA.3) 
'VHh polytomous regression imputat.ion, an imputation Y~is is generated according the follow-
ing imput.ation scheme: 
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(i) 
(ii) 
draw {3' from N (fi, V (fi)) 
I t * _ exp(~(tlio+.aiIXI1+"+f3ipxiP)) e 1fij - ~ 1 
1+ E exp -(!3~'O+P:'lXi1 +"'+P~,pXiP) 
v=l 
for i = 1, ... , ll misjj = 0, ... s - I, wit.h f3r; = ({Joo, ... , (3op) = 0 
(iii) let vi = j, with probabilities "'; for i = 1, ... , nm,,;j = 0, ... s-1 
(B.4.4) 
In step (i) of Eq. B.4.4, the regression parameters are represented by the vector 1> = {3 = 
[{3,I··.,I{3,-li with {3f = ({3;o,··· , (3jp). An estimator fi of {3 can be obtained byesti-
mating each f3j by logistic regression restricted to t.he cases with y = 0 or y = j. The 
covariance matrix V(~) of this estimator 7J is given in [19]. In step (ii), ni,j is the prob-
ability that the i-th missing data entry is equal to the j-th category of y corresponding 
to the drawn regression coefficients /3j. In step (iii), for each missing data entry Yi an 
imputation y: is generated such that Yi = j with probability nip 
Discriminant imputation 
Let y be a polytomous imputation variable with categories 0, ... , s - 1 and Xl, ...• xp the 
set of predictor variables resulting from replacing any categorical predictor variable of y 
by its corresponding dummy variables. Let llj be the number of values of l'obs in category 
j, f (. I /1. E) t.he probability density function of the mult.ivariate normal dist.ribut.ion wit.h 
mean vector Il and variance E, respectively. Under the assumption that the conditional 
probability distribution of X = (Xl •... ,xp) given y = j is a multivariate normal dist.rib-
ution with mean vector Jij and covariance matrix E j the underlying statistical model of 
discriminant imputat.ion is given by 
P(y=j Ix) = f(x Il'j;Ej)1fj 
, 1 (B.4.5) 
L.: f (x I /I,; E,) 1f, 
v=o 
The model in Eq. B.4.5 follows directly from substitution of P (x I y =v) = f (x [ /I,; E,) 
and P (y = v) = 7fv into the formula of Bayes. \Vith discriminant imputation, an impu-
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tation Y;lis is generated according to the following scheme: 
(i) letaj~1/2+nj,forj~0, ... ,s-1 
(ii) draw 00, ... ,0:_1 from the standard gamma distribution 
with parameters given by 0'0, ..• , O's-l 
(iii) let nJ ~ OJ / C~ O~) for j ~ 0, ... , s - 1 
(iv) draw Ej from an Inverted \Vishart distribution (nj - I, (njSj)-l) for j = 0, ... ,8-1 
(v) draw /1; from N (ii j , Ej) for j = 0, ... ,8 - 1 
(\'1') I * _ f(Xn, ... ,X1p1pi,En;r; et Pij - s 1 
Z f(Xil""'Xlplp~,E~);r:. 
,.,=0 
for i = 1, ... ,nmis and j = 0, ... ,8-1 
(vii) let Yi = j, with probabilities pij for i- = 1, ... , nmi_~ for j :.= 0, ... , S - 1 
(BA6) 
The parameters OJ (steps (i) through (iii)) and the parameters Jlj and Ej (steps (v) 
and (iv)), are drawn from posterior distributions with non-informative priors for these 
parameters, as described in the chapters 5 and 7 of [9J, respectively. In the steps (vi) and 
(vii), the posterior draws in the steps (i) through (v) are used to generate the imputations 
according to t.he statistical model. 
Numerical imputation variable y 
Linear regression imputatioll:The underlying stat.ist.ical model of linear regression impu-
tation is given by 
(B.4.7) 
Let jj and 0=2 be the least squares estimators of {3 and (72 from Yobs and Xobs, V- given 
by ([1IXob,1I1IXob,I'')-1 and Vl/2 the Choleski decomposition [30] of V. The notation 
[llXobsJ indicates that Xobs is concatenated with a column of ones to account for the 
intercept. The imputat.ion scheme of regression imputation is similar to the method in 
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Example 5.1 of [1) and is given by: 
(i) draw a xL,-p random variable 9 
(ii) let 0".2 ~ ,,2(1100, - p)/g 
(iii) draw p independent random variables Z!, ... ,Zp from NCO,l) and 
let Z~ (Zj, ... ,Zp) 
(iv) let f3' ~ fj + 0"'[VJ'/2Z 
(v) draw nmis independent random variables Zl" .• ,Zll
m
i< from NCO,l) 
(vi) let yi = f30 + fJiXil + ... + f3;Xip + zw* for i = 1, ... , nmis 
(BA.8) 
In Eq. 4.5 of example 2, the steps (a) correspond to the steps (i) through (iv) in Eq. B.4.8, 
and the steps (b) correspond to the steps (v) and (vi). The factor (1100, - p)/g in step 
eii) represents the sampling variability of {j and the term a* in step (iv) represents the 
sampling variability of 73. For second order regression or regression with transformed 
variables, the regression coefficients {3 and the residual variance u are estimated by the 
Ordinarily Least Squares (OLS) method, similar to first order regression with untrans-
formed variables. If the dependent variable is untransformed, the imputation scheme in 
Eq. BA.8 can be applied by adjusting the matrix X to the second order terms or to the 
transformed variables. If the dependent variable y is also transformed by a certain trans~ 
formation f, then imputations z* for the transformed variable z are generated first. The 
generated imputations z* are then transformed back into imputations y* = f-1(z*) for y 
if f(.) is invertiblej for the Box-Cox and Power transformations this is always the case. 
'Vith the hot-deck error-term variant, the nmis draws {Zi} in step (v) of Eq. B.4.8 arc 
not drawn from standard normal distributions, but randomly drawn without replacement 
from the observed residuals el, ... , enob.' standardized to unit variance and given by 
for l = 1, ... ,llobs (BA.9) 
In Eq. BA.5, (jobs is an estimator of a from }~s and Xobs' Similar to regression imputation 
with a normally distributed error-term, the hot-deck error-term variant can also be applied 
to second order regression, or regression with transformed variables. 'Vhen the round off 
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option is applied, the generated imputat.ion Yi is replaced by fli which is the observed 
value of y closest to yi. 
Nearest Neighbour imputation: \Vith nearest neighbour imputation, an imputation Yi 
for a missing data entry Yi is generated as follows: 
(i) select frOIll Xobs the q rows X~, ... , X~ which are closest to XT 
as measured by a certain distance function d. 
(ii) draw q -1 uniform(0,1) random numbers and let a" ... ,aq-1 be 
their ordered values. Also let ao = 0 and aq = 1 
(iii) let Pj = aj - aj-1 for j = 1, ... ,q 
(iv) draw Yi from Yit, ... ,Yiq with probabilities PI, ... ,Pq 
(BA.lO) 
The number q in Eq. B.4.10 is chosen in such a way, that only a small donor class 
fraction 10 = qjlIobs of 1~s is selected; a reasonable value for this fraction Illay be /0 = 
0.1. \Vhen the predictive distribution P (vdxT) is a smooth cont.inuons function of 
xT, then for a smail donor class fraction /0' the empirical distribut.ion of {Yil" .. ,Yiq } 
provides information about this predictive distribution. In the steps (ii) through (iv), 
the imput.at.ion Yi is drawn from this empirical distribut.ion according to the Bayesian 
bootstrap method{lJ. The probabilities Pi in step (iii) are drawn to reflect uncertainty 
about t.he predictive distribution P (Yilxl'), given t.he observed values {Yit,··· ,Yiq }' 
Appendix 4.C Estimation of the probability distribution of the unobserved val-
ues of an imputation variable Y undel' the NIAR(x) assumption with respect to a 
categorical variable x 
The probability dist.ribution of int.erest is F;~~~~)(x) = P (y I Ry = 0), where Ry is the response 
indicat.or of y. Let Rx be the response indicator of x. The yvIAR(x) assumption is formulated 
as 
1. P (y I Rx = 0; Ry = 0) = P (y I I1x = 0; I1y = 1) 
2. P (y I x = j; Rx = 1; Ry = 0) = P (y I x = j; I1x = 1; I1y = 1) 
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Factorization of P (y I Ry ~ 0) with respect to R" yields 
p!\~~)(x) ~ P{y I Ry ~ 0) ~ P{Rx ~ 0 I Ry ~ O)P{y I R" ~ O;Ry ~ 0)+ 
P{R" ~ 11 Ry ~ O)P{y I Rx ~ I;Ry ~ 0) 
(C.4.1) 
Let c be t.he number of categories of x. Factorization of P (y I Ex = 1; By = 0) with respect to 
the different categories of x results in 
The term P{x ~j I Rx ~ I;Ry ~ O)P{R" ~ 11 Ry ~ 0) can be written as 
P (x ~ j I R" ~ 1; Ry ~ 0) P (Rx ~ 11 Ry ~ 0) ~ P (x ~ j; R" ~ 1 I Ry ~ 0) (C.4.3) 
Substituting condition 2 of the MAR(x) assumption and Eq. 0.4.3 into Eq. C.4.2 yields 
P (y I R" ~ 1; Ry ~ 0) P (Rx ~ 1 I Ry ~ 0) ~ 
, 
L: P (y I x ~ j; Rx ~ 1; Ry ~ 1) P (x ~ j; R" ~ 11 Ry ~ 0) 
j==l 
Substitution of condition 1 of t.he :r ... lAR(x) assumption into Eq. C.4.1 results in 
~~\~~)(x) ~ P{y I Ry ~ 0) ~ P{Rx ~ 0 I Ry ~ O)P{y I Rx ~ O;Ry ~ 1) + 
, 
L: P (y I x ~ j; R" ~ 1; Ry ~ 1) 
j=l 
P{x~j;R,,~IIRy~l) 
(C.4.4) 
(C.4.5) 
Let Po"'(Yllx~. ~ P(y I Ry ~ I;Rx ~ 0), pob'(Y)lx~j ~ P{y I x ~ j;Rx ~ I;Ry ~ 1), Wo ~ 
P (Rx ~ 0 I Rx ~ 0; Ry ~ 0), Wj ~ P (x ~ j; Rx ~ 11 Ry ~ 0), for j ~ 1, ... , c, then Eq. C.4.6 
can be rewritten as 
, 
MAR(x) "" Pmis{y) = WOPobs(y)lx=.+ 6 WjPobs(y)lx=j (C.4.6) 
j=l 
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The probability distribution ~~~~~:?~) can be estimated by 
(C.4.7) 
where c is the number of categories of y! PO!Js(Y)Jx=. is the est.imated conditional dist.ribution of 
the observed values of y given t.hat x is missing) pobs{y)!x=j is the conditional distribut.ion of y 
given t.hat x = j, as estimated from the cases with y and x simultaneously observed, wa is the 
fraction of cases with x missing among all cases with y missing, and Wj is t.he fraction of cases 
wit.h x = j and observed among all cases wit.h y missing. 
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Chapter 5 
Validation of methods for the 
generation of imputations 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the validation of some of the imputation methods developed in chapter 4. 
An imputation method is validated by establishing whether the empirical multivariate distribu-
tion of the variables involved as obtained from a complete data set is adequately recovered from 
this data set when artificially made incomplete and subsequently completed by imputation. For 
mult.ivariate data this is achieved by verifying for each imputation variable y the following: 
1. \Vhether the empirical distribution of y as obtained from the complete data set is ade-
quately recovered from a number of data sets completed by imputation; 
2. 'Vhet.her the relationships between y and its predictor variables x as obtained from the 
complete data set are adequately recovered from a number of data sets completed by 
imputationj 
3. \Vhether the extra uncertainties due to missing data in the quantities mentioned above 
are correctly reflected. 
I 
The statements mentioned above can be indirectly verified by establishing whether the 
imputation method is proper according to Rubin's definition [1,2] (see also chapter 4) for several 
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descriptive statistics of y and for several association measures between y and its predictor 
variables x. 
The validation of imputation methods is restricted to the situation that the underlying 
assumptions of the methods are true. These assumptions are: 
1. The imputat.ion met.hod is based on the statistical model that generated the complete 
data set. 
2. The underlying missing data mechanism is ~...rAR. 
A further restriction is that only imputation methods using linear regression imputation 
with a normally distributed error-term) logistic regression imputation, polytomous regression 
imputation and discriminant imputation are validated. Validating all imputation methods 
developed in chapter 4, or investigating the robustness of these methods against deviations 
from their underlying assumptions is outside the scope of this thesis. 
The validation of imputation methods consists of two steps. First, elementary methods 
that generate imputations for one imputation variable conditionally on completely observed 
predictor variables are studied. Next, compound methods generating imputat.ions for more 
than one imputation variable, Le., for multivariate missing data, are validated. 
5.2 Design 
The properness of an imputat.ion method [1,2J mainly depends on the hypothetical complete 
data set, the underlying missing data mechanism and the target statistic derived from the 
In completed data sets. To avoid effects of model misspecification, the complete data sets in 
this study are generated according to the statistical model for the imputation method to be 
validated. That the properness of an imputation method also depends on the target statistic is 
clear from the following example: 
Let Xl and X2 be two strongly correlated numerical variables, where Xl contains missing 
data and X2 is completely observed, and let II be an imputation method generating imputations 
for Xl without using X2 as a predi~tor variable. The method II may be proper for the mean of 
Xl) but is clearly improper for the correlation coefficient between Xl and X2. This is so because 
!O5 
a large number of values, unlikely in combination with X2, will be imputed for Xl, resulting in 
an estimate of the correlation coefficient which is biased toward zero. 
Rather than verifying proper imputation for a few target statistics, a better insight in the 
quality of an imputation method is obtained by establishing whether the empirical distribution 
of t.he variables involved as obtained from the complete dat.a set is adequately recovered from a 
number of data sets completed by imputation, and whether the ext.ra uncertainties about this 
distribution due to missing data are correctly reflected. To establish this directly is difficult, 
but a general impression can be obtained by verifying the properness of an imput.ation method 
for an appropriate set of target st.atistics describing t.he dist.ribution. 
A formal definition of the imputation methods to be considered in this study is given in 
subsection 5.2.1. The generation of a complete data set according to the statistical model of an 
imputation met.hod is described in subsection 5.2.2. Subsection 5.2.3 describes a class of MAR 
missing data mechanisms to be used to generate incomplete data sets and in subsection 5.2.4 
the target statist.ics t.o be considered are listed. Verification of the properness of an imputation 
met.hod for a given complete data set, missing data mechanism, and target statistic is described 
in subsection 5.2.5. A plan of attack is described in subsection 5.2.6. 
5.2.1 Imputation methods 
The imputation methods developed in chapter 4 are formally represented by IT = (IIl! ... ,ilk), 
where IIj = CYj, {Xj} ,1T'j) is an elementary imputation method, generating imputations for the 
j-th imputation variable Yj by the method 1r'j, conditionally on the completely observed set 
of predictor variables {Xj}. An imputation method II generating imputations for more than 
one imputation variable is called a compound imputation method. \Vhen for some imputation 
variables Yi, predictor variables {Xi} are incompletely observed, imputations are generated by 
means of the Gibbs sampling algorithm (see chapter 4). In each iteration of this algorithm, 
imputations are sequentially generated for the imputation variables Yl, ... , Yk by the methods 
11"1, ••• ) 11"k, condit.ionally on the observed data and the imputations generated most. recently for 
{xI}, ... , {xd. In t.he special case that for each variable Yi the predictor variables {xt} are 
completely observed, imputations can be generated in a single iteration. 
In this study, the elementary met.hods 1fi are restricted to Linear Regression imputation with 
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t.he Normal error-t.erm variant (LRN), LOgistic Regression imputat.ion (LOR), POIytomous 
Regression imput.ation (POR), and DIScriminant imput.at.ion (DIS), which are considered as 
t.he basic met.hods. The met.hods POR and DIS are applied to a nominal imput.ation variable 
y with three or more categories. 
5.2.2 Complete data sets 
For each imputation method II to be validated, a complete dat.a set. is generated according 
to the corresponding statistical model of II. Basic material for t.he generation of such model 
based data sets, are a raw data set consisting of daily average wind speeds in knots (1 knot 
= 0.5148 m/s) at 12 synoptic meteorological stations in the Republic of Ireland during the 
period 1061-1978, and a raw data set from a st.udy which was undertaken to assess factors 
associated with women's knowledge, attitude, and behaviour toward mammography [31. The 
Irish wind speeds data consists of 6574 cases and is analyzed in detail in [4J. The data can 
be ret.rieved from the website: http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/ under wind.data. Descriptive 
statistics and a correlation mat.rix of t.his data set are given in the t.ables 5.1 and 5.2. The 
existence of strong correlations makes t.his data set. suitable for the construction of systematic 
~\'IAR missing data mechanisms, since for rvIAR mechanisms the probability of a data entry to 
be missing depends on values of other observed variables. In this validat.ion study, different. 
days at the same measurement. station are treated as independent. observations. A code sheet 
for t.he variables used in the 1\'Iammographic Experience data sel is given in table 5.3. The 
number of records in t.his data set. is 412. The variable PB (Perceived Benefit) is treated as a 
numerical variable. 
Complete data generation for an elementary imputation method 
Complete data (Y, X) for the validation of an elementary imputation method II = (y, {x}, 1T) 
is generated in t.he following two steps: 
1. Complete data X for the predictor variables {x} is selected from one of the two "raw" 
data sets Z described above. \Vhen Z is the :Mammographic Experience data set., aU 
coluIllIls for a11412 records of Z corresponding to {x} are selected for X. In the case of 
the Irish windspeeds data set., X is a random sample from these columns. To use the raw 
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variable full name mean standard deviation minimum maximum 
RPT Rache's Pt. 15.73 8.80 1.00 31.00 
VAL Valentia 12.36 5.62 0.67 35.80 
ROS Rosslare 10.64 5.27 0.21 33.37 
KIL Kilkenny 11.66 5.01 1.50 33.84 
SHA Shannon 10.46 4.94 0.13 37.54 
BIR Birr 7.09 3.97 0.00 26.16 
DUB Dublin 9.78 4.98 0.00 30.37 
CLA Claremorris 8.49 4.50 0.00 31.08 
MUL Mullingar 8.50 4.17 0.00 25.88 
CLO Clones 8.71 4.50 0.04 28.21 
BEL Belmullet 13.12 5.84 0.13 42.38 
MAL Ivlalin "Head 15.60 6.70 0.67 42.54 
Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics for the daily average windspeeds. 
Il.PT VAL ROS KIL SIIA BIR DUB CLA lIWL CLO BEL MAL 
Il.PT 1.00 
VAL 0.84 1.00 
ROS 0.73 0.60 1.00 
KIL 0.87 0.77 0.74 1.00 
SHA 0.83 0.86 0.59 0.86 1.00 
BIR 0.81 0.81 0.65 0.87 0.90 1.00 
DUB 0.74 0.67 0.66 0.81 0.79 0.83 1.00 
CLA 0.76 0.80 0.61 0.82 0.87 0.89 0.79 1.00 
MUL 0.78 0.74 0.62 0.85 0.85 0.90 0.88 0.87 1.00 
CLO 0.75 0.72 0.61 0.84 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.88 1.00 
BEL 0.64 0.75 0.47 0.70 0.77 0.78 0.70 0.86 0.77 0.81 1.00 
MAL 0.62 0.61 0.48 0.66 0.67 0.71 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.76 1.00 
Table 5.2: Correlation matrix for the daily average windspeeds. 
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I variable full name t codes 
IvIE Mammographic Experience O-never 
l=during the past year 
. 2=over one year ago 
SYMPD Don't need a ~vlarnTllogram O-st.rongly agree or agree 
unless you develop symptoms l=strongly disagree or disagree 
PB Perceived Benefit of ~\'IamIllography 5-20 
HIST :Mother or Sister ,,:ith a History O-no 
of Breast Cancer l=yes 
BSE Has anyone taught you how to O=no 
examine your own breast; that is l=yes 
IlSE'! 
DETC How likely is it that a mamIllogram O-not likely 
could find a new case of l=somewhat likely 
breast cancer? 2=very likely 
Table 5.3: Code Sheet for the variables in the ~vIamIllographic Experience data set. 
Irish windspecds data set for categorical variables in {x}, t.he data for these variables is 
discretized such that each category has the same number of observations and the ordering 
of the categories corresponds to the original values of the discreth:ed variable. 
2. Complete data Y for y is generated from PIT (Y I x;¢), where, for the methods LRN, 
LOR or POR, PIT C· I .) is the condit.ional probability function according to the standard 
linear, logistic or polytomous regression model, and ¢ is the vector of parameters of the 
regression oey on {x}, as esUmated from the raw data set. 
Complete data generation for a compound imputation method 
'Vhen a compound imputation met.hod II does not contain circularities, i.e., when there exists 
no pair ofvariablcs CZI,Z2) such t.hat. Zl is a predictor variable for Z2 and in turn Z2 is a predictor 
variable for Zl, the corresponding statistical model of II can be written as 
k 
Pa (Yl,'" ,Yk I XI, ... ,x,;<p) =II p" (Yi I {x;}; <Pi)' (5.1) 
i=l 
Eq. 5.1 is an application of a well known property in the theory of probabilit.ies. In this 
equatioIl, YI, ... , Yk are t.he imputat.ion variables of II SOl ted such that for each Yi only yj's, wit.h 
j < i, are possible predictor variablcsj Xl, •.. , Xv are the completely observed predictor variables 
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of IT. The parameters of the statistical model corresponding to IT are represented by <p and 
<Pi represents the parameters of the statistical model corresponding to the elementary method 
IT j = (Yi, {Xi} ,7ri). According to Eq. 5.1, complete data generation for IT is straightforward. 
Starting with complete data X for the complete predictor variables involved in IT, complete data 
for IT is generated by successively generating complete data Y1, ... ,Yk for Yl, ... ,Yk according 
to the statistical models corresponding to the elementary imputation methods ITl, ... ,Ih. In 
particular, li is generated from PiT, (li I Xi; ;Pi), where Xi is the complete data already gener-
ated for {Xi}, and ¢i are the parameters of the regression model of Yi on {Xi} corresponding to 
7rj, as estimated from the raw data set. 
If IT does contain circularities, Eq. 5.1. cannot be applied, so that generating complete 
data according to the statistical model of IT may be difficult or impossible. One approach is 
to generate data from a closely related statistical model of IT, with IT obtained from IT by 
removing all circularities. "'hen for II, each elementary method 7rj is equal to LRN and each 
variable involved is numerical (as is the case in the Irish windspeeds data), complete data for II 
is generated from the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector and covariance matrix 
estimated from the raw data. 
5.2.3 Missing data nlechanisms 
In this validation study, only 1'IAR and MCAR (a special case of 1·1AR) missing data 
mechanisms are considered. Below, a class of :MAR and :r ... ICAR missing data mechanisms is 
introduced, which is considered general enough for the validation study. This class also contains 
missing data mechanisms where for some variables the probability of occurrence of a missing 
data entry depends on the observed part of incompletely observed other variables. The basic 
parameters are the fraction a of incomplete cases, p predefined missing data patterns tf, ... ,tJ, 
with tT indicating the i-th row of a (p X q) matrix t, with q the number of variables and tij 
given by 
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Figure 5-1: Schemat.ic overview of the generation of incomplete data sets. 
lij = 11 
o 
observed 
if in t.he i-th missing data pattern tT the .i-th variable is 
missing 
uf;n 
(l-a)f;n 
uf;n 
(l-a)1;.n 
a~n 
(I-alf,n 
(5.2) 
and the p-vector f with Ii the fraction of incomplete cases wit.h missing data pattern tT. 
For example, for the three missing data mechanisms in example 2 of chapter 2, a = 0.455, 
0 0 0 1 0.35 
0 1 0 1 0.25 
t= ) and f = 
1 0 0 0.25 
1 1 0 1 0.15 
In Figure 5.1, a schematic overview of the generation of incomplete data sets is given. A 
complete data set is made incomplete in two steps. First, each case is nominated for a missing 
data pattern tT with probability Ii. As shown in the middle of the Figure, t.he cases are 
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subdivided into p groups of candidates for the p different missing data patterns, where t.he 
expected number of candidates for tT is n/i, with 11 the total number of cases in the data set. 
In the next step, for each missing data pattern tT, a subset of cases with an expected fraction 
of Q' from the set of cases nominated for iT is made incomplete according to tT. Consequently, 
the expected number of incomplete cases with missing data pattern iT generated by the missing 
data mechanism is ali11, as shown in the right hand side of Figure 5.1. 
A ~ ... ICAR missing data mechanism (a special case of :MAR) is determined by the parameters 
a-, t and f. In t.he ~\'ICAR mechanisms, for each missing data pattern tT each case nominated 
for tT is made incomplete according to tT wit.h probability n. 
For a l\IIAR missing data mechanism which is not. ~vICAR, the probability that a nominated 
case Z is made incomplete according to iT, depends on a linear combination of the observed 
values of z according to tT in a step-wise manner. A general j\IIAR missing data mechanism 
may be formally defined as follows: 
Let Z= (Zl, ... ,Zq) be the values ofacase nominated for tT, A = {ajj} a (pxq) matrix 
of arbitrarily chosen weights, and 8j = Lj aijtijzj a linear combination of the observed values 
of z according to tf. Let further c, (e'j) be the e;;-th quantile of s, for 0 = e,o < Oil < ... < 
Oi,r < Oi,r+l = 1. Finally, let G = {gij} be a (p x r) matrix of arbitrarily chosen weights. In our 
missing data mechanisms, the probability that a nominated case Z is made incomplete depends 
on 8i in a step-wise manner via A, e = {Oiji i = 1, ... ,p;j = 1; ... J q}, and G, as follows: 
P (z incomplete I Ci(Oij) < 8i < Ci(Oi,j+t) and Z nominated for tT) ---'----;c;-,---:'---'-;-'~'-=-,:-;;;-'-';--"'-'-C'__'_'__::_"_:'~_'_""~'"-L - g' (5.3) 
P (z incomplete I 8j < Ci(Oi,d and Z nominated for iT) - I)' 
\Vhen each entry of G is equal to 1, the missing data mechanism is r'o'1CAR, and the more 
the ent.ries of G differ from 1, the more the missing data mechanism deviates from MCAR. The 
rdAR missing data mechanism in example 2 of chapter 2 has parameters A, 8, and G given by 
0 0 0 1 0.5 3 
0 0 0 1 0.5 3 A= ,8= ,G= 
0 0 0 1 0.5 3 
0 0 0 0.5 3 
According to this mechanism, the expected fraction of incomplete cases among cases with 
t.he fourth variable (pd) larger than its median is three times as large as this expected fraction 
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among cases with pd smaller than or equal to its median. 
In Appendix 5.A, it is shown that Eq. 5.3 can be rewrit.t.en as 
P (z incomplete I ci(Bjj ) .s:; Si < Ci(Bi,j+d and z nominated for t.T) = Aigij, (5,4) 
where Ai is given by 
Ai = P (z incomplete I Sj < Ci(Bi,l) and z nominated for tT) = --;c, ___ a~· ___ _ 
L (Oi,;+1 ~ Oi,j)9i,j 
j=O 
(5.5) 
and gi,O = 1. According to the equations 5.4 and 5.5, each case nominated for tf is made 
incomplete with probability Ai when Si < Ci(Oi,r) and with probability Aigij when ci(Bij ) ~ Si < 
",(Oi,;+I). 
5.2.4 Target statistics 
Target stat.ist.ics are chosen to answer the following two central questions: 
1. Are the empirical distributions of the imputation variables y as obtained from t.he complete 
data set. adequately recovered from a number of data sets completed by imputation? 
2. For each imputation variable y, are the relationships between y and its predictor variables 
x as obtained from the complete data set. adequately recovered from a number of data 
sets completed by imputation? 
'Vith respect to the first question, the distribution of a numerical imputat.ion variable y is 
characterized by the mean and several quantiles (the 25% quantile, median and 75% quantile 
are used here) and for categorical y by the proportions of its different categories. 
Table 5,4 gives the statistics which are of interest for t.he second question. For numerical y 
and numerical x it is sufficient. to consider the Pearson product-moment correlat.ion coefficient 
since the method LRN assumes linearity between y and x. "'hen y is numerical and x is 
categorical, relationships bet.ween y and x are determined by the conditional probability density 
functions fylz=s, with s = 0, ... 1 S:r; - 1 the categories of x. To limit the number of different 
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numerical x categorical x 
numerical y Pearson product-moment conditional mean y:!o=s 
correlation coefficient. 
categorical y conditional mean Xy=s -log-OR 
- Cramer-C 
Table 5.4: The target statist.ics to be considered for y and x. 
statistics, proper multiple imputat.ion is verified for the conditional means y:!=s' For categorical 
y and numerical x, proper multiple imputation is verified for the conditional mean Xy=s of x 
given that y = s with s = O}"" By -1 the categories of y. 'Vhen y and x are both categorical} 
with at least one of these variables, say y, binary, the target statistic is the logarithm of the 
odds-ratio, or log-OR. The log-OR is chosen as a target statistic, since for large samples its 
sampling distribution is approximately normal. The sample log-OR is the slope of the logistic 
regression of y on x when x is binary. \Vhen the variable x has three or more categories, the 
log-OR between y and x is calculated for the categories sand 0, with s = 1, ... , Sr. - 1 and 0 
the reference category. 'Vhen both y and x have three or more categories, the target statistic 
is the Cramer-C measure {5J. 
5.2.5 Verification of proper 111ultiple iInputation 
The simplified version of properness given by the equations 4.63 through 4.65 in chapter 
4, is used as a starting point. Figure 5.2 depicts how proper multiple imputat.ion is verified 
for a given complete data set., missing data mechanism and target statistic. From the initial 
complete data set, (0, U) is computed by the complete data analysis of interest. (see in the 
left of the Figure 5.2). Here 0 plays the role of the target statistic and U is the variance of 
Q. Sub.<;equently, N = 500 incomplete data sets are independently generated by the missing 
data mechanism. ~\'Iultiple imputat.ion is applied to each incomplete data set, resulting in the 
sequence (Q~l ,U~l, B~;l) , ... , ~Q~l, U~,~l,B!:l), where Tn is the number of imputations for 
each incomplete data set. and (Q,~), V~, B~))are t.he pooled analysis results for the i-th series 
of Tn completed data set~, as illustrated in t.he middle of Figure 5.2. Estimates ErQml, E[U ml, 
~ - - -(il -(il (il 
and E[BmJ of E[Qml, E[U ml and E(Bml are obtained by averaging of Qm , U m 1 and Em over 
all i. The variance Far[QmJ is estimated by the variance Val'(Qml ofQ~. Finally, properness is 
established by verifying whether E[Q",I '" Q, E[U",I '" U, and Va"r[Qml '" (1 + m-I) E[Bml, 
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Figure 5-2: A schematic overview of the verification of proper multiple imputat.ion. 
where '~' means approximately equal. 'Vhether two quantities are approximately equal is 
judged according to an intuitive criterion. 
A first indicat.ion of properne.-Ss is obtained by the actual coverage of 95% confidence intervals 
of Q from the completed data sets given by Om ± ( V(l + m 1) Bm) t m-l iO.9751 where fm-liO.975 
is the 0.975 quantile of the Student t. dist.ribut.ion wit.h m - 1 deglees of freedom. This interval 
is based on the fact that for proper mult.iple imputat.ion, Om is normally distIibnted with a 
mean given by Q and a variance given by (1 + 711- 1) B, where the estimate Bm of B has the 
same dist.ribution as (x~!-d (m -1)) B with X~-1 a X2 random variable with m - 1 degrees 
of freedom [1]. The actual coverage of the interval is est.imated by calculating the percentage of 
confidence intervals which include Q over the N confidence intervals obtained from each series 
of 11"1- completed data sets. This estimate of the actual coverage is considerably less precise than 
estimates such as it [Om] of E [Qm] and should be accompanied by a confidence interval. \Vhen 
the estimated coverage lies in the interval 95%± (~ 10.95 * (1 - 0.95)) 100% = 95%± 1.9%, 
it can be concluded t.hat t.he actual coverage does not significantly differ from 95%. This is 
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because in case of a true actual coverage of 95% the probability that the estimated actual 
coverage is included in the interval 95% ± 1.9% is approximately equal to 95%. 
The actual coverage of the confidence intervals of Q should be interpreted with care. An 
actual coverage of95% does not automatically imply properness, since a bias of 'Om with respect 
to Q in combination with an overestimation of the between imputation variance B by Em Illay 
also result in an actual coverage of 95% or more. Thus the actual coverage of the confidence 
interval of Q can only be properly interpreted when 'Om is approximately unbiased with respect 
to Q. 
The complete data variance U is t.he squared standard error of the mean when the target 
statistic is the mean. For the B ~ tit quant.ile to, this variance is given by B (1 - 0) 11- 1 F17.f;) 
[6] where f~) is an estimate of the inverse density /-1 (to) according to the method in 
[7]. For category proportions of y, the complete data variance U is a function of Q and of 
the sample size 11, and for t.he Pearson product-moment correlat.ion coefficient this variance 
depends on 11. only, so that for these statistics the quantities U and 7J m are not presented. The 
sampling distribution of the correlation coefficient r is very skew, especially ifthe corresponding 
population correlation coefficient p is close to -1 or 1. rvlultiple imputation estimates Om(r) 
and confidence intervals for l' are calculated via the Fisher transformation [8] Z of l' given by 
1 (1 + r) z(r) = 2 log 1 _ r . (5.6) 
For large samples, the sampling distribution of z is approximately normal with variance 1/(n-
3). Ivlultiple imputation estimates Orn(r) and confidence intervals for l' are then obt.ained by 
back transforming t.he corresponding estimates Om(z) and confidence intervals for z via the 
inverse Fisher transformat.ion 
e2z ~ 1 
r(z) = e" + 1· (5.7) 
Since the sampling distribution of the Cramer-C measure is complex and also very skew for 
population values of this measure close -lor 1, only the quantities Q and Om arc presented for 
the Cramer-C measure. 
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method imputation predictor variables data set. sample 
variable size 
LRN ROS RPT, SHA, DUB, CLO Irish windspeeds 400 
LOR VAL RPT, ROS, SHA, DUB Irish windspeeds 400 
POR and DIS ME SYMPD, PB, RIST, lvIammographic Experience 412 
BSE, DETC 
Table 5.5: Imputat.ion variables, predictor variables and sample sizes of the elementary impu-
tat.ion methods LRN, LOR and POR. 
5.2.6 Methods 
Each compound imputation met.hod consists of two or lllore elementary imputat.ion methods 
'ifj. Further, each elementary imputation method consists of a series of numerical procedures 
such as random number generators and matrix inversion, so that. validat.ion of the imputation 
methods is carried out in t.he following three steps: 
1. Validat.ion of numerical procedures in the Gibbs sampling algorithmj 
2. Validation of elementary imputation met.hods for one imputation variable condit.ional on 
completely observed covariatesj 
3. Validation of compound imputat.ion methods wit.h more t.han one imputation variable and 
incomplete predict.or variables. 
The first. step is st.raightforward, the steps 2 and 3 are described below. 
Validation of elementary imputation methods 
The element.ary imputation methods and the dat.a sets to which they arc applied are presented 
in Table 5.5. For t.he methods LRN and LOR, one complete data set generated from the Irish 
\Vindspeeds data set according to the corresponding regression model that is considered. The 
methods POR and DIS are compared using the Mammographic Experience data set. The raw 
data set. of Irish windspeeds is not suitable for the method POR since the associations between 
the variables arc too strong to generate complete data according to the polytomous regression 
model. 
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Missing data mechanisms For each of the combinations of complete data sets and im-
putation methods described above, four different missing data mechanisms, Le., one rvlCAR 
and three i'vIAR mechanisms are considered. Each of these missing data mechanisms gener-
ates missing data in the imputation variable y with an expected fraction of incomplete cases 
a = 0.5. This fraction is chosen relatively large, since small fractions a are not interesting. 
The three 1-IAR missing data mechanisms are MARRIGHT, :MARTAIL and MARMID, with 
for MARRIGHT, 8 ~ 0.5 and G ~ 4, and for MARTAIL and MARMID, 8 ~ (0.33,0.67) 
and G given by (0.25,1) and (4,1), respectively. The missing data mechanism i'dARRIGHT 
generates a relatively large fraction of incomplete cases among cases with relatively large values 
of the imputation variable y. For :MARTAIL and lvIARMID, the fraction of incorilplete cases 
is relatively large among cases with values of y in the tails and in the middle of its probability 
distribution, respectively. Values of G corresponding to a strongly systematic f..·IAR missing 
data mechanism are chosen here, since it is plausible that if multiple imputation is proper under 
strongly systematic J'.,.IAR missing data mechanisms, it will also be proper in less systematic 
cases. To optimize the effect of the three :MAR missing data mechanisms, the (1 x q) row vector 
of weights A (q is the number of predictor variables) is chosen equal to the regrMsion coefficients 
of the imputation variable y on its predictor variables. \Vhen y and/or some of its predictor 
variables are categorical (ordinal), the values of these variables in t.his regression are replaced 
by their category numbers. Since the ordering of the categories of t.he discret.ized variables x 
correspond to t.heir original values, the nonresponse indicator Ry of y will also strongly depend 
on x in case of a strong association between y and x. 
Validation of compound imputation methods 
The three compound imputation methods to be considered are a method for exclusively numer-
ical imputation variables IInul\l) a method for imputation variables of mixed type IImixl and a 
method for exclusively categorical imputat.ion variables U:at. For each method, the imputation 
variables Yl, ... , Y4 and complete predictor variables XI, X2, X3 with t.heir corresponding data 
types (num=numerical, bin=binary, t.ri=trichotomous) are given in Table 5.6. To assess the 
effect of circularities on the properness of multiple imputation, for each met.hod and each im-
putation variable Yj, the complete predictor variables and the imputation variables other t.han 
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variables imputation met.hods 
IIUlIIlll -n - 400 IImix , n - 600 IIcat , -n - 412 
name type name type name type 
imputation YI RPT num RPT num ME tri 
Y2 ROS Bum VAL bin SYMPD bin 
Y3 SHA Bum BIR tri BSE bin 
y, DUB num DUB num DETC tri 
complete Xl CLO Dum MUL num PB num 
predictor X2 MAL num CLO bin HIST bin 
X3 BEL tri 
Table 5.6: Imputation variables and complete predictor variables for the three compound im-
putation methods. The types num, bin, and t.ri refer to numeric, binary and trichotomous 
variables. 
Yi are used as predictor variables. For instance, for the method IImi'o the predictor variables 
of the imputation variable Y2=VAL arc the variables YI=RPT, Y3=BIR, Y4=DUB, xI=r·,,[UL, 
x2=CLO, and x3=BEL. The elementary imputation methods LRN and LOR are used for nu-
meric and binary imputation variables. Since the simulation results for the elementary methods 
indicate a superiority of POR over DIS (see subsection 5.3.1), only POR will be considered for 
the trichotomous imputation variables in the methods Hllix and IIci\.!' 
The associations between the variables in the raw data set of Irish windspeeds are too strong 
to use this data set for the generat.ion of a complete data set for the method IImix as described 
in subsection 5.2.2. This is because after t.he discretization of Y3, the jOint distribut.ions of 
the other variables for Y3 _~ 0 and for Y3 = 2 are discretely different. Thus, a polytomous 
regression model of Y3 on tl,lE( other variables is inappropriate, since such a model assumes that. 
the log-probability ratio log (P (Y3 = a ! YI, Y2, Y1, Xl, X2, X3) / p (Y3 = 2 I YI,f/2, y.1, ;1.'1, X2~ X3)) is 
a smooth and continuous function of Yl, Y2, Y4, Xl, :t:2, and X3. To lise the raw data set of 
Irish windspeeds for t.he generation of a complete data fiet for IImb::, this data set is adjusted as 
follows: 
First, the imputation variable Y3 is uniformly discretized into t.hree categories. F\uther, the 
observations X of the ot.her variables Yl, Y2, Y1, Xl, x2, and X3 are replaced by 5:f(11), with the 
i-th row ,,1'<,/) of ~Y(ry) given by 
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! xi' + (I'i - 1'6 - 7W6) if Y3i = 0 X[C"f}) = xl' if Y3i = 1 xT - (pI - III - lwI) if Y3i = 2 (5.S) 
In Eq. 5.8, xl' is t.he i-th row of X) J-l] and aJ are two row vectors consist.ing of the conditional 
means and standard deviations of the variables YI,Y2,Y4,Xl,X2,X3 given that Ya = j, and 1] > 0 
is a free parameter. According to Eq. 5.8, the two centroids of the rows of X(1}) corresponding 
to Ya = a and the rows of ..-Y(11) corresponding to Y3 = 2, arc moving toward the cent.roid of the 
rows of .5C(1]) corresponding to va = 1, when." decreases toward zero. In the simulation study 
1} = 0.9 is chosen. Finally, the observations of .i-(ll) for Y2, X2 and X3 arc uniformly discretized 
into two, two and three categories, respectively. 
For each of the three methods IInuml IIwixl and fIeat ) t.wo different complete data sets are 
considered. For IIIHIIIl, the first complete data set is generated from the Illultivariate normal 
distribution with mean vector and covariance matrix estimated from the raw data set of Irish 
windspeeds, and for IImix and ileat this data set is generated according to the statistical model 
of the corresponding non-circular methods ITmix and fica! (see subsedion 5.2.2) given by 
nmix = ((YI,{XI,x2,xg} ,LRN) ,(Y2,{YI,Xl,x2,xg} ,LOR), 
(yg, {Yl,Y2,Xt,X2,xg} , POR) , (Y4, {YI, Y2,yg,X},X2,X3}) LRN» 
IJmt = ((y), {Xj,X2}, POR) ,(Y2, {V), X),X2), LOR) 
(Y3, {YhY2,XI,X2,} , LOR), (Y4, {YI,Y2, Y3,Xl,X2} ,POR» 
(5.9) 
The second complete data set is generated as a sample from the raw data set of Irish \Vindspeeds 
for IInunll as a sample from the discretized data set of Irish \Vindspeeds for IImix and is the 
raw :t ... lammographic Experience data set for IIeat . By comparing simulation results for the 
first and the second complete data set, a first impression is obtained about the robustness of 
the methods against deviations from assumptions about. t.he underlying statistical model of the 
complete data set. 
For each of the 6 = 3 x 2 combinations of methods and complete data sets, one MAR missing 
data mechanisms similar to IvlARRIGHT is considered. The parameters of this mechanism are 
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0 1 0 1 1 .. ·1 0.25 0.5 4 
0 0 1 1 1· .. 1 0.25 0.5 4 
a = 0.625, t = ,f = , e = , G= ) and 
1 1 0 0 1·· ·1 0.25 0.5 4 
1 0 0 1·· ·1 0.25 0.5 4 
{ 
0 if t ij = a A = {Qjj} a matrix with the saIlle dimension as t and Qij = ) where f3ij is 
{3;j if t;j = 1 
the regr~sion coefficient for the j-th variable of the regression of Yi on the observed variables 
according to the i-th missing data pattern tT of t. To assess the convergence of the Gibbs 
sampling algorithm, the missing data patterns according to the matrix t of this mechanism 
are chosen to be nOll-monotonic. Similar to the three ~\'lAR missing data mechanisms for the 
elementary imputation methods, this MAR missing data mechanism also strongly deviates from 
?vICAR and generates a large fraction of incomplete cases (62.5%). 
5.3 Results 
The complete data sets for the elementary imputation met.hods LRN and LOR generated from 
the raw Irish wind speeds data set are called LID and LOD, respectively. The missing data 
mechanisms l\,rCAR, ~vlARRIGHT, 1",IARTAIL, :MARMID generate incomplete data with an 
expected percentage of missing data entries of 50% in the first column of these data sets. For t.he 
compound imput.ation methods the corresponding complete data sets are called NUMRA'VD, 
NUMMODD, MIXRAWD, MLXMODD, CATRAWD, CATMODD, where 'NUM', 'MIX' and 
'CAT" refer to numerical, mixed and categorical data, and 'RAY\" and ':rvIOD' refer to the 
raw data set and the data set generated according to the underlying statistical model of the 
imputation method. The MAR missing data mechanism generatf'}; incomplete data with an 
expected fraction of missing data entries of 31.25% in four columns in t.hese data sets. For each 
of the considered combinations of complete data sets, missing data mechanisms and imputation 
methods, the number of generated incomplete data sets is 500 and t.he number of imputat.ions m 
is equal to 10. For t.he compound imputation met.hods, the number of Gibbs sampling iterations 
is equal to 5. The simulation program was ,vritten in SASjIML. The results are presented in 
the tables 5.7 through 5.14 in Appendix 5.B. 
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5.3.1 Elelnentary inlputation ll1ethods 
The results for the methods LRN, LOR, POR and DIS arc presented in the Tables 5.7, 5.8, 
5.9 and 5.10, respectively. In each row of these tables, t.he results for a, certain target statistic 
under a certain missing data mechanism are given. The missing data mechanisms and target 
statist.ics are represented by -rvID~vI and stat.istic in t.he first. and second column. The terms Ql 
and Q3 represent the first (25%) and the third (75%) quart.ile. In the third, and fifth through 
ninth column, the results for a, E[Om]' U, E[Um], ii = Va1' [Om) / (1 + 111-1), and ElBml are 
given. The average estimate Elaine] of a obtained by complete-case analysis is presented in the 
fourth column to assess the added value of multiple imputation with respect to complete-case 
analysis. In t.he last column, the actual coverages of the 95% confidence intervals of a are 
given. For each target statistic under each missing data mechanism, properness is established 
by verifying whether E[Qm] ~ a, E{Um] :;::j U, E{Bm] ~ B, and whether the actual coverage 
of the confidence interval for a lies in t.he interval 95% ± 1.9%. The bias of Om with respect 
to Q is measured by )0 - ElQml). The added value of multiple imputation with regard to 
complete-case analysis is assessed by comparing the difference bet.ween E[aine] and a with the 
difference bet.ween E[Qm] and Q. 
Results for LRN 
From Table 5.7, it appears that the pooled point estimates Om are approximately unbiased 
in most of the cases. For 27 of the 32 target. statistics, the difference between a and E(QnJ 
is smaller than or equal to 0.05, while for 18 target. statistics this difference is smaller than 
or equal to 0.01. However, the pooled median under ~v1ARTAIL and f..'IARf.:1ID is biased with 
differences between a and EfGml of 0.2 and 0.1. It is surprising that the median is considerably 
more biased than the first and the third quartile under these missing data mechanisms, since 
estimat.es of the median are more stable than estimates of the first and third quartile. It. is 
also surprising that. under f..'IARRIGHT the pooled median is approximately unbiased while the 
differences between a and Elaine] under this mechanism are considerably larger than under 
MARTAIL and MARMID. 
For each of the three MAR missing data mechanisms, the differences between Q and Elaine] 
are larger than the corresponding differences between a and ElQm]. Thus, under iVIAR, multi-
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pIe imputat.ion has added value over complete-case analysis. This is most. clear from the results 
for the mechanism MARRIGHT, where the pooled estimates Om are approximately unbiased 
and the estimates Qint:! are strongly biased with respect. to Q. 
In most. of t.he cases, t.he pooled estimate Um is approximately unbiased \vith respect to 
the complete data variance U. For the first quartile under l'vlARMID and the third quartile 
under rvfARRIGHT and tvlARTAIL, Urn clearly overestimates U. This overestimation can be 
explained by t.he fact that under ~dARRIGHT and under 1'IARTAIL the fraction of missing 
data entries is relatively large for values of y larger than its median and under MAR1HD this 
fraction is relatively large for values of y smaller than its median. For MARRIGHT this is clear 
from its definition. For MARTAIL and MARMID this can be concluded from the fact that the 
median Q> E[Q,"d nnder MARTAIL and Q < E[Q,"d under MAR~nD. 
The actual coverage of the confidence intervals for Q lies in the interval 95% ± 1.9% or 
is significantly larger than 95% in most of the cases. This coverage is underestimated for 
the correlation coefficients between y and Xl and between y and X2 under MAR RIGHT with 
estimated values of 93.0 and 84.2, respect.ively. Each of the coverages under the missing data 
mechanism 1\,lAR1HD is st.rongly overestimated. 
Results for LOR 
In Table 5.8, prop (y = j) stands for the proportion of y = j and mean(xj) I y = r stands 
for the conditional mean of Xj given y = r. The large differences between Q and E [QinJ 
for the proportion under MARRIGHT are striking. Under MOAR t.he conditional means are 
approximately unbiased and under the three MAR mechanisms t.hey are slightly biased wit.h bias 
ranging from 0.02 (conditional mean of Xl given y = 0 under ~dARTAIL) to 0.23 (conditional 
mean of Xl given V = 0 under .MARRIGHT). Under each missing data mechanism, Vm is 
approximately unbiased for each statistic. In 23 of the 110 cases, the actual interval coverage 
lies in the interval 95% ± 1.9%. Under 1-IARRIGHT, the actual intenral coverages are quite 
low (estimated actual interval coverage <90%) for the proportions and some of the conditional 
means. For t.he proportions this is not a serious problem since Om is approximately unbiased 
and Gine is strongly biased. 
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Results for POR and DIS 
The results for POR and DIS are presented in the Tables 5.9 and 5.10. The first thing which 
att.racts the attent.ion is that t.he coverages of POR are close to 95% and the coverages of DIS 
are far below 95%. This undercoverage of DIS is due to an underestimation of B by Bm. In 
many cases, this underestimation is serious. For instance, for the conditional mean of pb given 
y = 1 under MARRIGHT, Band E[BmJ arc 0.19 and 0.02, respectively. 
For both methods POR and DIS, am is approximately unbiased under f..'ICAR and MAR-
TAIL for the proportions of'Y and for the conditional means of pb given y = 0, and given y = 1. 
For the conditional mean of pb given y = 2, however, Om is biased for POR under MCAR and 
strongly biased for POR and DIS under MARTAIL. Under MARRIGHT, the bias of Qm is 
considerably larger for DIS than for POR. This is especially the case for the conditional means. 
Under ~\'IARivlID, Om is approximately unbiased for bot.h methods DIS and POR in most of 
the cases. An exception is t.he conditional mean of pb given y = 1 for DIS, wherc Om has a bias 
of 0.52. 
5.3.2 Compound hnputation methods 
The results for the compound imputation methods are presented in the Tables 5.11, through 
5.14. To reduce the number of tablcs, results are only given for 0, E[Oinc], E{Qml and the 
actual interval coverage. In each table, results arc presented for the complete data set generated 
according to the statistical model corresponding to the method and for the raw dat.a set. The 
number of Gibbs sampling iterations is 5. 
Numerical data 
Results for TIr.Ulll are found in Table 5.11. In this Table, correl(xi,xj) stands for the correlation 
coefficient between Xi and Xj' 
Results for the multivariate normal data set For the multivariate normal data set 
NU1\U..,10DD, TInulII is approximately proper for most. statistics. The pooled point estimat.e Qm 
is approximately unbiased or slightly biased with a bias ranging from 0.00 (mean of Xl) to 0.13 
(third quart.ile of X3). For 18 of t.he 30 target statistics, the estimated actual interval coverage 
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lies in the interval 95% ±1.9%. The actual interval coverages for the first quartile of X4, and 
for the correlation coefficient between X2 and X3 are quite low with values of SS.8% and 87.6%. 
The intervals for the first quartile of X3, the mean of X4, and the correlation between X3 and 
X4 arc slightly undercovered with values of 91.4, 92.4 and 90.6. The intervals for the median 
of Xl, the first quartile of X2, t.he n1edian of X3, the third quartile of X4, and t.he correlation 
coefficients between Xl and X3, between Xl and X4, and between X4 and X5, are overcovercd 
(estimated actual interval coverage> 96.9%) with estimated actual coverages of 97.4, 9S.4, 
9S.0, 97.8, 97.4, 9S.0, and 97.0, respectively. 
For the data set NU[\,IMODD and any target statistic, the difference between Q and E(OillcJ 
is considerably larger than the difference between Q and E(Oml. In this respect, the results 
for the median of Xl (Q ~ 13.06,E[Q,"cl ~ 11.86,E[QmJ ~ 13.05), the median of X3 (Q ~ 
1l.18,E(QillcJ = 9.97,ElQmJ = 11.17), the correlation coefficient bet.ween Xl and X4 (0 = 
O.71,EfOincl = 0.44,.8[Om1 = 0.70), and the correlat.ion coefficient between X2 and X3 (Q = 
058, E[QillcJ = O.26,E[Ornl = 0.55) are st.riking. In view of t.his performance, the fact that for 
t.he correlation coefficient between X2 and X3 the actual interval coverage is lower than 90% and 
Om is slightly biased should not be considered as a serious problem. 
Robustness against non-normal data According to Table 5.11. Hnum seems to be robust. 
against non-normal data. Similar to the results for the data set NU1HI'10DD, for t.he data 
set. NU:MHA\VD, Om is approximately unbiased or slight.ly biased, most of the actual interval 
coverages are close to 95%, and the differences between Q and E[Qincl arc considerably larger 
than the differences bet"ween Q a.nd E[O m1. However, the performance of 1flJull\ for NUrdRA\VD 
is slightly worse than for NUM1'vfODD. This is most. clearly seen from the est.imated actual 
int.erval coverages of 73.8 and 54.6 for t.he correlation coefficients between Xl and X3 and between 
Xl and X4, which are much lower than any actual interval coverage for the data set NUi\HvIOD. 
IvIoreover, for the data set NUMRA\VD, the number of estimated actual interval coverages lying 
in the interval 95% ± 1.9% is 13, as compared to 18 for the data set. NUi\HdODD. FUrt.hermore, 
Om is slightly more biased for the raw data set than for the multivariate normal data set. For 
NU1'IRA\VD and all univariate target statistics, the bias ofOrn ranges from 0.00 (first quart.ile 
of X3) to 0.19 (median of X2), while for the NUi\{t\'IODD and the same target statistics this 
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bias ranges from 0.00 (the mean of xI) to 0.13 (third quart.ile of X3). This is also the case for 
the correlat.ion coefficients, where for dat.a set. NUMRA\VD the bias of Om ranges from 0.00 
(correlation coefficient between X3 and X5) to 0.05 (correlation coefficient between Xl and X4) 
and for the data set. NUi\H."IODD, this bias ranges from 0.00 (correlation coefficient between X3 
and xs) to 0.03 (correlation coefficient bet.ween X2 and X3). 
Mixed data 
The results for the method nmix are presented in the Tables 5.12 and 5.13. In these Tables, 
cramc(xi,xj) stands for the Cramer-C measure. \Vhen Xi and Xj are two binary variables, 1-
OR(xj,xj) stands for the log-OR between Xi and Xj' For a binary variable Xi and a trichotomous 
variable Xj, I-OR(xi,:L'j - s), with s = 1,2, stands for the log-OR between Xi and Xj for the 
categories a and s of Xii where 0 is the reference category. 
Results for the data set according to the imputation model The performance of nmix 
for the data set according to the imputation model ·~...rIX:~."IODD is good. In most of the cases, 
Om is approximately unbiased. Biased estimates Om are obtained for the t.hird quartile of Xl 
(bias = 0.23), the conditional means of Xl given X3 = 1 (bias = 0.16), X4 given X3 = 1 (bias = 
0.12), X4 given X3 = 2 (bias = 0.16), X5 given X3 = 1 (bias = 0.15), and Xs given X3 = 2 (bias 
= 0.13), and the log-OR between X2 and X3 for the categories 0 and 1 of X3 (bias = 0.15). For 
every target statistic inspected, t.he bias of Qinc is larger than the bias of am' 
For 36 of the 47 target statistics for which the actual interval coverage has been est.imated, 
this coverage lies in the interval 95%±1.9%. The estimated actual coverage is low with a value of 
74.4 for the third quartile of Xl. This is partially due to the bias of Om for this target statistic. 
Slight underestimates (90% < estimated actual interval coverage < 93.1%) are obtained for 
confidence intervals for the mean of Xl, the first quartile of X4, and the conditional means of 
Xl given that X7 = 2 and of X5 given that. X2 = O. Overestimates (estimated actual interval 
coverage> 96.9%) are obtained for the confidence intervals for the first quartile of XII for the 
median and the t.hird quart.ile of X'i) for the proportions of the categories 1 and 2 of X3, and for 
the correlation coefficient. between Xl and X4. 
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Robustness According to the Tables 5.12 and 5.13, 11mb.: seems to be robust against data 
generated from a probability distribution deviating from the statistical model corresponding 
to I1mix , although for the data set 1HXlvIODD generated according to the statistical model 
corresponding to ITznix, the performance of IImix is somewhat better than for the raw data set 
1HXRA\VD. This is most clearly seen from the actual interval coverages. For 1HXRA\VD, 
the number of estimated interval coverages lying in the interval 95% ± 1.9% is 19, while for 
MIX:~vfODD this number is 36. F\lrthermore, for MD~RA\VD, Om is biased for the correlation 
coefficients whereas for MIXivIODD it is not. For the other target statistics the degree of bias 
of Om is comparable for both data sets. 
Categorical data 
The results for Ilcat are found in Table 5.14. 
Results for data set according to imputation model For the data CATi\IODD, gener-
ated according to the stat.istical model corresponding to nCH!, Om is approximately unbiased 
for the proportions and the conditional means, except the conditional mean of X3 given Xs = 0, 
where Om is slightly biased with a bias of 0.11. This bias is probably due to the low propor-
tion (0.11) of the category ° of X5. Due to the weak associations between the variables, the 
differences between Q and E[Qincl are very small for the proport.ions. 
For the Cramer-C measure between Xl and Xa, the bias of Om is larger than the bias of 
Qin.:;' The performance of il(Ht is particularly bad for the log-OR between X4 and X5 and the 
two Jog-OR between X5 and Xa, where the bias of Om is considerably larger than the bias of 
Qine' An explanation of this bad performance may be t.he skewness of X5 and Xa, probably 
causing low bivariate cell frequencies. The high actual interval coverages, each larger than 99%, 
for these three log-OR may be regarded as a compensation mechanism, where Bm is boosted 
to compensate for the loss of information in the data set. 
Robustness Contrary to the results for anum and for IImix' the performance of neat is better 
for the raw data set CATRAl''D than for the data set CATl'1'10DD. This is especially t.he case 
for t.he log-OR, where for CATRA\VD the performance of neat is bad only for t.he t.wo log-OR 
between X4 and X5 and between :1:5 and a.'a for t.he categories a and 1. For the other t.hree 
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log-OR (between .'1:2 and X4, between X2 and Xs and between X4 and xs), the bias of Qm for 
the data set CATMODD is considerably larger than for the data set CATRA'VD. Further, for 
the Cramer-C measure between Xl and X6, Om is approximately unbiased for CATRA'VD and 
biased for CATi\{ODD. Finally, the number of estimated actual coverages lying in the interval 
95% ± 1.9% is 21 for CATRAWD set and 19 for CATMODD. 
5.4 Conclusion 
From the results described in t.he previous section, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The performance ofthe elementary imputation methods LRN, LOR and POR is generally 
good. 
2. The elementary method POR appears to be superior over DIS. For the method DIS, the 
bet.ween imput.ation variance is strongly underestimated while this is not t.he case for 
POR The bias of pooled point estimates Om of Q for DIS is considerably larger than for 
POR under some f..'IAR missing data mechanisms. 
3. 'Vhen the association between variables is st.rong and the distribution of the categorical 
variables is not. too skew, the performance of imputation met.hods for entirely numerical 
or mixed data sets is generally good. For such types of data sets, an imputation method TI 
seems to be robust. against a deviation of the probability distribution from the statistical 
model corresponding to TI, although the performance of II appears to be somewhat better 
for complete data sets generated according to the statistical model corresponding to n. 
4. "'hen the associations between the variables in a data set are strong, the presence of 
circularities in the imputation model seems to have no or only little effect on the properness 
of an imputation method. 
5. 'Vhen for a compound imputation method the number of imputation variables is modest, 
five Gibbs sampling iterations appear t.o be sufficient.. 
6. '\'hen the probability distributions of some categorical variables in a data set are skew, 
the performance of multiple imputation for the log-OR corresponding to such variables 
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may be bad. 
5.5 Discussion and future research 
The results of this study are encouraging and illustrate that multiple imputation is suitable for 
bias reduction if incomplete cases differ systematically from complete cases. These results also 
clearly stress the added value of multiple imputation with regard to complete-case analysis. 
The robustness against deviations of the probability distribution from the corresponding 
statistical model for the compound imputation methods IIuuHl , IImi;.;: and IImt is in accordance 
with the results of ot.her simulation studies concerning multiple imputation [2,9,101. The simu-
lation study of [9], also reported in chapter if of [2], shows that, even for univariate populations 
which are skewed or heavy-tailed, the intervals for t.he population mean resulting from imputa-
tion on the basis of a univariate normal model have an actual coverage which is very close to the 
nominal coverage. In an American study flO], designed to imitate the process of data collection 
and the underlying missing data mechanism in the Third National Health and Nutrition Ex-
amination Survey (NHANES-III), it has been illustrated that the performance of model based 
multiple imputation appears to be good in the situation of sample surveys (sample surveys are 
also described in chapter 4). 
Strongly systematic .MAR missing data mechanisms have been applied, since it is plausible 
that if multiple imputation is proper under strongly systematic ~'.'fAR mechanisII1s, it will also 
be proper for less systematic and thus more realif;tic 1V\R missing data mechanisms. In this 
way, a good impression of the validity of imputation methods can be obtained with a relatively 
small number of combinations of complete data sets and missing data mechanisms. F\lrther-
more, with strongly systematic 1JAR mechanisms, the added value of multiple imputation with 
respect to complete-case analysis can also be stressed. Only complete data sets with strong 
associat.ions between the different variables are considered, since for complete data sets with 
weak associations, it is not possible to construct a MAR missing data mechanism generating 
incomplete data sets with incomplete cases differing systematically from complete cases. Topics 
for future research are discussed below. 
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5.5.1 Future research 
Robustness 
For t.he automation of a select.ion st.rategy of imputation met.hods described in chapter 4, it. is 
important to investigate whether the performance of compound imputat.ion met.hods consisting 
of the elementary methods LRN, LOR and POR i~ sufficient under the "MAR assumption in 
most practical cases. As in t.he simulat.ion study of multiple imput.at.ion for t.he Third Nat.ional 
Health and Nut.rition Examination Survey (NHANES-III) in [10,11]' this can be achieved by 
evaluat.ing these methods under repetition of sampling and generation of incomplete data for 
several sampling and missing data mechanisms mimicked from real sample survey situations. 
The sampling mechanism can be imitat.ed by drawing random samples from an artificial popu-
lation created by drawing a large random sample without replacement, say n = 2000, from all 
complete cases in the survey. Under the 1·1AR assumption, the parameters of the missing data 
mechanisms can be estimated from t.he entire survey. In such a case, statistical inference from 
multiple imputat.ion with respect to the population quantity Q, rat.her t.han with respect to Q, is 
evaluated as in the validation study described in the previous sections. This is so because when 
evaluating the robustness of imputation methods, effects of model misspecification are relevant, 
and for an end-user the validity of statistical inference with respect to Q is more interest.ing 
than validity with respect to Q. To investigate the robustness against deviations from ~\'IAR, it 
is useful to use MNAR mechanisms generating approximately the same fraction of incomplete 
cases with approximately t.he same distribution of t.he different missing data patt.erns over the 
incomplete cases, as the MAR missing data mechanism applied here. 
By mimicking sample survey situations, generally the robustness of model-based multi-
ple imputat.ion against moderate deviations of the probability distribution from t.he stat.istical 
model corresponding to the imputation method is examined [11]. It is wort.hwhile to inves-
tigate the robustness of imputation methods against more extreme departures. Departures 
which can be considered for numerical imputation variables 'Y and numerical predictor variables 
x are non-linear or non-monotonic relationships between 'y and x, and heteroscedastic, skew or 
heavy-tailed error-terms in t.he regression model of'Y on x. Dat.a sets with such departures can 
be artificially generated in the same way as complete data sets corresponding to the statistical 
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model of compound imputation methods as described in subsection 5.2.2. 
'Vhen in some situations the compound imputation methods consisting of LRN, LOR and 
POR are not robust against deviations of the probability distribution from the statistical model 
corresponding to the imputation method, it. is worthwhile to investigate whether in these sit-
uations better compound imputation methods can be constructed from a more extended set 
of elementary imputation methods. For numerical imputation variables the selection strategy 
of elementary imputation methods proposed ill step 2 of subsection 4.2.3 of chapter 4 can be 
tried. For categorical imputation variables it can be investigated whether the performance of 
multiple imputation can be improved by extending the corresponding elementary imputation 
methods LOR or POR by interaction terms and by transforming numerical predictor variables. 
Other topics 
• Convergence. In the simulation study described here, only data sets with a small num-
ber of imputation variables are considered. Since convergence of the GibLs sampling 
algorithm is reported to be slow for a large number of variables [12], it. should be investi-
gated how the required number of Gibbs sampling iterations is related to t.he number of 
imputation variablesi 
• Added value of the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling approach with respect 
to existing imputation methods using a multivariate statistical model. The 
following issues are relevant to consider: 
- The performance of multiple imputation for large data sets wit.h many variables. It 
is assumed t.hat if the number of imputation variables is large, multiple imputation 
on the basis of a Jllult.ivariate statistical model may become numerically unstable 
(see chapter 4)i 
- 'Vhether for the variable--by-variable Gibbs sampling approach, multiple imputation 
is more robust against deviations of the probability distribution from the statistical 
model corresponding to t.he imputation method, than imputation methods using a 
Illultivariate statistical model. 
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• Constraints with respect to the validity of multiple imputation. An important 
quest.ion here is: is it. possible to const.ruct diagnost.ic measures as a function of the 
observed data set and the t.arget statistic (Q, U), on the basis of which it can be concluded 
whether valid statistical inference with multiple imput.at.ion under the MAR assumption 
is possible? It. is plausible that. given t.he target statist.ic (0, U), the validit.y of multiple 
imputation will depend on the following factors: 
- The number of complete cases in the data set. In order to estimate the parameters 
of the imput.ation model this number should be sufficiently large; 
- The fraction of missing data entries among all ent.ries in the dat.a set; 
- The number of observed dat.a entries per variable. This measure is important for uni-
variate st.atistical analyses. If a certain variable has only few observations, mult.iple 
imputation will be improper for the mean of this variable; 
- For each pair of variables x and y, the number of cases for which x and yare 
simult.aneously observed. If t.his number is small, t.hen the performance of multiple 
imputation is bad for the correlation coefficient between x and y; 
- The deviat.ion from ~\'ICAR of the underlying missing data mechanism; 
- The deviation of the probability dist.ribution from the stat.ist.ical model corresponding 
to the imputation method. 
Appendix 5.A Proof of Equations 5.4 and 5.5 
Let ni be the number of cases nominated for missing data pattern tT and Wi the number of 
incomplete cases with missing data pattern tT Eq. 5.4 directly follows from Eq. 5.3. Eq. 5.5 is 
proved by writing E [Wi] in two ways. First E fwd = aE [nil = aIin, since the cases nominated 
for missing data pattern tT are randomly selected with probability /J from the n cases in the 
data set., and an expected fraction Q' of these nominated cases is made incomplete according to 
missing data pattern tT. Let lljj be the number of cases nominated for missing data pattern tT 
with Ci (Bjj ) ~ Sj < Cj (Oi,i+l) and 'Wij the number of incomplete cases wit.h missing data pattern 
tT and Cj (Oij) ~ Sj < Cj (OiJ+l). From the definition of Wij it follows t.hat Wi = 2:j Wi]. The 
cases nominated for missing data pattern tT are randomly selected from the cases of the data 
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set, so that E [nijJ = (Bi,j+! - Bij) E [nJ From the cases nominated for missing data pattern 
tT with Cj (Bij) ::; Sj < Ci (Bij+d, a fraction of Aj9ij is made incomplete, which implies that. 
E [wij] = AigijE [nuJ. Consequently, 
E[w;] E[~jWijJ 
~jE[wij) 
~j'\gijE [Ilij) 
~j A,g'j (O'.Hl - O'J) E [Il,) 
L,jAj9jj ((}i,j+l - Bi,j) nli· 
Both expressions of E fwd imply 
so that 
O:/in = L).Wij (Oi,j+! - Bj,j) n/i' 
j 
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Appendix 5.B Simulation results 
I MDM statistic I Q EIQ I EIQ II u '"0 ·m EIU II B m EIB I I cover I m 
MCAR mean 11.44 11.46 11.45 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 97.2 
Q1 (25%) 8.04 8.12 8.04 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.05 97.2 
median 11.41 11.40 11.34 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.05 96.8 
Q3 (75%) 14.64 14.64 14.68 0.10 0.11 0.05 0.06 95.2 
corr(y, xt) 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.03 0.00 96.8 
corr(y,x2) 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.01 0.00 96.0 
corr(y,x3) 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.01 0.00 98.6 
corr(y,x4) 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.01 0.00 98.0 
MARRIGHT mean 11.44 9.69 11.43 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 96.2 
Q1 (25%) 8.04 6.86 7.96 0.09 0.10 0.02 0.03 96.8 
median 11.41 9.55 11.37 0.09 0.10 0.06 0.08 97.8 
Q3 (75%) 14.64 12.79 14.66 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.13 95.8 
corr(y, Xl) 0.70 0.60 0.67 0.02 0.00 93.0 
corr(y,x2) 0.57 0.42 0.53 0.01 0.00 84.2 
corr(y, X3) 0.64 0.56 0.63 0.01 0.00 97.2 
corr(y,x4) 0.58 0.46 0.56 0.01 0.00 95.0 
MARTA!L mean 11.44 11.34 11.42 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 97.2 
Q1 (25%) 8.04 8.37 8.04 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.05 97.8 
median 11.41 11.15 11.22 0.09 0.10 0.03 0.0'1 93.4 
Q3 (75%) 14.64 14.22 14.67 0.10 0.12 0.05 0.06 95.2 
corr(y,xl) 0.70 0.61 0.69 0.03 0.00 96,4 
corr(y,x2) 0.57 0.47 0.56 0.01 0.00 96.8 
corr(y,x3) 0.64 0.55 0.63 0.01 0.00 95.6 
corr(y,x4) 0.58 0.48 0.57 0.01 0.00 96.6 
MARMID mean 11.44 11.61 11.49 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.03 97.6 
Q1 (25%) 8.04 7.52 8.03 0.09 0.12 0.03 0.06 99.8 
median 11.41 11.82 11.51 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.05 98.6 
Q3 (75%) 14.64 15.27 14.70 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.07 99.0 
corr(y,xl) 0.70 0.77 0.70 0.03 0.00 98.2 
corr(y,:t2) 0.57 0.66 0.57 0.01 0.00 97.8 
corr(y,x3) 0.64 0.72 0.64 0.01 0.00 98.8 
corr(y,x4) 0.58 0.67 0.57 0.01 0.00 99.0 
Table 5.7: Simulat.ion results for the elementary imputation method LRN, for the complete data 
set LID, and for the missing data mechanisms ~vlCAR, }dARRIGHT, "t'iIARTAIL and ~v1ARj\HD. 
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statistic IQ EIQ ) 1 u EJU ) I B EIB ) ! cover ! IMDM - me 'm m m 
MCAR prop (y~O) 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.00 0.00 93,0 
prop (y~!) 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.00 0.00 93.0 
rnean(xl) I y~o 8.63 8.62 8.65 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04 95.0 
mean(xd I y~l 15.29 15.31 15.29 0.12 0.13 0.04 O.O'! 94.4 
mean(x2) I y~O 9.10 9.09 9.!l 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.04 94.6 
rnean(x2) I y~l 13.18 13.18 13.18 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.03 92.2 
mean(x3) I y~O 7.12 7.12 7.13 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 95.4 
mean(x3) I y~l 13.32 13.34 13.32 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.03 94.4 
mean(x .. ) I y~o 7.08 7.06 7.10 am am 0.03 0.03 94.6 
rnean(x,) I y~l 11.66 11.66 11.66 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.03 9<1.4 
MARlUGHT prop (y-O) 0.47 0.63 0.45 0.00 0.00 81.6 
prop (y~l) 0.53 0.37 0.55 0.00 0.00 81.6 
mean(xl) I y~O 8.63 7.72 8.40 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 83.6 
mean(xl) I y~l 15.29 12.97 15.23 0.12 0.12 am 0.0 93.0 
rnean(x2) I y~O 9.10 8.55 9.01 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05 92.4 
mean(x2) I y~l 13.18 11.74 13.10 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.02 93.0 
mean(x3) I y~O 7.12 6.34 6.94 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 86.2 
rnean(x3) ly~l 13.32 11.31 13.24 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 88.8 
mean(x4) ly~O 7.08 6.46 6.9,! 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 88.6 
mean(x4) I y~l 11.66 9.96 11.60 0.13 0.12 0,0] 0.Q2 97.6 
MARTAIL prop (y~O) 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.00 0.00 95.0 
prop (y~l) 0.53 0.55 0.5<1 0.00 0.00 95.0 
mean(xd I y~O 8.63 9.56 8.65 0.08 0.08 0.04 O.O,! 95.2 
mean(xl) I y~l 15.29 14.07 15.16 0.12 0.13 0.04 0.05 96.0 
rnean(x2) I y~O 9.10 9.77 9.07 0.10 0.09 0.02 0.03 95.0 
mean(x2) I y~l 13.18 12.53 13.13 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.03 96.8 
rnean(x3) I y~O 7.12 8.01 7.18 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.03 96.8 
mean(x3) I y~l 13.32 12.21 13.16 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.03 92.8 
rnean(x4) I y~O 7.08 7.62 7.10 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.03 96.6 
mean(x4) I y~l 11.66 10.75 11.57 0.13 0.13 0.02 0.03 97.0 
MARMID prop (y-O) 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.00 0.00 95.0 
prop (y~l) 0.53 0.55 0.5<1 0.00 0.00 95.0 
mean(xd I y~O 8.63 9.56 8.65 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.04 95.2 
rnean(xd I y~l 15.29 14.07 15.16 0.12 0.13 0.04 0.05 96.0 
mean(x2) I y~O 9.10 9.77 9.07 0.10 0.09 0.02 0.03 95.0 
mean(x2) ) y~l 13.18 12.53 13.13 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.03 95.0 
mean(x3) I y~O 7.12 8.01 7.18 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.03 96.8 
rnean(x3) I y~l 13.32 12.21 13.16 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.03 92.8 
mean(x4) I y~O 7.08 7.62 7.10 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.03 96.6 
mean(x4) I y~l 11.66 10.75 11.57 0.13 0.13 0.02 0.03 97.0 
Table 5.8: Simulation results for the elementary imputation method LOn, for the complete 
data set LOD, and for the missing data mechanisms :MCAR, rdARRIGHT, 1'lARTAIL, and 
MARlvIlD. 
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MDM statistic Q EJQin,j . E[Qml U E[v .. 1 B E[B .. [ 
MCAR prop (y-O) 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~l) 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~2) 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y~o) 8.08 8.07 8.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 
mean(pb) (y~l) 6.95 6.95 7.00 0,03 0.03 0.02 0.03 
mean(pb) (y~2) 6.84 6.85 6.97 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 
ilIARRIGHT prop (y-o) 0.56 0.64 0.53 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~l) 0.27 0.19 0.28 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~2) 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y~o) 8.08 8.64 8.11 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 
mean(pb) (y~l) 6.95 7.81 6.95 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 
mean(pb) (y~2) 6.84 7.51 6.99 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 
MARTAIL prop (y~O) 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~l) 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~2) 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y~o) 8.08 8.14 8.03 0.02 0.02 om om 
mean(pb) (y~l) 6.95 7.39 6.99 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 
mean(pb) (y~2) 6.84 7.25 7.09 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 
MARMID prop (y-o) 0.56 0.58 0.56 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~l) 0.27 0.23 0.25 0.00 0.00 
prop (y~2) 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y~o) 8.08 8.00 8.09 0.02 0.02 0.00 om 
mean(pb) (y~l) 6.95 6.15 6.86 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.07 
mean(pb) (y~2) 6.84 6.33 6.83 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 
Table 5.9: Simulation results for the elementary method POR, for the ~\'laIl1mographic Expe-
rience data set, and for the missing data mechanisms ~vICAR, lvlARRIGHT, ~."IARTAIL and 
MARMID. 
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cover 
94.4 
95.4 
96.2 
94.0 
96.0 
95.0 
89.8 
96.2 
97.8 
95.8 
95.2 
96.4 
90.8 
91.4 
98.0 
94.8 
98.6 
92.0 
98.6 
96.0 
98.0 
97.8 
97.6 
98.8 
MDM statistic Q E1Q'"Cl E [Qm] U E[V",] B EIBm] 
MCAR prop (y-O) 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.01 0.00 
prop (y=l) 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.01 0.00 
prop (y=2) 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y=O) 8.08 8.08 8.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 
mean(pb) (y=l) 6.95 6.95 6.91 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 
meall(pb) (y=2) 6.84 6.84 6.96 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.02 
MARRIGHT prop (y=O) 0.56 0.64 0.64 om 0.00 
prop (y=l) 0.27 0.19 0.21 0.01 0.00 
prop (y=2) 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y=O) 8.08 8.G4 7.85 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.01 
meall(pb) (y=l) 6.95 7.80 7.29 0.03 0.05 0.19 0.02 
mean(pb) (y~2) 6.84 7.50 7.23 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.02 
MARTAIL prop (y=O) 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.00 0.00 
prop (y=l) 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.00 0.00 
prop (y=2) 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.00 0.00 
meall(pb) (y=O) 8.08 8.14 8.06 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 
meall(pb) (y=l) 6.95 7.38 6.88 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.01 
meall(pb) (y=2) 6.84 7.25 7.21 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.03 
MAR1UD prop (y=O) -0.56 0.57 0.62 0.00 0.00 
prop (y=l) 0.27 0.23 0.18 0.00 0.00 
prop (y=2) 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.00 0.00 
mean(pb) (y=O) 8.08 8.00 8.10 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 
meall(pb) (y=l) 6.95 6.15 6.43 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.00 
meall(pb) (y=2) 6.84 6.32 6.76 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.03 
Table 5.10: Simulation results for elementary method DIS, for the I'vlammographic Experience 
data set, and for the missing data mechanisms i'vICAR, ?vIARRIGHT, :~\'IARTAIL and IvlARr..HD. 
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cover 
52.8 
28.8 
37.6 
74.0 
69.4 
59.6 
50.4 
42.2 
41.4 
52.0 
51.8 
49.8 
71.0 
28.8 
42.2 
85.0 
66.4 
44.8 
64.0 
38.2 
50.0 
75.8 
41.4 
78.4 
data NUMMODD NUMRAWD 
statistic 0 E lOinel E [Om] cover 0 E IOinel E [Om] cover 
mean (Xl) 12.93 11.98 12.93 95.0 12.05 11.11 12.08 94.2 
Ql (xIl (25%) 9.02 8.10 9.08 94.2 7.67 6.81 7.83 86.0 
mcd (Xl) (50%) 13.06 11.86 13.05 97.4 11.63 10.33 11.68 97.4 
Q3 (Xl) (75%) 16.87 15.77 16.76 96.2 15.71 14.67 15.77 96.8 
mean (X2) 12.16 11.40 12.14 95.6 11.45 10.74 11.45 93.2 
Ql (x,) (25%) 8.48 7.96 8.53 98.4 7.83 7.35 7.74 91.2 
med (x,) (50%) 12.31 11.50 12.27 94.4 10.54 9.78 10.73 83.4 
Q3 (x,) (75%) 15.59 14.80 15.62 94.0 14.54 13.51 14.63 92.0 
mean (X3) 11.08 10.18 11.10 95.8 10.23 9.39 10.23 94.0 
Ql (X3) (25%) 7.48 6.83 7.54 91.4 6.92 6.22 6.92 97.0 
mcd (X3) (50%) 11.18 9.97 11.17 98.0 10.04 9.14 10.01 93.2 
Q3 (x,) (75%) 14.38 13.41 14.51 94.0 13.25 11.92 13.22 97.6 
mean (X4) 10.64 9.75 10.60 92.4 9.70 8.85 9.72 93.2 
Ql (X4) (25%) 6.96 6.46 7.07 88.8 6.17 5.5<1 6.19 92.2 
med (X4) (50%) 10.47 9.26 10.53 94.4 9.21 8.27 9.25 96.6 
Q3 (X4) (75%) 13.96 12.89 13.93 97.8 12.96 11.34 12.84 95.8 
correl (XI,X2) 0.69 0.65 0.69 96.8 0.69 0.65 0.70 93.0 
correl (XI,X3) 0.83 0.81 0.83 97.4 0.82 0.80 0.84 73.8 
correl (XI,X4) 0.71 0.44 0.70 98.0 0.71 0.41 0.76 54.6 
carrel (Xl,X5) 0.73 0.72 0.72 94.2 0.73 0.71 0.72 94.2 
correl (Xl,X6) 0.61 0.61 0.61 95.2 0.56 0.54 0.56 96.0 
carrel (X2 ,X3) 0.58 0.26 0.55 87.6 0.57 0.27 0.61 89.0 
carrel (X2,X4) 0.68 0.64 0.68 96.8 0.62 0.58 0.64 87.0 
correl (X2,XS) 0.61 0.60 0.61 94.6 0.56 0.54 0.55 95.8 
correl (X2,X6) 0.49 0.49 0.49 96.4 0.37 0.36 0.38 91.8 
correl (X3,X4) 0.77 0.72 0.75 90.6 0.79 0.73 0.77 90.6 
correl (X3,X5) 0.81 0.80 0.81 94.8 0.81 0.80 0.81 96.0 
correl (X3,XS) 0.67 0.67 0.67 96.8 0.65 0.63 0.64 89.4 
carrel (X4,X5) 0.81 0.81 0.81 97.0 0.83 0.82 0.84 90.2 
correl (X4,X6) 0.74 0.74 0.74 95.0 0.76 0.75 0.76 93.4 
Table 5.11: Simulation results for the compound imputat.ion method IInl1m , for the data sets 
NUi\HvlODD and NUMRA\VD and for a 1'IAR missing data mechanism. The data set NUM-
1'IODD is generated according to the multivariate normal distribution and t.he data set NUM-
RA\VD is generated by sampling from the raw data set of Irish \Vindspeeds. 
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data MIXMODD MIXRAWD 
statistic 0 E1O;,d E [Qml cover 0 Elo;",1 E[Q",l coyer 
mean (Xl) 12.08 11.33 12.09 92.6 12.29 11.50 12.29 89.4 
Ql (Xl) (25%) 8.78 8.14 8.78 98.4 8.96 8.15 8.92 95.2 
med (Xl) (50%) 11.90 11.07 11.90 96.0 11.67 10.81 11.77 89.8 
Q3 (xll (75%) 14.93 14.20 15.16 74.4 15.11 14.30 15.31 85.8 
prop (XFO) 0.48 0.55 0.47 96.0 0.49 0.56 0.49 95.2 
prop (x2=1) 0.52 0,45 0.53 96.0 0.51 0.44 0.51 95.2 
prop (X3=0) 0.34 0.41 0.34 95.2 0.32 0.39 0.32 95.2 
prop (x,=l) 0.35 0.33 0.35 97.8 0.34 0.34 0.34 97.6 
prop (x3=2) 0.32 0.26 0.31 98.0 0.34 0.27 0.34 97.8 
mean (X4) 9.67 9.01 9.67 96.2 9.84 9.18 9.86 93.0 
Ql (X4) (25%) 6.85 6.23 6.81 92.6 6.84 6.32 6.91 93.0 
med (X4) (50%) 9.37 8.66 9.35 97.2 9.49 8.79 9.52 91.4 
Q3 (X4) (75%) 12.20 11.36 12.21 97.0 12.12 11.27 12.21 92.4 
meanl (x,=O) 9.06 8.77 9.07 93.6 9.16 8.90 9.18 96.4 
meanl (x2=1) 14.81 13.99 14.80 94.6 15.31 14.41 15.30 89.2 
mean 1 (X3=0) 8.70 8.46 8.67 95,4 8.73 8.56 8.79 97.2 
meanl (x3=1) 12.18 11.39 12.34 96.2 11.89 11.10 12.05 96.6 
meanl (x3=2) 15.53 14.76 15,48 94.2 16.03 15.05 15.81 88.6 
correl (XI,X4) 0.56 0.21 0.56 97.8 0.61 0.33 0.65 74.0 
correl (XI,X5) 0.67 0.66 0.67 95,4 0.66 0.66 0.68 79,4 
meanl (X6=0) 10.17 9.77 10.20 93.6 10.35 9.92 10.37 95.0 
meanl (x6=1) 14.22 13.67 14.21 95.0 14.27 13.61 14.25 89.4 
mean 1 (X7=0) 9.54 9.35 9.52 95,4 9.77 9,49 9.77 96.2 
Illean 1 (X7= 1) 11.90 11.34 11.97 94.6 11.89 11.29 11.89 95.0 
meanl (x7=2) 14.80 14.43 14.79 93.0 15.01 15.46 15.01 87.4 
Table 5.12: Simulation results for the compound imputation method IImixl for the data sets 
1HXRA\VD and 1HXlvIODD, and for a MAR missing data mechanism. The data set IvIIX-
MODD is generated according to the underlying statistical model of the method ITmiJ; obtained 
from IImix by removing the circularities, and MIXRA\VD is the data set obtained by sampling 
from the discretized data set of the Irish \Vindspeeds. 
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data MIXMODD MIXRAWD 
statistic 0 E 10;,,01 ElG",J cover 0 E 10;",1 ElGmJ cover 
I-OR (x2,x3-1) 1.87 1.26 2.02 94.0 1.44 0.83 1.54 94.2 
I-OR (X2,X3-2) 1.68 2.66 1.67 94.8 1.62 2.60 1.54 91.6 
mean4 (XFO) 7.89 7.38 7.85 95.4 8.06 7.61 8.03 97.2 
mean4 (x2~1) 11.29 10.15 11.30 96.6 11.56 10.46 11.62 94.8 
rncan5 (x2~0) 6.91 6.63 6.87 91.8 7.06 6.82 7.07 97.4 
meall5 (x2~1) 9.92 9.49 9.94 95.8 10.04 9.61 10.04 98.0 
I-OR (X2,X6) 1.64 1.63 1.67 96.0 1.37 1.33 1.39 95.2 
I-OR (x2,x7-1) 1.65 1.55 1.64 95.0 1.30 1.18 1.27 95.6 
I-OR (X2,X7-2) 1.79 2.16 1.82 96.0 1.46 1.81 1.46 93.4 
meall4 (X3~0) 7.11 6.97 7.15 95.2 7.14 6.97 7.12 92.8 
meall4 (x3~1) 9.72 8.70 9.84 96.6 9.27 8.65 9.43 97.8 
mean4 (x3=2) 12.34 11.48 12.18 95.4 12.9'1 12.36 12.86 95.2 
mean5 (X3=O) 6.34 6.21 6.34 95.S 6.39 6.27 6.38 90.4 
mcan5 ("·3~1) 8.49 8.16 8.64 95.6 8.36 8.10 8.49 98.2 
meall5 (x3~2) 10.75 10.43 10.62 94.8 10.85 10.56 10.73 94.0 
I-OR (x6,x3-1) 1.73 1.64 1.76 96.2 1.30 1.27 1.37 94.2 
cramc (X3 )X7 ) 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.35 
correl (X4,X5) 0.84 0.83 0.84 96.2 0.81 0.79 0.80 94.2 
mean4 (XFO) 7.43 7.23 7.44 95.6 7.58 7.38 7.60 97.0 
meall4 (X6~0) 12.20 11.87 12.17 96.4 12.17 11.81 12.18 93.4 
mean4 (X7~0) 7.15 7.06 7.16 93.8 7.46 7.30 7.49 93.8 
mean4 (xr=O) 9.22 8.80 9.21 95.2 9.41 9.01 9.45 97.0 
meall4 (X7~0) 12.65 12.35 12.63 95.6 12.47 12.10 12.44 91.4 
Table 5.13: The simulation results for the compound method IImix and for a r..fAR missing 
data mechanism. 
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data CATMODD CATRAWD 
statistic 0 E [0;,,"1 E[Q",] cover 0 E [0;,,"1 ElQ",] cover 
prop (Xl ~O) 0.58 0.60 0.57 94.0 0.57 0.61 0.57 96.4 
prop (Xl ~I) 0.23 0.21 0.23 96.8 0.25 0.22 0.25 93.8 
prop (Xl ~2) 0.20 0.19 0.20 95.8 0.18 0.17 0.18 96.6 
prop (XFO) 0.24 0.25 0.24 95.2 0.27 0.30 0.28 96.0 
prop (x2~1) 0.76 0.75 0.76 95.2 0.73 0.70 0.70 96.0 
prop (XFO) 0.11 0.13 0.13 97.2 0.13 0.14 0.13 96.4 
prop (x5~1) 0.89 0.87 0.87 97.2 0.87 0.86 0.87 96.4 
prop (X6~0) 0.06 0.06 0.06 96.4 0.04 0.05 0.05 99.0 
prop (x6~1) 0.20 0.21 0.20 95.2 0.25 0.28 0.26 98.4 
prop (x6~2) 0.75 0.72 0.74 95.4 0.70 0.67 0.69 97.8 
I-OR (X2,XI-l) 0.14 0.04 0.17 96.6 2.23 2.06 2.15 95.6 
I-OR (X2,XI-2) 1.19 1.38 1.18 95.0 2.06 2.31 2.14 96.6 
mean3 (XI~O) 8.00 8.37 8.01 95.4 8.06 8.35 8.05 95.8 
mean3 (xI~I) 6.72 7.04 6.79 94.8 6.69 7.04 6.74 97.6 
mean3 (xI~2) 7.23 7.51 7.17 94.2 7.19 7.52 7.17 96.4 
I-OR (X4,XI-I) 1.41 1.44 1.36 95.0 1.26 1.31 1.35 93.0 
I-OR (:r"xj-2) 1.19 1.26 1.18 94.0 1.25 1.52 1.27 96.4 
I-OR (X5,XI-I) 1.16 1.01 0.98 97.4 1.52 1.52 1.62 95.4 
I-OR (X5,XI-2) 1.79 2.04 1.66 97.8 2.17 2.40 2.08 95.4 
cramc (X},X6) 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.15 
mean3 (XFO) 8.19 8.59 8.19 95.0 8.22 8.52 8.21 96.6 
mean3 (xFI) 7.36 7.73 7.36 95.4 7.31 7.70 7.31 94.6 
I-OR (X2,X4) 0.55 0.84 0.82 90.6 0.28 0.21 0.24 98.0 
I-OR (X2,X5) 0.11 -0.32 -0.02 93.4 0.79 0.35 0.77 95.8 
I-OR (x2,x6-1) -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 97.4 0.39 0.43 0.3'/ 97.4 
I-OR (X2,X6-2) -2.46 -2.16 -2.40 98.2 -1.70 -1.41 -1.67 97.0 
mean3 (XFO) 8.43 8.76 8.32 95.8 8.16 8.75 8.43 95.8 
mean3 (x5~1) 7.45 7.82 7.45 96.8 7.42 7.79 7.43 95.4 
I-OR (X5,X,) 1.82 1.68 1.07 99.4 0.45 0.65 0.64 93.8 
I-OR (x5,x6-1) -1.12 -1.16 -0.94 99.6 1.57 1.48 1.39 96.4 
I-OR (X5,X6-2) -3.58 -3.34 -3.19 99.0 -1.35 -1.23 -1.36 95.6 
Table 5.14: Simulation results for the compound imputation method IImh for the data sets 
CAT1'IODD and CATRA"'D, and for a l'vIAR missing data mechanism. The data set CAT-
~\'IODD is generated according to the underlying statistical model of the imputation method 
TIC<lf obtained from Ileat by removing the circularities. The data set CATRAV,'l) is the Mam-
mographic Experience data set. The variables are represented by: xl = me, x2 = sympd, :t'3 
= pb, x4 = hist, x5 = bse, x6 = detcll 
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Chapter 6 
The implementation of multiple 
imputation as a missing data engine 
in HERMES 
6.1 Introduction 
One advant.age of mUltiple imputation is that. it, may be regarded as a preprocessing step prior 
to the application of existing statist.ical software for complete data. Commercial statist.ical 
packages, such as B:~\'IDP and SPSS, have been extensively tested for reliability. Despite its 
advantages, multiple imputat.ion has been applied OIl a small scale only, due to the following 
reasons: 
1. Multiple imputation is laborious: 1-Iultiple imputation requires the generation of 
m imputations for each missing value. Each of the m complet.ed data sets is separately 
analyzed by the desired statist.ical met.hod for complete data. Finally, the m results are 
combined into one result.. This requires more work than a simple ad hoc method. 
2. U nfamilial'ity with numerical techniques: To make efficient use of the informat.ion 
available in the incomplete data) the generation of multiple imputations should be based 
on an adequate statistical model, which requires adequate stat.istical expertise. Gener-
ation of imputations is based on several numerical techniques such as random number 
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generation, matrix inversion and Choleski decomposition, which are not familiar to the 
average B~\'IDP or SPSS user. 
3. No standard multiple imputation software available: Statistical analysis is often 
performed by an applied researcher who uses standard software. However, no standard 
multiple imputation software is available in the main statistical packages. 
To make multiple imput.ation available to a larger group of users, it. should be implemented 
in a transparent. way, so that users can apply it for the statist.ical analysis of incomplete data 
sets on their own without too much trouble with the technical problems. The software package 
to be developed for this purpose, is called a .Missing Data Engine. The main goal of this chapter 
is to give a blueprint. for a missing data engine, and to describe what has been achieved so far, 
and what remains to be done. The design of the missing data engine distinguishes two different 
t.ypes of users: statistically experienced users (expert users) and statistically inexperienced 
users. For an expert user, it is relevant to provide a missing data engine with interfaces to 
select all parameters for an imputation met.hod, to obtain diagnostic information relevant for 
making optimal selections and to inspect the quality of the imputations. For a statistically 
inexperienced user, automatic selection of an imputation method is to be preferred .. Another 
useful feature is the possibility to use data sets containing imputations previously created by 
an expert user. Related work about missing data engines caB be found in [2-4]_ 
A prototype missing data engine has been implemented in the I-IER?vIES Medical "rorksta-
tion environment [5-8]. This is a client-server based environment, developed at the Department 
of fvledical Informatics of t.he Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The main 
objectives of HERi'vlES are: 
• Network integration of existing databases and applications in an end-user graphical work-
station without the need to adapt them; 
• User friendly and transparent access to existing databases and applications without the 
need to know the details about t.he underlying different data formats and command lan-
guages; 
• Reusability of newly developed modules; 
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The main advantages of using HERr't'lES for the implementation of multiple imputation are: 
• The possibility to encapsulate existing statistical software for complete data analysis as 
autonomous entities. Encapsulation of a statistical software package consists of input 
generation, execution of t.he corresponding statistical module, and filtering of the output; 
• Easy access to data. Data sets from different multiple database systems can be selected. 
In section 6.2, requirements for a missing data engine are listed. In these requirements a 
distinction is made between the two types of users. Section 6.3 describes the t.ranslation of 
the requirements into a conceptual model in which t.he different execution steps of the multiple 
imputation cycle are presented in a chronological order. The interactive steps are distinguished 
from those performed automatically. It. is also indicated which steps have been realized and 
which steps remains to be realized in fut.ure. The main principles of the HERlvlES lvledical 
'i,Vorkstat.ion are outlined in section 604. The client-server architecture, the data and language 
format for the communication bet.ween different modules and the available statistical func-
tionality are described here. Section 6.5 outlines t.he architect.ure of a missing data engine in 
HERMES and in section 6.6, the validation of this missing data engine is described. Finally, 
sect.ion 6.7 discusses the status of the currently realized missing data engine. 
6.2 Requirements 
This section contains an inventory of requirements for a missing data engine which we consider 
as import.ant issues. 
1. Interactive specification of statistical analysis: Specification of statistical analysis 
comprehends: 
• Opening of a data set; 
• Selection of variables, model and optionsj 
• Specification of the missing data symbol and idle symbol per variable. The idle 
symbol indicates a missing data entry for which imputation is unde.."irable; 
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• Additional options such as transformation of variables and creation of new variables 
as functions of existing variables. 
The interactive selection can be realized by means of a graphical interface or via a script 
interface. It is convenient. to use the same format in the script as in statistical software 
packages such as B~dDP, SPSS or SAS; 
2. Encapsulation of existing statistical software for the analysis of complete data: 
One of the main advantages of multiple imputation is the pos..':libility to perform statist.i-
cally valid analysis, using existing statistical software for complete data, UIlder less severe 
assumptions than t.hose required for simple methods such as complete ca.':le analysis. In 
order to take full advantage of commercial statistical packages, such as BrdDP or SPSS, 
such packages should be encapsulated in the missing data engine. To this end, the speci-
fied statistical analysis must be translated into the input format of the statistical package 
and its execution and output filtering should be automated; 
3. Analysis of the missing data mechanism: The main goal of the analysis of the 
missing data mechanism is to get a general impression of the seriousness of the missing 
data problem. Relevant issues are: 
• Investigation of the relationship between the occurrence of missing entries in variables 
and the observed values of other variables; 
• Statistical tests for the 1vICAR assumption [9-11J. these are useful when t.he I':1AR 
assumption is plausible; 
• Statistical tests for the ~I/IAR assumption in case of extornal informat.ion. External 
informat.ion can be, e.g.: 
- An additional sample among the non-respondents; 
- Assumptions about. the sampling distribution such as normality, or symmetry. 
Performance of statistical tests of the .MAR assumption on the basis of distrib-
utional assumptions in a statistically sound way, requires a solid basis for these 
assumptions. 
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Figure 6-1: Schematic overview of the interactive selection of a multiple imputation procedure. 
• Analysis of the missing data pattern. A possibility is to check whether there is a 
special (e.g., monotonous [1]) missing data pattern; 
• Comparison of complete cases with incomplete cases. If, for instance, in survival 
analysis a certain covariate x is incomplete, it is useful to examine t.he difference 
in survival bet.ween cases with x observed and with x not observed. A significant 
difference could indicate bias when complete case analysis is carried out. Comparison 
of complete- and incomplete cases can be performed outside the mil:;sing data enginej 
• Calculation of several diagnostic measures to indicate t.he influence of missing data 
on the results of the analysis. 
4. Selection of parameters for an imputation method: Parameters for the imputation 
methods developed in chapter 4 mainly consist. of the set of imputation variables Yl, ... , Uk, 
and for each imputation variable Yj a set of predictor variables {Xj} and a method 1rj. For 
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linear regression imputation, additional parameters to be specified are those of possible 
transformations for the imputation variable and for numerical predictor variables, a choice 
between the normal- or hot-deck error-term variant) and the round off option. Additional 
parameters for nearest neighbour imputation are the donor class fraction and the distance 
function. 
A distinction is made between automatic and interactive selection'. For interacti ve se-
lection) a graphical user interface or a script interface may be chosen. The automatic 
selection, and the graphical and script interface are described below: 
Automatic selection: Automatic selection is useful for making multiple imput.ation 
available to statistically inexperienced users. Starting point for automatic selection 
is the selection strategy for predictor variables (subsection 4.2.3 of chapter 4), using 
stepwise regression for the selection of predictor variables x related to the imputation 
variable y (step 3). The question whether it is sufficient to use linear regression 
imputation for numerical y and logistic or polytomous regression imputation for 
binary or polytomous y (consisting of three or more categories) is hard to answer 
in general. Future rC3earch regarding the robustness against deviat.ions from the 
corresponding statistical model of imputation methods as discussed in chapter 5 
may shed light into the matter. To inspect and modify an automatically selected 
imputation method, it would be convenient to visualize the model by a graphical or 
script representation; 
Graphical user interface: A graphical user interface for the selection of predictor 
variables and methods is useful for data sets with a relatively small number of impu-
tation variables. It should be implemented in such a way that imputation methods 
can be selected according to the selection strategy as proposed in subsection 4.2.3 of 
chapter 4, and that useful diagnostic information on which this selection can be based 
is available. A schematic overview of an interactive selection process is depicted in 
Figure 6.1. Selection of predictor variables (left of the Figure) consists of some in-
clusion and exclusion steps. In particular, if an incomplete predictor \/ariable other 
than an imputation variable is selected, this variable should be added to the list of 
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imputation variables. Conversely, if the user deselect a predictor variable, it should 
be checked if other predictor variables become obsolete and can be removed from the 
imputation model. A predictor variable x becomes obsolete if it is not related with 
an imputation variable of interest. To aid the selection of predictor variables, the 
following diagnostic information is useful for each pair (y, x), were y is an imputat.ion 
variable and x is a candidate predictor variable of y: (i) the correlation between x 
and the nonresponse indicator Ry of y, (ii) measures of the association between y 
and x, (iii) the fraction of cases for which y and x are simultaneously observed, (iv) 
the fraction of ca.')es with x observed among all cases where y is missing. 
The process of interactive selection of methods is depicted in the right of Figure 6.l. 
Since Discriminant imputation appeared to be inferior to polytomous or logistic re-
gression imputation (see chapter 5), it is not implemented as an option for imputing 
a categorical variable y. \\lith polytomous regression imputation the user can choose 
bet.ween a nominal or an ordinal scale of y. For categorical imputation variables 
there is no additional information to be made available. In order to find optimal 
regression models for numerical imputation variables, the multiple R,2 statistic and 
the likelihood ratio test of the first order versus the second order regression model 
could be useful as a diagnostic measure. A choice between nearest neighbour impu-
tation and linear regression imputation can be based on the mUltiple R2 statistic and 
residual plots [12]. "When regression imputat.ion is chosen, a further choice between 
the normal- and the hot-deck error-term can be based on the mult.iple R2 statist.ic, 
residual plots Cj = fji - Yi with fli and Yi the predicted and observed outcome, and 
the skewness and kurtosis of these residuals. An additional option for regression 
imput.ation is to round off imputations (see chapter 4). 
Script interface: For data sets with many imputation variables, it is more convenient. 
to lise a script. interface. A script interface should be equipped with a set of t.ests to 
guarantee that a complete and valid imputation procedure is specified. 
5. Specification of logical conditions for imputations: Logical singular and plural 
conditions can be specified to prevent imputation of (combinations of) impossible values. 
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A singular condition is, e.g.) the statement that the diastolic blood pressure should be 
higher than a given minimum value. A plural condition is, e.g., the statement that the 
systolic blood pressure should be higher than the corresponding diastolic blood pressure. 
6. Inspection of generated imputations: On~e imputations have been generated, a 
user should have the possibility to inspect their quality. Therefore diagnostic information 
should be presented such that the user can obtain an answer to the following two questions: 
(a) Does the imputed data fit to the observed data? 
(b) Can the quality of the fit be explained by the underlying missing data mechanism? 
How the questions (a) and (b) can be assessed is explained in section 4.4.3 in chapter 4; 
7. Saving imputations: If an expert user is given the possibility to generate and save 
multiple imputations, other users can use these for their own statistical analyses. 
8. Display of measures to assess the contribution of the missing data to the 
inferential uncertainty of point estimates: Such measures are usually defined in 
terms of loss of precision due to missing data. To assess the added value of multiple 
imputation, it is useful to also define measures for the gain in precision with respect to 
complete case analysis. For the reflection of these influences on precision, a distinction is 
made between point estimates and standard errors. ~vlathematical definitions for measures 
for point estimates and standard errors are given in chapter 4 . 
• Point estimates: Loss in precision is reflected by the fraction ofinformation missing 
due to missing data. The gain in precision with regard to complete case analysis can 
be defined in a similar way and is developed in chapter 4; 
• Standard errors: Loss in precision is reflected by the relative increase in variance 
1'm and the between imputation variance Bm II]. It is sensible to display .;r;;; and 
~ rather than l'm and Bm, since standard errors of point estimates are more 
commonly used than the corresponding variances. Similar measures for the gain in 
precision are developed. in chapter 4. 
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9. Comment generation: Generation of comment by the missing data engine may be use-
ful if for a certain statistical analysis, the pooled results have a different interpretation 
than the complete data results. An example is the Analysis of Variance table with stan-
dard linear regression, where the pooled test-statistic and c~rresponding p-value are no 
longer directly related to the other pooled results of this table. 
10. Sensitivity analysis under MNAR missing data mechanisms: If the underlying 
missing data mechanism is :~dAR, no further specifications for the mUltiple imputation 
procedures are required. This is different for an :~dNAR missing data mechanism, which 
requires the specification of a probabilit.y model of the nonresponse indicator given the 
hypothetical complete data set. Although it. is possible to adjust the generation of im-
putations to a specified missing data mechanism, it is very hard to specify an adequate 
model for this mechanism. Unless external knowledge is available, such as an additional 
sample among the non-respondents, it is impossible to verify such a model empirically 
or to estimate its parameters. The approach to be followed in this case is sensitivity 
analysis, the main goal of which is to investigate the robustness of multiple imputation 
against deviations from the ~v1AR assumption. Sensitivity analysis is performed by re-
peated application of mUltiple imputation for several more or less realistic lv1NAR missing 
dat.a mechanisms. To apply sensitivity analysis, a missing data engine should be provided 
with interfaces for the specification of several :MNAR missing data mechanisms. 
11. On-line HELP: Depending on statistical expertise and experience with t.he missing data 
engine, different levels of on-line help sh~uld b,e provided to the user. 
6.3 A Conceptual model for a missing dl;tta engine 
A conceptual model for a missing data engine is given in Figure 6.2. In this model, the 
different steps that are executed during a multiple imputation cycle are presented in a chrono-
logical order. A distinction is made between interactive and automatic actions. Steps that have 
been realized so far are distinguished from steps that remain to be realized in fut.ure by their 
shading. The Illultiple imputation cycle starts with the collection of data sets represented by 
the dark-shaded hexagon. 
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Figure 6-2: A conceptual model for a missing data engine. Rectangular objects represent steps 
that are executed interactively} and oval objects those that are executed wit.hout interaction. 
Steps that have been realized so far and those that remain to be implemented in future are 
represented by shaded and unshaded objects} respectively. The collection of available data sets 
is represented by the dark-shaded hexagon. 
The statistical analysis can be specified by means of a graphical or a script interface. The 
graphical specification has been realized for several stat.istical modulcs} the specificat-ion via a 
script file has not been realized thus far. 
\Vhen the request for statistical analysis has been submitted} the missing data engine checks 
for missing data ent.ries. If the data set is complete, t.hen the requested analysis is performed. 
For an incomplete data set} both multiple imputation and listwise deletion can be applied as 
well. The latter option is usually acceptable if the fraction of incomplete cases is small, e.g., 
smaller than 10%. An extra option is to create a data set containing the imputations, also 
called a multiply imputed data set, to be used for future statistical analyses. 'Vhen statistical 
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analysis is requested for such a mUltiply imputed data set, for each of the 111 completed data 
sets, a separate statistical analysis is carried out, and t.he In intermediat.e results are pooled 
int.o one result and presented to the user. An option not. yet. realized is to analyze t.he missing 
data mechanism before the imputation model is specified. 
The parameters of an imputation method can be selected eit.her interactively or automat-
ically. The interactive selection by means of a graphical interface has been realized. The 
automatic selection and interactive selection by means of a script interface have not yet. been 
implemented. Another option to be realized in future is to present all automatically selected 
imputation method in the graphical or script form for inspection and possible modification. 
Options not yet realized are the specification of an ~\'lNAR missing data mechanism and 
logical conditions for the imputations prior to an imputation request. If the missing data 
mechanism is not specified, imputations are generated on t.he basis of the },'lAR assumption. 
Generated imputations can be inspected and saved. Saved imputed data sets identify the 
imputtltion method and its parameters. 
To invest.igate the robustness of the final results against violations of t.he assumed missing 
data mechanism (usually MAR), an option to be realized in future is the application of sen-
sitivity analysis. Steps that are executed during sensitivity analysis are shown in the cycle at 
t.he right hand side of Figure 6.2. The results as obtained from t.he various specified ~\'INAR 
missing data mechanisms can be compared. If under each missing data mechanism the same 
conclusions are drawn, it may be concluded that the results are robust against violations of the 
assumed missing data mechanism. 
6.4 The HERMES Medical Workstation 
6.4.1 Objective 
The developments of computer technology of t.he last decades have resulted in a large variety 
of powerful cornpnter applications for health care, However, optimal use of these applications 
requires computer expert.ise: applications and database syst.ems are generally located on differ-
ent computers in a network and have different file formats, command languages, and interfaces. 
Consequently, a user has to exchange data between different computer systems and different file 
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formats, learn the different command languages, and understand the different user interfaces. 
The main goal of HERMES (HEalth care and Research IvlEdiating System) is to offer clinical 
users a transparent access to existing database systems and applications. 
6.4.2 Integration Issues 
In the design of HER~v1ES, the following integration issues have been considered [6]: 
• Shareability: Applications and databases residing on a server in the network can be 
used by different users from different computers; 
• Connectivity: To achieve shareability, the different applications and databases on differ-
ent computers are connected in a network and the dataflow between them is automated; 
• Modularity: Modularity is an important issue in the development of large and com-
plex systems. \Vhen developing large systems, one divides the system into functionally 
independent modules. One solution is to implement each module as a library that can 
be developed and tested independently. However, each modification in a module requires 
relinking of the whole system. A second solution is an extended notion of modularization 
in terms of dynamic linking libraries (DLL), which are identified and loaded at application 
load time. After modification of a module which is available as a DLL, the system needs 
not to be relinked. In the design of HER:rdES, the concept of rnodularization is further 
extended and modules are implemented as autonomous entities, called servers or facilities; 
• Encapsulation: One of the most important features in the design of HER1\'lES is the 
encapsulation of the functionality of existing applications without. having to modify them. 
Encapsulation can be achieved by attaching a wrapping layer around an application, which 
translates between the input and output format of the application and the HER~",IES 
workstation environment; 
• Extensibility: The I-IERlvIES workstation can be dynamically extended with new or 
changed applications to take full advantage of the latest software developments; 
• User-friendliness: Integra.ted applications and databases are presented in a manner 
which is easy to learn and to handle. 
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6.4.3 Indirect Client-Server architecture 
In t.he HEIUvIES architecture, a system can be decomposed into independent modules, each of 
which can act both as a client. and as a server. A client sends a request for a task to be executed 
to a server. The server handles t.he request and sends its results back to the client. Clients and 
servers may be located on different computers and may run under different operating systems. 
It is clear t.hat the issues of shareability, connect'jvity and modularity can be easily realized 
by a client-server architecture. Encapsulation of an application can be realized by building 
an application server translating between t.he input and output format of the application and 
the HER~'IES environment. User friendliness can be realized by building user interfaces for a 
client.. To realize the issue of extensibilit.y, t.he communication bet.ween clients and servers is 
indirect. ·When a client sends a request., a special broker server consults a database to find 
the most. appropriate server for the request. and binds the request. to this server. The broker 
database can be edited by a system manager and contains for each identified request. the name 
of the corresponding server with additional information such as the name of the host on which 
the server is rnnning. In this database, servers and requests can be added or removed and for 
each request the corresponding server can be changed. As an example, a system manager can 
extend the HER~\'lES broker base by the request "linear regression" and decide whet.her linear 
regression will be carried out by the Bl'vlDP server or by the SPSS server. 
6.4.4 Message language 
To standardize the communication between clients and servers, a special message language, t.he 
ISF (Internal Storage Format) language, has been developed. The syntax of this language is 
given in Figure 6.3 [8]. An ISF message consists of one or Illore statements. Each statement 
consists of the name of the application which inserted it, a keyword for its identification and 
a value. To achieve standardization, several keywords arc reserved. For instance, the keyword 
'request' is reserved for the broker server to find the Illost appropriate server. Keywords which 
are commonly used can be dynamically specified in a special include file. 
The four basic types of values are 'simple', 'list', 'st.ruct' and 'raw'. The type 'simple" 
represents values such as integer, char, Btring and file, which are atomic values. Lists are com-
posite values consisting of a series of values of the same type. Structures are composite values 
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Figure 6-3: Definition of the message language syntax and an example message. A '+' after a 
word in the language syntax means that the elenwnt may be repeated> 'Vords between square 
brackets indicate an option, 'Yards between double quotes are literally included in messages. 
consisting of one or more statements. The values in a list may be structures and a structure 
may contain Olle or more lists. Thus the ISF language is suitable for storing information hierar-
chically. To include binary data and data which is not structured according to the ISF syntax, 
such as images and signals, values can be represented by the t.ype 'raw'. 
In the HER:rvIES environment, messages can be internally represented and stored into a file. 
St.andard procedures have been developed for reading, saving) composing and sending messages. 
These procedures are available as libraries. 
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6.4.5 Data access 
Data sets are also represented in ISF format and will be called isf-data sets. Additional infor-
mation, such as storage format, declaration of the variables, and the missing data symbol which 
is the same for each variable is contained in isf-data sets. The HERMES data dictionary service 
contains information about types and codes of the variables as contained in a data model that 
is created and edited with an interact.ive graphical t~ol belonging to the data model server. In a 
data model, information about attributes and the organization of these attributes in a database 
is stored. Each data set for which a data model has been defined, contains a key referring to 
this model. All informat.ion about a set. of variables, contained in the data dictionary, can be 
obtained within an applicat.ion, by sending their attribute addresses and model key to the data 
model server. 
Ot.her services for data access are a file manager and a data selection server. The file manager 
can be used for interactively opening and saving data sets and can be easily incorporated within 
applications. 'Vith the data selection server, data sets from one or more database systems can 
be interactively selected {7J. After the specification of the selection has been completed, the data 
selection server will forward a request containing an SQL + query (SQL + is an extension of SQL 
for Ilmltiple database systems) to the multi-database server. This server decompose.,> the SQL + 
query into the individual SQL queries for the various database management systems involved. 
Subsequently, these queries are passed to their corresponding database $ervers and the resulting 
data sets are joined into one data set. Alt.hough joining of data sets seems straightforward, in 
practice many problems, such as incompleteness, may be encountered. 
6.4.6 COlllplete data analysis 
An overview of the functionality for complete data analysis available within HER~vIES is 
given in Figure G.4. The following statistical modules have been realized within HER~'IES: 
- Simple descriptive statistics, including meau, standard deviation, standard error of the mean, 
coefficient. of variation, minimum, maximum and range; 
- Standard linear and logistic regression; 
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statistical servers 
1(' SPIS [",pm,,,,, SPSS 
Figure 6-4: An overview of the functionally for complete data analysis within HEIHdES. The 
dark shaded hexagon represents all available data sets. An oval object represents a module 
which has been implemented within HER~vlES and a rectangular object represents a commer-
cial software package. Client-server interaction betvlCen two modules is represented by double 
arrows, the arrows pointing to and from the hexagon represent saving and opening a data set. 
The modules which have been realized and the modules which may be realized in future are 
represented by the shaded and unshaded objects, respectively. 
- Survival curves according to the l(aplau-.Meier method, or actuarial life table method. Curva') 
can be estimated for several classes within a data set. The curves are visualized by a 
specific curve server. 
- (k x r) cross-tables. A cross-table can be visualized as a histogram by the histogram server. 
As an additional option, the histogram server can export into the spreadsheet \VingZ 
format. 
- Estimation of rate ratios, rate differences, odds-ratios and their corresponding p-valup..-S (one-
and two sided) and confidence intervals from (2 x 2) contingency tables are implemented 
as stand-alone modules. For (k x 2) tables, with k > 2, the statistics mentioned above 
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can be presented for several (2 x 2) tables including a given reference row. The input. 
for this module is generated by t.he cross-tables module, In Figure 6.4, this module is 
not connected to the data model server since no data dictionary has been defined for 
cross-tables. 
The calculations for the descriptive statistics, life tables, linear and logist.ic regression are 
carried out by the HMDP [13} modules ID, IL, lR and LR, respectively. The modules for cross-
tables and (2 x 2) contingency tables are implemented standalone and act. as servers. Graphical 
interfaces for t.he interactive specification of the statistical analysis for the BMDP modules are 
implemented as statistical clients and the encapsulation of the corresponding BrdDP modules 
has been realized by statistical servers. Encapsulation of B~v1DP by a statistical server is 
outlined below and schematically represented in Figure 6.5. It has been realized in the following 
three step.'): 
1. Conversion of the statistical analysis request to Bi\·lDP input.. To this end, the data set. 
is converted into an appropriate format and the script is generatedj 
2. Execution of BrdDP with converted data and generated script as input; 
3. Conversion of H~dDP out.put to ISF format. 
The BMDP script generation is driven by a special table which is parsed together with the 
request. Tables have been written for the BMDP modules ID (simple descriptive statistics), lL 
(lifetables and survival curves), lR (linear regression), and LR (logistic regression). Generation 
of script for other modules can be easily realized by defining the appropriate tables. The table 
to be used for the generation of script. is ident.ified in t.he request.. 
The organizat.ion of the knowledge for t.he generation of script as stored in the table is 
represented in Figure 6.5. A module in BrdDP consists of several paragraphs, each consisting 
of a series of commands. The knowledge is stored for each command separat.ely and these 
knowledge units are grouped into knowledge chunks for each paragraph. Generally, knowledge 
about a command is represent.ed by its name, its location and data st.ructure in the request., and 
the syntax in t.he BrvIDP-script. Other statistical packa.ges, such as SPSS may be implemented 
in future. 
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Figure 6-5: A schematic overview of the encapsulation of BJ\<fDP. The rectangular objects 
represent files and the oval objects represent processes. An arrow pointing from a rectangular 
object to an oval object means that the corresponding file is input for the corresponding process 
and an arrow pointing from an oval to a rectangular object means that the corresponding file 
is output of the corresponding process. An arrow with a magnifying glass means 'consists oC. 
6.5 The missing data engine in HERMES 
The realization of the missing data engine according to its conceptual model, is illustrated in 
Figure 6.6; the dashed double arrow denotes client-server communication, that has not been 
realized so far. Specification of missing data symbols and idle symbols which may be different 
for different variables has been implemented as a separate module. After these symbols have 
been specified for an isf-data set, the corresponding data ent.ries are replaced by the symbols 
specified in this data set. 
The core of the missing data engine has been implemented as three functionally independent 
modules: the missing data server" the imputation server and the pooling server. The missing 
data server coordinates the multiple imputation cycle and mediates between the statistical 
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Figure 6-6: Architecture of the missing data engine in HER1'lES. 
clients and the stat.istical servers. It supports interactive selection of an imputation method, 
specification of logical conditions and the inspection of imputat.ions. Automatic selection of an 
imputation method, analysis of t.he missing data mechanism, and performance of sensitivity 
analysis may also be implemented in t.his server, but these options have not yet been realized. 
The missing data server is also directly connected to the statistical servers to perform complete 
data analysis or listwise deletion. 
The imputation server generates 111 imputations for each missing dat.a entry which is not 
idle. The request from the missing data server contains the paramet.ers of the method for the 
imputations to be generated. Generated imputations are sent back as m separate files to the 
missing data server. 
The pooling server generates 111 completed data sets and subsequently forwards each of these 
to the statistical server as requested by the statist.ical client. For initialization, the incomplete 
data set is forwarded as well. The m intermediate results are then combined into one final 
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result which is returned together with several diagnostic quantities to assess the contribution 
of the missing data to the inferential uncertainty. 
For pooling of results, seven classes of statistics are considered. Apart from the four basic 
classes: - point-estimates, standard errors, confidence intervals, and p-values -, additional classes 
included are univariate and multivariate test-statistics and auxiliary statistics. Univariate and 
multivariate test-statistics are associated with p-values belonging to a hypothesis involving a 
univariate and a multivariate parameter of interest, respectively. The class of auxiliary statistics 
consists of the statistics, the function of which is merely to give additional informatioIl, rather 
than representing statistical inference about an estirnand. Examples of auxiliary statistics are 
the number of distinct covariate patterns iulogistic regression and the number of non-survivors, 
and the number of subjects remaining at risk as presented in survival analysis by means of the 
Kaplan-l\ileier method. Auxiliary statistics are not pooled from the 111 completed data results, 
but directly calculated from the incomplete data set. 
An additional complexity is that for some of the pooling classes, the m completed data 
results of other statistics must be involved as well. E.g., when pooling standard errors, the m 
completed data result.s of t.he corresponding point-estimates are to be taken into account.. To 
deal with this complexity, pooling of the results has been indirectly implemented via a table. A 
syntax for t.he output of a statistical server has been developed and the knowledge in the pooling 
table is structured accordingly. Pooling of results has been realized for descriptive statistics, 
linear and logist.ic regression. In future, other statistical modules may be incorporated as well 
by extending the table. 
6.5.1 Graphical interface for the interactive selection of an itnputation lnethod 
The graphical interface for the interactive selection is given in Figure 6.7. The names 
'PEAI(DBP', 'PEAKSBP', 'RESTDBP' and 'RESTSBP' refer to the variables names 'pd', 
'ps', 'rd' and 'rs' in chapter 2. The substring 'BR' refers to the heart rate and the substring 
'\VMSC' refers to the wall motion score of the heart. A wall motion score of 1 is considered 
normal, a wall motion score much larger t.han 1 is considered seriously abnormal. Similar to 
SBP and DBP, for HR and \V1'ISC, a distinction between rest and maximal effort is made, 
The initial imputation variables (here, PEAKSI3P and \V!vlSCREST) are presented in the 
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Figure 6-7: The graphical user interface for the interactive specification of an imputation 
method. 
middle left scrollable window of the main interface. If a statistical analysis is requested, the 
initial imputation variables arc the incomplete variables involved in this analysis. Otherwise, 
the initial imputation variables are chosen by the user. Predictor variables for these incomplete 
analysis-variables can be selected and deselected in the middle right scrollable window. Thedark 
coloured blocks indicate which predictor variables are selected for each of the incomplete analy-
sis variables. 'PEAKDBP\ 'RESTDBP' and 'RESTSBP' are selected as predictor variables 
for 'PEAKSBP' and "VMSCPEAK' is selected as a predictor variable for "V~dSCREST'.The 
variables presented in the upper scrollable window are all candidate predictor variables. 
In the user interface, the complete and incomplete candidate predictor variables are pre-
sented in different colours. In the example of Figure 6.7, only 'AGE', 'PEAKDBP' and 'REST-
DBP' arc complete as indicated by the light colour. Additional information about a candidate 
predictor variable, such as the type, codes and number of missing data entries, can be obtained 
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by pressing the corresponding button. 
All selected incomplete predictor variables other than init.ial imput.at.ion variables are pre-
sented in the lower left. scrollable window. For these incomplete variables, predictor variables 
can be selected in the lower right. scrollable window. If for an imputation variable an incom-
plete predictor variable other than an imputation variable is selected, this incomplete predictor 
variable is added to the two lower scrollable windows. If an incomplete predictor variable is 
deselected, it is checked whether incomplete predictor variables become obsolete. A predictor 
variable x is obsolete when it is not related to an initial imputation variable, Le., there exists no 
sequence of variables Zz, ... , Zs with Zs an initial imputation variable, such that x is a predictor 
for Zl, Zj is a predictor variable for Zi+l, for i = 1, ... , s - 1. The incomplete variables which 
become obsolete are then removed from the list of incomplete predictor variables in t.he two 
lower scrollable windows. If for instance, in Figure 6.7, t.he variable RESTSBP is deselected as 
predictor variable for the variable PEAKSBP, this predictor variable becomes obsolete and will 
be removed from the list of incomplete predictor variables. 
To reduce the complexity of the user interface, the selection of imputation methods and 
transformations, and the display of available information is performed in separate windows. 
An imputat.ion method for an imputation variable is selected by pressing t.he '~vr button of the 
corresponding variable. In Figure 6.7, the interface for a numerical imput.at.ion variable is de-
picted (left, upper window). As an example, first order regression imputation with a normally 
distributed error term and without closest predictor has been selected. A different interface 
has been developed for categorical imputation variables (not shown). Transformations can be 
selected by pressing the appropriate 'T' button. Different interfaces have been developed for 
the transformations of imput.ation variables and of predictor variables, respectively. A trans-
formation for an imputation variable is selected from the family of Box-Cox t.ransformations 
(see lower left. window) and a transformation for a predictor variable is selected from the family 
of power transformations (see top right window). In both interfaces, the currently selected 
transformations are visualized. Additional diagnostic information can be obtained by pressing 
the appropriate 'D' button. In Figure 6.7, information about the predictor variable RESTDBP 
for the imputation variable PEAKSBP is presented (see bottom right window). Information 
for different selections can be conlpared by subsequently pressing the' Apply' button. Each 
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time the 'Apply' but.ton is pressed, the informat.ion is adjusted to the current. selection. On-line 
information is displayed in the field at t.he bottom of t.he main interface. The current selections 
are displayed in this field when t.he mouse pointer is moved to the appropriate '.M' or 'T' button. 
6.6 Validation of the missing data engine in HERMES 
The missing data engine consists of the three functionally independent. modules: the missing 
data server, t.he imputation server 1 and the pooling server. Therefore, validation of the missing 
data engine consists of validat.ing each of these modules separately and verifying whether the 
exchange of messages bet.ween the different. modules is correct. The validation of each module 
is outlined below: 
6.6.1 Missing data server 
For the missing data server t.he following is checked:: 
• Interactive selection of an imputation met.hod. It should be checked whet.her the request 
for the Illult.iple imputation server contains all parameters for the imputation method to 
be selected. Parameters are the imputation variables and for each of these, the predictor 
variable(s) and imputat.ion method for each; 
• Correctness of displayed available information for selecting an imputation method. 
6.6.2 IInputation server 
The validation of t.he imputation server consists of two steps. First., each component of the 
imputat.ion server is validated separately. Second, t.he multiple imputation results are validated. 
These two steps are described below: 
1. Validation of separate components: In this step a distinction is made bet.ween reading 
of t.he request. and generation of the imputat.ions. 
Reading of request: The following is considered: 
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• Reading and storing of the incomplete data set and the parameters of the im-
putation method; 
• Correspondence of the created data structure for storage of the generated im-
putations with the missing data patterns in the incomplete data set. 
Generation of the imputations: The In imputations are sequentially generated by 
m Gibbs sampling runs. Each run consists of a certain number of iterations specified 
by the user. During all iteration of the i.-th run, the i-th imputations are sequentially 
generated for the imputation variables and the completed data set is sequentially up-
dated with these values for the imputation variable y. In this iteration, imputations 
for an imputation variable yare generated by an elementary imputation method with 
as input parameters the vector Yobs of observed values of y and the matrices Xmis 
and Xobs. The matrices Xmis and Xobs are submatrices of the currently completed 
data X for the predictor variables of y and consist of the rows of X corresponding 
to the missing and observed values of y, respectively. Consequently the following 
procedures are checked: 
• All numerical procedures and random number generators used in the elementary 
imputation methodsj 
• Generat.ion of the input parameters Yobs, Xobs and Xmis for elementary imputa-
tion methods during a Gibbs sampling run; 
• Updating the completed data set with the imputations for an ihlputation variable 
y generated by an elementary imputation method. 
2. Validation of results: The results of the imputation server are compared with the results 
of the simulation program in SASjn ... IL described in chapter 5 for the same incomplete 
data set, target statistics and imput.ation methods. A total of 10 imputations is generated. 
The imputation methods to be investigated are the compound imputat.ion met.hods IInuTn 
for exclusively numerical imputation variables, IImix for imputation variables of mixed 
type, alld IIcat for exclusively categorical imputation variables, as described in subsection 
5.2.6 of chapter 5. The data set use~ for each method is generated in the same way as 
the raw data set used in chapter 5 for that method. The resuIts for IInum are displayed in 
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Table 6.1 and the results for TImb: and TIeat arc given in Table 6.2. Each row of these tables 
corresponds with the results of a certain imputat.ion met.hod for a certain target statistic. 
The terms Q1 and Q3 represent the first. (25%) and the third (75%) quartile. In the second 
and third column of the two Tables, the point estimates Q obtained from the complete 
dat.a set and the point estimates (Jine obtained ~y listwise deletion from t.he incomplete 
data set are given. The pooled point estimates Q~~) obtained by the simulation program 
in SASjIML and these point estimat03 Q~} obtained by the imputation server of the 
missing data engine in HERi'vlES are given in the fourth and fifth column, respectively. 
Table 6.1 shows t.hat. for TInuull the differences bet.ween Q~~) and Q~~I) are quite small. 
For the univariate target statistics these differences range from 0.00 (mean of X3) to 0.17 
(third quartile of Xl), and for the correlations these differences are at most 0.01. The 
same conclusions can be drawn for IImix and TIeat from Table 6.2. For IImix and TIeat , 
the differences between Q~l~) and Q~~) for the proportions are at most 0.02. For-IImix, 
t.hese differences range from 0.01 (first quartile of X4) to 0.12 (third quartile of X3) for 
t.he univariate target statistics obtained for the numerical variables Xl and X.t, and these 
differences are at most 0.02 for the three correlation coefficients. 
The results described above show that t.wo implementations of the same imputation al-
gorithm on two different hardware configurations and different operating systems give 
approximately the same results. Although the validat.ion of the imputation server re-
quires a more extended study, it. can be concluded that t.he imputat.ion server is reliable 
since t.he SASjHvIL implementations of TIUllllll IImix and IIeat are validated in chapter 5. 
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SAS/IML HERMES 
statistic Q Qinc -(8) Qm Q~!) 
mean (xl) 12.37 11.34 12.48 12.55 
QI (xl) 8.00 6.92 7.93 8.01 
med (xl) 12.00 10.92 12.26 12.32 
Q3 (xl) 16.29 14.67 16.12 16.29 
mean (x2) 11.86 11.05 11.88 11.90 
Ql (x2) 8.00 7.25 7.77 7.81 
med (x2) 10.92 10.13 lU6 11.17 
Q3 (x2) 15.16 14.12 15.31 15.45 
mean (x3) 10.57 9.56 10.39 10.39 
Ql (x3) 7.04 6.25 7.01 7.02 
mcd (x3) 10.08 9.08 10.03 10.08 
Q3 (x3) 13.59 12.54 13.39 13.47 
mean (x4) 9.81 9.02 9.83 9.82 
QI (x4) 6.00 5.41 6.08 6.08 
med (x4) 9.13 8.00 9.33 9.23 
Q3 (x4) 13.21 11.75 12.98 13.01 
correl (x1,x2) 0.74 0.69 0.78 0.79 
correl (xl,x3) 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.84 
correl (xl/c4) 0.76 0.46 0.80 0.79 
correl (xl,x5) 0.78 0.75 0.78 0.78 
correl (xl,x6) 0.69 0.66 0.71 0.71 
correl (x2,:r3) 0.59 0.27 0.64 0.64 
correl (x2,x4) 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.72 
correl (x2,x5) O.M 0.64 0.65 0.65 
correl (x2,x6) 0.58 0.58 0.60 0.60 
correl (x3,x4) 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.78 
correl (x3,x5) 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 
correl (x3,x6) 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 
carrel (x4,:1,'5) 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.8'1 
correl (x4,x6) 0.81 0.83 0.82 0.82 
Table 6.1: The results for a compound method for exclusively numerical variables and a ~vIAR 
missing data mechanism. 
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SASjIML HERMES 
data set stat.istic Q Qillc ~) Q~J 
raw mixed mean (xl) 12.27 11.65 12.28 12.32 
data Q1 (xl) 9.00 8.45 9.09 9.16 
med (xl) 12.06 11.29 12.11 12.18 
Q3 (xl) 14.82 14.17 14.97 15.09 
prop (x2~0) 0.49 0.57 0.50 0.50 
prop (x2~1) 0.51 0.43 0.50 0.50 
prop (x3~0) 0.32 0.37 0.32 0.32 
prop (x3~1) 0.34 0.28 0.33 0.35 
prop (x3~2) 0.34 0.28 0.33 0.33 
mean (x4) 9.76 9.06 9.80 9.77 
Q1 (x4) 6.92 6.42 6.97 6.96 
med (x4) 9.20 8.58 9.32 9.32 
Q3 (x4) 12.03 11.08 12.37 12.31 
correl (x 1 ,x4) 0.59 0.34 0.66 0.64 
cOffel (xl,x5) 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.66 
correl (x4,x5) 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.79 
raw categorical prop (xl~O) 0.57 0.59 0.56 0.55 
data prop (x1~1) 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.27 
prop (xl~2) 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.18 
prop (x2~0) 0.27 0.31 0.29 0.29 
prop ("'2~1) 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.71 
prop (x5~0) 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.16 
prop (x5~1) 0.87 0.84 0.85 0.84 
prop (x6~0) 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 
prop (x6~1) 0.25 0.27 0.25 0.26 
prop (x6~2) 0.70 0.68 0.69 0.69 
Table 6.2: The results for a compound imputat.ion met.hod for variables of mixed type and a 
compound method for exclusively categorical variables. The two incomplete data sets for these 
two methods arc art.ificially generated by a rvlAR missing da~a mechanism 
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6.6.3 Pooling server 
For the validation of the pooling server, the following issues have been considered: 
• Parsing of t.he complete data analysis results from the statist.ical server, using the pooling 
t.able; 
• Reading, storing and pooling of m completed data results; 
• Comparison of the pooled p-values with t.hose obtained from the corresponding m com-
pleted data sets. It is plausible that pooled p-valucs are larger than or equal to t.he average 
of the In completed data p-values, since in the calculation of the latter, the imputed values 
are assumed to fi.'{€d values, while in the pooled p-values t.he ext.ra inferential uncertainty 
due to missing data is incorporated; 
• For likelihood-ratio p-values, the validation of t.he procedures used for the calculation of 
the log-likelihoods of the pooled point-estimates for the parameters of the two models to 
be compared. These log-likelihoods are not available from standard statist.ical software 
for complete data; 
• Validation of the numerical procedures for determining the cumulative probability dis-
tribution function and its inverse of the standard normal, chi-square, student t and F 
distribution, to be used for pooling the m completed data results. These procedures 
are validated by comparing their results with existing tables for the quantHes of these 
distributions [}IlJ. 
6.7 Discussion 
This chapter describes t.he design of a missing dat.a engine and its realization in t.he HER-
:rdES Medical \Vorkstation. Thus far t.he following has been realized: a prot.otype of a missing 
dat.a engine) including the interactive selection of imput.ation met.hods, and t.he applicat.ion of 
multiple imput.ation in combinat.ion with descriptive statist.ics, linear regression and logist.ic re-
gression. Important issues that still await j~nplementation ill fut.ure are sensitivit.y analysis, i.e.) 
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examining the robustness against deviations of the J\'IAR assumption, and' automatic selection 
of an imputation method. 
An advantage of HERMES is, that stat.istical soft.ware packages can be encapsulated as au-
tonomous ent.ities. In this way, an underlying software package can be substituted by another 
package wit.hout having to modify t.he software of the missing data engine. This advantage 
is, however, relative, since changes in the output format of a new version of a stat.istical soft-
ware package requires that the software for filtering this output. must. be adapted. Another 
advantage of HERMES is its client-server architecture, which makes it. possible to subdivide 
the missing data engine into functionally independent modules. Each module can be modified 
and recompiled without. having to recompile the ent.ire missing data engine. 
Despite these advantages of HERMES, encapsulation of existing statistical software is la-
borious. This is due to the large number of potential different. statistical modules to be encap-
sulated. Script generation can be relatively easily implemented by a driver table. Conversion 
of output of a statistical software package to ISF-format is, however, mllch harder. 
Consequently, to make multiple imputation available to a larger group of users, it is necessary 
that in future existing statistical software packages will be eqUipped with an option for multiple 
imputation. The missing data engine presented here may serve as a prototype for this. 
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Chapter 7 
Application of multiple imputation 
in the Leiden Safety Observed Study 
7.1 Introduction 
The occurrence of accidents among elderly people (55+) is a serious problem in The Netherlands. 
The following facts (IJ give an impression of the extent of this problem: 
• The annual mortality rates associated with accidents among elderly people (55+) incurred 
at. home and during leisure activities arc about 50) and in traffic about 15 per 100,000 
elderly peoplej 
• The annual hospitalization rates of elderly people due to accidents incurred at home and 
during leisure act.ivitiesare about 907, and in traffic about 139 per 100,000 elderly people. 
It is expected that in the next years, without ext.ra preventive effort, t.he impact of this 
problem will increase due to ageing of the Dutch population. The ultimate goal of the Leiden 
Safety Observed Study (2] is to formulate targeted prevention measures. There is epidemiologic 
evidence that several health aspects are important risk factors for accidents among the elderly 
(3J. One of the objectives of the Leiden Safety Observed Study (Veiligheid in de Peiling) is 
to investigate health aspects as possible risk factors for different types of accidents among the 
elderly. 
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Due to missing data and the large number of candidate risk factors, up to now, healt.h 
aspects have been investigated only by means of univariate analyses. In the present study, 
application of listwise deletion prior to multivariate analysis would result. in a 55% reduction 
of cases from 907 to 405. This implies that, because of the low frequencies of some categories, 
many cannot. be included. ~\'Ioreover, the nonresponse appears to be dependent on age, gender, 
education and several disabilities which are candidate risk factors, so that the reduction of cases 
through list.wise deletion raises questions about. the validity and reliability of the results. 
For an investigation of the relationships between the different types of accidents and the 
various candidate risk factors, multivariate analyses are necessary since only in that way can 
mut.ual relationships between the candidate risk factors be taken into account.. \Vhen each 
health aspect is analyzed separately, some of such aspects may wrongly emerge or submerge as 
important. risk factors. 
This chapter describes the application of multiple imputation prior to a multivariate sta-
tistical analysis in the Leiden Safet.y Observed Study. One particular problem treated in this 
analysis is the application of mult.iple imputation to stepwise regression. The purpose of this 
chapter is twofold: 
1. Description and illustration of the methodologYi 
2. Examination of t.he added value of multiple imputation with respect to list.wise deletion. 
Conclusions and recommendations for future preventive measures emerging from this analy-
sis are not considered in this chapter but will be described in full detail elsewhere. The added 
value of multiple imputation with respect to listwise deletion is examined by comparing the 
statistical models found by multiple imputation with those found by listwi~e deletion. 
Section 7.2 describes the data collection, the variables involved in the multivariate analysis 
and the methodology. In sect.ion 7.3, t.he methodology is illust.rated by a few examples, the 
added value ~f multiple imputation is examined, and for some imputation variables, the quality 
of t.he imputations is inspected according to t.he criteria as proposed in requirement 6 of section 
6.2 of chapter 6. 
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7.2 Methods 
7.2.1 Data description 
A random sample of 3500 elderly people (65-85 years) was drawll, stratified by age, living in-
dependently in LeideIl, The Netherlands. The highest age category was overrepresented in this 
sample, because in this category a relatively high nonrespOllse rate was expected. In Novem-
ber 1993, the 3500 participants ,vere contacted to fill out a questionnaire (pre-measurement) 
concerning the following variables: 
• the demographic variables gender, age, social-economic status, and liying situatioD; 
• subjective health; 
• health variables concerning disabilities in hearing/vision/locomotion from the OESO dis-
ability questionaire [4}; 
• health variables concerning pain/trouble per body partj 
• other health variables concerning dizziness, loss of physical strength, and tiredness; 
• variables concerning attitude and behaviour with respect to prevention. 
From the sample of 3500 persons, 1055 persons started participating in the foHow-up in 
which, from ll/Iarch 1994 through 1-.. Iay 1995, accident data were monthly collected telephoni-
cally. The 907 people who completed the entire follow-up were contacted in June 1995 for a 
second questionnaire, the post-measurement. A total of 775 persons responded to this second 
questionnaire in which the pre-measurements were repeated and which contained additional 
questions about the presence of 32 chronic diseases [51 and the use of medication for sllch 
diseases. It appears that aJllong the nonrespondents to the post-measurement, there was a 
relatively large number of persons with primary education only and a relative large number 
of persons with one or more serious disabilities [2]. The variables involved in the multivariate 
analysis are described below. 
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any accident )----------J>·~~~2 
Figure 7-1: Combinat.ions of type and location of accidents considered in the study. 
Definition of variables 
A dis Unction is made between accident variables and variables measured in the pre- and post-
measurement. 
accident variables An accident. variable y is defined such that y = 1 if the corresponding 
accident occurred during the follow-up and y = 0 ifit did not.. Accidents are qualified as follows: 
• type: falling, falling from equal level, falling from unequal level, burning, collision, cut.-
ting, scratching, other; 
• location: in or around home, outside home, trafficj 
• treatment: medically treated, not medically treated, unknown; 
• cause: one or more external factors, no external fact.ors. 
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variables considered # variables 
unqualified 
qualified by type 
(Le., any accident) 
(any fall, fall from equal height, fall from unequal height, 
collision, other) 
1 
5 
qualified by location 
qualified by location 
and type 
(in or around horne, outside horne, traffic) 
(in or around home (8 variables), 
3 
15 
outside home (5 variables), traffic, (2 types)) 
Table 7.1: 24 accident variables qualified according to type, and/or location. 
According to type and/or location, 24 accident variable-s were defined as listed in Table 
7.1 and illustrated in Figure 7.1. In some cases, the accidents burning, scratching and cutting 
are taken into the category" other!!, since the frequencies of these accidents in the follow-up 
were too low. The same 24 variables, as depicted in Figure 7.1, were considered, but qualified 
according to treatment (3 classes), in principle giving rise to 3 X 24 = 72 accident Vflfiables. 
Also a distinction by cause (2 classes) was made, in principle giving rise to 2 x 24 = 118 accident 
variables. 
The definitions above would yield 6 x 24 = 144 accident variables. However, qualified 
accidents occurring fewer than 20 times in the sample of 907 persons were disregarded, leaving 
100 accident variables to be investigated. 
For validation purposes, 21 additional accident variables z, qualified as above, were defined, 
z taking the value of 1 for a person incurring the corresponding accident at least twice. Since 
such multiple occurrences are much rarer than single occurrences (as required for y to take 
the value I), the number of z-variables is much smaller than the number of y-variables (21 
versus 100) because of the rest.riction t.hat z is considered only if for at least 20 persons in the 
sample of 907 a z-value of 1 is recorded. If for a z-variable a similar model is found as for its 
corresponding y-variable, it is unlikely that the relationships between 'y and its risk factors in 
the model are due to random variation. 
Variables in the pre and post-measuretnent The demographic variables and variables 
concerning health aspects measured in the pre-measurement are listed in Table 7.2. The second 
column gives the number (nobs) and percentage (%) of observed values. The initial letter 
'p' (pre) indicates that these variables are measured in the pre-measurement. In the post-
measurement, the same health variables as listed in Table 7.2 were measured. Namp..s for these 
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! Demographic variables and general health 
I name I nabs (%) ,description , categories 
age 907 (100) age in years 
gender 907 (100) gender male, female 
education 899 (99.1) education primary, lower general or vocational, 
intermediate_general, 
intermediate vocational, higher vocational, 
higher general, university 
household 897 (98.9) number of persons 1,2,3,4, ~ 5 persons 
in household 
income 861 (94.9) net income :S1700, 1700-2150, 2150-2750, 
in NLG/month 2750-3450, 3450-5000, :;'5000 
live 
-
time 895 (98.8) number of years of -5:1/2 year, 1/2-1 year, 1-5 years, ~5 years 
living in residence 
p gen h 896 (98.8) general health very good, good, reasonable, variable, bad 
Health variables concerning disability divided into the four categories: 
(without difficulty, with some difficulty, with much difficulty, impossible) 
I name I nabs (%) I deSCrIptIOn I name I nabs (%) I descrIpllon 
p- hearl 896 (98.8) following groups p 
-
locoml 898 (99.0) carrying 5 kg 10 m 
conversation p- locom2 898 (99.0) stooping 
p- hear2 887 (97.8) conversat.ion p locom3 
-
898 (99.0) walking 400 ill 
with one person p _locom4 899 (99.1) dressing/undressing 
p- visi01l1 897 (98.9) reading 1'- [ocom5 900 (99.2) getting in/out bed 
small letters p- locom6 897 (98.9) moving to 
p visio1l2 899 (99.1) face recognition another room 
Health variables concerning pain/trouble in body parts divided into the four categories: 
(no, yes sometimes, yes regular, yes for a long t.ime) 
p 
-
1leek 862 (95.0) in neck p- wl'ist 876 (96.6) in wrists or hands 
p- u back 829 (91.4) in upper back p_hip 866 (95.5) in hips or thighs 
1'_1_ back 882 (97.2) in lower back p- knee 879 (96.9) in knees 
l' shoulder 871 (96.0) in shoulders 1'_1001 873 (96.3) in feet or ankles 
p elbow 852 (93.9) in elbows 
Other health variables divided into the t.hree categories 
(never or rarely, sometimes, often) 
p _ dizzy 889 (98.0) dizzyncss p _ st.rength 886 (97.7) loss of st.rengt.h 
p tired 895 (98.7) tired at daytime in legs 
Attitude variables divided into t.he five cat.egories 
(absolutely never, almost. never, seldom, occasionally, often) 
p _fead 890 (98.1) afraid to fall at p _fea/"2 888 (97.9) afraid to fall 
home outside home 
Table 7,2: Names and categories of variables concerning healt.h aspects and at.tit.ude in pre-
measurement, Also listed are the number (nobs) and percentage (%) of observed values for 
these variables. 
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I name nabs (%) I name nabs (%) I name nabs (%) 
a_gcn_h 764 (84.2) a 
-
loc011l5 765 (84.3) a_knee 757 (83.5) 
a_ heari 764 (84.2) a_lacom6 765 (84.3) a_foot 750 (82.7) 
a_hear2 761 (83.9) a_neck 750 (82.3) Q_ dizzy 768 (84.7) 
a 
-
visionl 767 (84.6) Q_ u_ back 742 (81.8) a_ strength 765 (84.3) 
a_ vision2 768 (84.7) a_l_ back 756 (83.4) a 
-
tired 772 (85.1) 
a [acorn1 770 (84.9) a shoulder 757 (83.5) a_fead 758 (83.6) 
a_Iacarn2 765 (84.3) a elbow 741 (81.7) a_fear2 753 (83.0) 
a_locom3 762 (84.0) a wrist 753 (83.0) 
a locom4 764 (84.2) a hip 757 (83.5) 
Table 7.3: Number (nobs) and percentage (%) of health variables in the post-measurement. 
new variables are defined by replacing the initial letter 'p' ill Table 7.2 by an 'a' (after). The 
number (nobs) and percentage (%) of observed values for these variables are listed in Table 7.3. 
In addition, variables concerning 32 chronic diseases were measured in the post-measurement. 
Due to low frequencies of categories of some variables, only 29 chronic diseases, as listed in 
Table 7.4, afe considered in the multivariate statistical analysis presented in this chapter. f..'fost 
of these variables concerning chronic diseases are trichotomous (see top of Table 7.4). Due to 
low frequencies of some of the categories, some variables are coded binary (see Table 7.4). 
7.2.2 Analysis strategy 
The ultimate goal of t.he analysis is to obtain, for each of the 121 accident variables, a logistic 
regression model, containing the most important risk factors. Candidate risk factors are: 
• The demographic variables age, gender, education, household, income and liue_ time (Ta-
ble 7.2); 
• The health aspects and att.itudes toward prevention as measured in the pre-measurement 
(Table 7.2); 
• The 29 chronic diseases as measured in the post-measurement (Table 7.4). 
In case of completely observed data, the selection of risk factors would be fairly straightfor-
ward: the models are derived by means of stepwise forward logistic regression and the model 
fit is assessed by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test [6J. 
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1 coded by (no, yes wit.hout. medication, yes wit.h medication) 
I name I description I nobs (%) 
asthma asthma/ COPD 748 (82.5) 
sinusiti sinusit.is 742 (81.8) 
myocard myocardial infarction or cardiac disease 746 (82.2) 
hyperten hypertension 745 (82.1) 
intest-ine intestine disorder 747 (82.4) 
diabetes diabetes 745 (82.1) 
thyroid thyroid diseases 745 (82.1) 
hernia hernia or other back problems 743 (81.9) 
arthrosi arthrosis 749 (82.6) 
arthdti art.hritis 745 (82.1) 
rheuma chronic other rheuma 746 (82.2) 
paralysi paralysis or loss of st.rength 749 (82.6) 
dizzy dizziness with falling 749 (82.6) 
migraine migraine 746 (82.2) 
skin skin disease 748 (82.5) 
cancel' malignant. cancer 748 (82.5) 
incont incontinence :46 (82.2) 
sleep sleeplessness 754 (83.1) 
stress severe stress 741 (81.7) 
I coded by (no yes) , . 
stroke stroke 736 (81.1) 
stroke c stroke consequences 736 (81.1) 
gall~ sto gall stone or inflammation of gall 747 (82.4) 
liver di liver disease 746 (82.2) 
-
prolaps prolaps 809 (89.2) 
parkinso Parkinsons disease 749 (82.6) 
f01~et forgetfulness 740 (81.6) 
I coded by (no or yes WIthout. medlcatIoIl, yes Wlt.h medlcatIOIl) 
743 (81.9) 
747 (82.4) 
I coded by (no other disease, one other disease, more than one ot.her disease) 
I other di I other chronic diseases I 580 (63.9) 
Table 7.4: Variable names, categories and number (nabs) and percent.age (%) of observed values 
for 29 chronic diseases. 
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However, 10% of the data is missing. Due to the large number of candidate risk fac-
tors involved, only 55% of all cases is completely observed. Therefore, listwise deletion is an 
unattractive option. For this reason, multiple imputation has been applied in order to try (as 
best as possible) to recover the information hidden in the data set. lvluitiple imputation results 
in Tn (m 2:: 2) completed data sets, and the selection of risk factors from a set of candidate risk 
factors based on such a collection of data sets is not straightforward. In the next subsections, 
the following steps in the analysis chain will be described: 
1. Selection of predictor variables for each imputation variable; 
2. Specification of an imputation model for each imputation variable and generating the 
imputations; 
3. Selection of risk factors for each accident variable from the candidate risk factors on the 
basis of the m completed data sets; 
4. Fitting of these logistic regression models to each of the m completed data sets and pooling 
of the results. 
Throughout this chapter the following definitions are used: 
Accident variables: Any accident variable is the outcome variable of one of the 121 logistic 
regression models and refers to a qualified accident considered in this studYi 
Risk factors: The independent variables in a logistic regression model wit.h an accident 
variable as outcome variable. Different accident variables will generally have different risk 
factorsi 
Candidate risk factors: A set of variables from which, for each accident variable, the risk 
factors in the corresponding regression model are selected. The candidate risk factors are: 
the demographic variables age, gender, educatioll, household, income and live_time (Table 
7.2), health aspects and attitude variables measured in the pre-measurement (Table 7.20, 
and 29 chronic diseases measured in the post-measurement (Table 7.4); 
Imputation variables: The 82 incomplete variables for which imputations are to be gener-
ated. Besides the 57 incomplete candidate predictor variables, the imputation variables 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
p_gen_h, p_head, p_hear2, p_visionl,-p_vision2, p_locoml, "'j p_locom6) 
p _ neck, p _ 11_ back, P_ L back, p _ shoulder, p_ elbow, p _ wrist, p_ hip, p _ knee, p_foot, 
p dizzy, p strength, p tired, p fead, p fear2 
Q_gen_h, a_heari, a_hear2, a_vision1, a_11i8ion2, a_Iocoml, "'j a_Iocom6, 
a_neck, a_u_back, a_I_back, a_shoulder, a_elbow, a_wrist, a_hip, a_knee, a_foot, 
a dizzy, a strength, a tired, a fearl, a fear2 
asthma, sinusiti, myocard, stroke, hypelten, strokc_ c, stom_ ulc, intestine, galL sio, 
liver _ di, cystite, prolaps, diabetes, thyroid, hC!'llia, arlhrosi, mthrit-i, rheuma, paralysi, 
dizzy, migraine, skin, cancel', parkinso, incant, sleep, stress, forget, other di 
education, household, live time, income 
Table 7.5: The blocks A! B! C and D of imputation variables. 
also include the health aspects and attitude variables measured in the post-measurement 
(Table 7.3). Imputations for this lat.ter group of variables may be useful for future re-
search; 
Predictor variables: The independent variables in an imputation model for a certain impu-
tation variable; 
Candidate predictor variables: The set. of variables from which the predictor variables for 
a cert.ain imputation variable are selected. Different imputation variables will generally 
have different candidate predictor variables. 
Selection of predictor variables 
The variables age and gender! and t.he accident. variables are completely observed. The 
imputation variables (variables for which imputations are reque..9ted) are divided into the four 
blocks A! B! C and D as listed in Table 7.5. Blocks A and B consist of the health and atti-
tude variables as measured in the pre- and post-measurement! respectively. Block C contains 
29 chronic disease variablesi block D consists of the incomplete demographic variables. The 
variables in block B are not candidate risk factors. However! imputations for these variables 
may be useful in future analyses. 
For the imputation variables in each of the four blocks! t.he set of candidate predictor 
variables is listed in Table 7.6. Because of the high correlations! variables from block Bare 
used as predictors for those in block A and vice versa. For block C, variables from block A! 
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block of imputat.ion variables I candidate predictor variables 
A A, il, age, gender, 100 accident variables 
B A, B, age, gender, 100 accident variables 
C A, age, gender, 100 accident. variables 
D A, age, gender, 100 accident. variables 
Table 7.6: Candidate predictor variables for the imputation variables. 
rather than from block B are used as predictors, since the fraction of missing data entries in 
block A is smaller t.han in block B. 
Table 7.6 shows that the first 100 accident variables are used as predictors for all four 
blocks of imputation \'ariables. This ensures consistency of the logistic regression analyses for 
the various accident variables. In order to reduce the number of predictor variables, these 100 
primary accident variables are reduced to t.he first 9 HOlvIALS object scores [7J. HO~dALS, 
which is an extention of correspondence analysis to a multivariate crosstable, is a technique for 
dimension reduction of categorical data. For each of the imputation variables, the following 
strategy (see also chapter 4) is used to select predictor variables from the candidate predictor 
variables: 
1. Include the first 9 components of the 100 primary accident variables as predictor variables; 
2. Exclude from the candidate predictor variables other than accident variables those vari-
ables X, with a percentage of usable cases smaller than or equal to 30%. For a pair (y, x) 
of an imputation variable y and a candidate predictor variable x, the percentage of usable 
cases /p (y, x) is: 
'( x) = (HUmber of cases for which y is missing and x is observed) 000-1'. 
Jp y, b f ' h' I . .. 1 /0, num er 0 cases lor w IC 1 Y IS llllssmg (7.1) 
3. The set of remaining candidate predictors is now used as a pool to select predictors 
from. This selection is done by forward stepwise regression, using the data set obtained 
from listwise deletion. For numerical or ordinal Y, stepwise linear regression is applied, 
and for binary y stepwise logistic regression is applied. \Vhen y is polytomous with s 
categories, s -1 separate stepwise logistic regressions of the categories I, ... ,s - 1 against 
a baseline category 0 are applied and the union of the resulting sets of predictor variables 
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is taken. These stepwise regressions were performed using the statistical package SAS 
with its default p-values for inclusion and exclusion (0.05 and 0.15, respectively). \\Then 
stepwise linear regression is applied, only the predictor variables with a partial R2 > 1% 
are included. In the stepwise regressions, the candidate predictor variables are treated as 
numerical variables. 
Specification of all imputation model and generation of the imputations 
The ordinal imputation variables in the blocks A, Band D are imputed by linear regression 
imputation with the normal error-term and round off variant. For the binary variables in block 
C, logistic regression imputation is applied. Since use or no use of medication for a chronic dis-
ease cannot be interpreted in terms of an ordinal ranking of severity, the trichotomous variables 
in block C (no, yes wit.hout medication, yes with medication) are imputed using a polytomous 
regression model. The 111 = 5 imput.ations are generated according to the variable-by-variable 
Gibbs sampling approach described in chapter 4. First, imputations for the variables in the 
blocks A and B are generated in 10 Gibbs sampling iterations. Subsequently, the imputations 
for t.he variables in the blocks C and D are generated in one iteration using the previously 
completed data for the variables in block A. 
Selection of risk factors on the basis of the m=5 completed data sets 
Having obtained the 111 = 5 completed data sets, forward stepwise logist.ic regression is applied 
to each of t.hem. For each of t.he accident variables this gives rise to five logistic regression 
models possibly with different. independent variables. There is no standard theory available to 
combine the information of such different models. This problem is solved in an ad-hoc way as 
follows: 
1. A new super model is constructed incorporating those candidate risk factors which appear 
in at least. three of the five regression models. The rationale for the three out of five 
criterion is to exclude candidate risk factors which may be selected accidentally and can 
be considered as a coarse correction for multiple testingj 
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2. Starting with the super model found in step I, a stepwise procedure of backward elimi-
nation is initiated. In each step, for each candidate risk factor ::I.: of t.he current model the 
pooled likelihood ratio p-value of this model versus the model excluding x according to 
the met.hod proposed in [8] (see also chapter 4) is calculated from the 5 completed data 
sets. If for one or more x, this p-value is larger than 0.05, the candidate risk factor with 
the largest p-value is discarded and a new step is made, otherwise the procedure stops. 
Pooling of the results 
The goodness-of-fit for each of the regression models for the 121 accident. variables is assessed 
by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test [6], in which observed and predicted frequencies of the accident 
variable for up to 10 different groups of cases in t.he data set are compared. These groups are 
constructed on t.he basis of the corresponding probability distributions of the accident. variable 
calculated from the fitted logistic regression model (see [7,10J for more details). The p-values 
of t.he Hosmer-Lemeshow test are pooled using the procedure proposed in [10/ (Hee also chapter 
4). This procedure is theoretically justifiable, since the test. statistic of the Hosmer-LemeshO\\' 
test has an approximate ,\'2 distribution. The number of degrees of freedom is t.wo less than the 
number of groups of cases taking part in the comparison of observed and predicted frequencies 
of the accident variable. The individual cont.ributions of the risk factors x to the model fit are 
assessed by the pooled likelihood ratio I}-value [8] of the full model versus the model exclud-
ing x. Odds-ratios are pooled by averaging the five corresponding completed dat.a regression 
coefficients (the logarithm of the odds-ratio) and taking the exponential t.ransformation of this 
average. Their confidence intervals are pooled by first calculating the confidence interval for 
the corresponding regression coefficient [11], followed by an exponent.ial t.ransformat.ion of this 
interval. 
7.3 Results 
In this section, for some imputation variables} the steps in the analysis chain are illustrated, 
the added value of mUltiple imputation with respect to Iistwise deletion is examined, and the 
quality of the imputations is inspected. Throughout this section, results are described for the 
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I imputation variable I predictor variables 
education (ord) household, income 0.38 
household (orel) gender, age, education, income, live room 0.30 
p hearl (ord) p elbow, a heari 0.60 
p neck (ord) p locom6, p I back, p shoulder, p tired, a neck 0.53 
p shoulder (ord) p locom4, p locom5, p neck, p u back, a shoulder 0.51 
p w";st (ord) p locom4, p foot, a wrist 0.45 
stroke c (bin) gender, p locom5 
parkinso (bin) )J locom4 
hemia (tri) p u back, p I back 
dizzy (tri) age, p gen h, p visioni, p locom2, p dizzy 
skin (Iri) p locom3, p hip 
cancer (tri) age, p vision2, p u back, p shoulder, p wrist 
incant (tri) p u back, p wrist, p knee, p foot., p dizzy 
sleep (tri) gender, p gen h,p strength, p fearl 
Table 7.7: Predictor variables for imputation variables. 
three accident variables y _ acc, Y _home, and y _fall, concerning any accident, accidents in or 
around home, and fall accidents, respectively. For these variables, the number of cases for which 
the outcome is 1 is equal to 406, 284 and 258, respectively. 
7.3.1 Illustration of the analysis chain 
Predictor variables and imputation models 
Imputat.ion variables considered here are the incomplete candidate risk factors involved in the 
super models for y _ acc, y _home, and y _ fall obtained in step 1 of the ad-hoc strategy for con-
st.ruction of a logistic regression model. These imputation variables and the predictor variables 
are listed in Table 7.7. Ordinal) binary and trichotomous variables are indicated by "ord") 
"bin", and "t.rjl', respecHvely. For t.he ordinal imputation variables) the mUltiple R2 is listed 
in the rightmost column of .this Table. For each of t.he imputation variables p_ hearl, p _neck, 
p _ should€1' and p _ wrist) t.he corresponding value obtained in the post-measurement is one of 
the predictor variables, which results in the high R2 values. 
The ordinal imputat.ion variables are imputed by linear regression imputation with the 
normal error-term and round off variant. The binary and trichotomous imputat.ion variables are 
imputed by logistic regression imputation and polytomous regression imputatioIl) respectively. 
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accident 
variables candidate riskfactors of separate models 
Y-ace age(5), gender(5), p _ hearl(5), p _ shoulder(5), dizzy(5), ineont(5), 
edueation(4), parkinso( 4), stroke _ e(3), sleep(3), p_Iocom4 (1), intestine(l), 
rheuma(I), other di(l) 
y-home hernia(5), age(4), dizzy(4), ealleer(4), ineollt(4), sleep(4), p_ wrist(3), 
parkinso(3), incoll1c(2), p_ti1u1(2), p_gen_h(l), p_shouldcr(l), gender(l), 
education(l), stroke _ c(l), intestine(l), gall_ sto(1), /iuer_ di(I), diabetes(l), 
rheuma(l), paralysi(l) 
y rail gender(5), parkinso(5), ineont(5), dizzy(5), p_neek(4), skill(4), 
household(3), p _locolII(2), p _ u _ back (2) , stroke _ c(2), stroke _ c(l), arthritiC 1), 
cancer(l) 
Table 7.8: For the three accident variables, the independent. variables appearing in at least 
one completed data regression model together with the number of such models in which they 
appear. 
Selection of risk factors 
For each of the accident variables y _ acc, y _home and y _fall, Table 7.8 presents the candidate 
risk factors appearing in at least one of the five models obtained by applying fonvard stepwise 
regression separately to the five completed data sets. The candidate risk factors are ordered 
according to the number of completed data regression nlOdeIs in which they appear. Candidate 
risk factors appearing in three or more of such models (presented in bold) are included in the 
Sllper model. A relat.ively large number of candidate risk factors (13) appears in only one or two 
completed data regression models of the accident variable y home. For the accident variables 
y_acc, and v_fall, these numbers are four and six, respectively. 
The iterative process of backward elimination, start.ing wit.h the super models for y _ acc, 
v_home and v_fall, is presented in Table 7.9, In each iteration, t.he independent variables 
of the current regression models, together wit.h the corresponding pooled likelihood ratio p-
values [7J calculated from the 5 completed data sets are listed in this table. 'Vhen for at least 
one candidate risk factor, this p-value is larger than 0.05) the one with the largest p-value is 
excluded, as listed in the right most column of t.he table, and a new iteration is started. 
The selection of risk factors for 'Y _fall requires two iterations, where in the first iteration 
the candidate risk factor skin with a likelihood ratio p-value of 0.173 is removed. In the second 
iteratioIl, all p-values are smaller than 0.05: For the accident variables y_acc and v_home, four 
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step accident variable: y _ acc exclude 
number candidate risk factors wit.h likelihood ratio p-values variable 
step 1 age(O.OO1), gende>'( <0.001), education(0.003), p _ hearl (0.015), stroke c 
p _ shou/da(0.007), stroke _ c(0.15), dizzy(0.040), parkinso(0.102), 
incont(0.002), s/eep(0.104) 
step 2 oge(0.002), gender( <0.001), education(0.003), p _ hearl (0.023), sleep 
p _ shou/der(O.OOS), dizzy(0.035), parkinso(0.07S), incont(0.004), 
8Icep(0.102) 
step 3 age(0.002), gend,,'( <0.001), cducation(0.003), p _ hear1 (0.021), parkinso 
p 8houlder(0.005), dizzy(O.Ol9), parkinso(0.069), ;ncont(0.004), 
step 4 oge(0.002), gend,,'( <0.001), educotion(0.003), p _ hearl (0.021), 
p shou/der(0.005), dizzy(0.021), incont(0.003), 
accident variable: y _ home 
candidate risk factors with likelihood ratio p-values 
step 1 oge(0.020), 1'_wl1st(0.062), hemia(0.003), dizzy(0.060), cancer 
canccr(0.112), parkinso(0.103), inconl(0.08S), slecp(O.016) 
step 2 age(0.029), p_ wl·ist(0.035), hernio(0.006), dizzy(0.063), parkillso 
porkinso(0.105), incollt(0.072), s/eep(0.017) 
step 3 oge(0.031), p _ wrist(0.036), hernia(0.007), dizzy(0.061), incollt, 
incont(0.064), s/eep(0.014) 
step 4 age(0.041), p wrist(O.OIl), hernia(0.006), dizzy(0.042), s/cep(0.010) 
accident variable: y _ fall 
candidate risk factors with likelihood ratio p-values 
step 1 gendcr(0.004), househo/d(0.009), p_ neck(0.038), dizzy(0.012), skin 
skin(O.I73), parkinso(0.015), incont(0.021) 
step 2 genda(0.002), househo/d(0.007), p _ neck(0.037), dizzy(0.017), 
parkillso(0.014), irlcont(0.024) 
Table 7.9: Backward elimination for t.he three accident variables. 
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accident val'iable' y acc 
Hosmer-Lemeshow 
test-statist.ic df2 p-valu€ 
0.154 25.6 0.995 
odds-ratios 
risk factor category reference category adjusted unadjusted 
or unit OR CI OR CI 
age 1 year 0.95 (0.93,0.98) 0.98 (0.95,1.00) 
gender female male 1.86 (1.38,2.49) 1.74 (1.33,2.26) 
education lower general primary l.30 (0.86,1.96) 1.05 (0.72,1.54) 
or vocational 
interm. general 1.40 (0.93,2.11) 1.14 (0.78,1.68) 
juterm. vocational 1.72 (1.04,2.86) 1.37 (0.86,2.20) 
higher vocational 1.63 (0.88,3.01) 1.47 (0.83,2.62) 
higher general 2.20 (1.20,4.05) 1.81 (1.02,3.20) 
university 3.64 (1.83,7.24) 2.56 (1.33,4.91) 
p- hearl with some difficulty without difficulty 1.50 (1.06,2.11) 1.07 (0.63,1.82) 
with much difficulty 2.39 (1.16,4.89) 1.24 (0.17,8.85) 
impossible 1.77 (0.68,4.57) 1.24 (0.08.19.91) 
)1- shoulder yes somet.imes no 1.82 (1.29,2.56) 1.95 (1.41,2.70) 
yes regular 1.52 (0.92,2.48) 1.83 (1.17,2.83) 
yes for a long time 1.60 (0.74,3.42) 1.97 (0.96,4.01) 
dizzy yes without medication no 2.90 (1.06,7.59) 3.00 (1.22,7.22) 
yes with medication 3.12 (1.01,9.24) 3.39 (1.17,9.48) 
irlCOllt yes without medication no 1.65 (1.02,2.67) 2.03 (1.29,3.20) 
yes with medication 4.25 (1.54,11.61) 4.50 (1.72,11.69) 
Table 7.10: The pooled results for the accident variable y _ ace. 
iterations were required. For V _acc, the candidate risk factors strake_ c (0.150), sleep (0.102) 
and parkinso (0.069) were successively excluded, and for v_home, the sequence of excluded 
candidate risk factors is cancer (0.112), parkillso (0.105) and incant (0.064). 
Pooling of the results 
The pooled result.s of the Hosmer-Leme.":!llOw tests, adjusted and unadjusted odds-ratios and 
their corresponding 95% confidence intenrals are presented for the accident variable V _ace in 
Table 7.10 and for the two accident variables v_home and y_fall in Table 7.11. The pooled 
test-statistic of the IIosmer-Lemeshow test has an F reference distribution with a numerator 
number of degrees of freedom of 8 (10 groups of cases minus 2) and a denominator number of 
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accident variable' y home 
Hosnler-Lemeshow 
test-statistic df2 p-value 
0.355 13.6 0.927 
odds-ratios 
risk factor category reference category adjusted unadjusted 
or unit on CJ on CJ 
age 1 year 0.97 (0.94,1.00) 0.98 (0.95,1.01) 
p- wrist yes sometimes no 1.68 (1.15,2.47) 1.85 (1.27,2.70) 
yes regular 1.76 (1.14,2.73) 2.17 (1.44,3.29) 
yes for a long time 1.55 (0.68,3.53) 1.78 (0.82,3.86) 
hernia yes without medication no 0.88 (0.44,1.76) 1.00 (0.51,1.91) 
yes with medication 3.18 (1.61,6.27) 4.12 (2.12,7.93) 
dizzy yes without medication no 3.67 (1.32,9.67) 4.29 (1.78,9.99) 
yes with medication 1.78 (0.55,5.41) 2.18 (0.76,5.94) 
sleep yes without medication no 1.40 (0.81,2.40) 1.52 (0.90,2.54) 
yes with medication 1.94 (1.27,2.95) 2.30 (1.55,3.39) 
accident variable: y fall 
Hosmer-Lemeshow 
test-statistic dr2 p-value 
0.281 260.9 lO.972 
odds-ratios 
risk factor category reference category adjusted unadjusted 
reference on CJ OR CJ 
gel1der female male 1.69 (1.20,2.38) 2.08 (1.54,2.80) 
household 2 persons 1 person 0.72 (0.52,1.01) 0.58 (0.43,0.79) 
3 persons 0.50 (0.18,1.38) 0.35 (0.13,0.93) 
4 persons 14.60 (1.57,135) 7.30 (0.82,66.83) 
more than 5 persons 2.17 (0.13,36.4) 1.85 (0.11,29.79) 
p- neck yes sometimes no 1.46 (1.03,2.07) 1.59 (1.14,2.23) 
yes regular 1.84 (1.15,2.96) 2.13 (1.36,3.33) 
yes for a long time 1.49 (0.58,3.82) 2.09 (0.84,5.21 ) 
dizzy yes without. medication no 2.24 (0.96,5.16) 3.01 (1.38,6.49) 
yes with medication 3.03 (1.14,7.84) 3.76 (1.41,9.67) 
parkinso yes no 5.6.3 (1.40,20.7) 5.17 (1.26,19.14) 
incont yes without medication no 1.56 (0.95,2.52) 2.05 (1.31,3.20) 
yes with medication 2.87 (1.08,7.37) 3.58 (1.43,8.71) 
Table 7.11: The pooled results for t.he accident variables y_home and y_fall. 
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degrees of freedom listed in the Tables 7.10 and 7.11 under Hdf2l!. The p-values close to 1 for 
each of the t.hree accident variables indicate an adequate model fit. An unadjusted odds-ratio 
for a risk factor x and an accident variable y is estimated from the data of y and x only. An 
adjusted odds-ratio for x is the odds-ratio corresponding to the entire logistic regression model 
and can be interpreted as the individual contribution of x to the accident risk. The unit for the 
odds-ratio for age is 1 year, Le., the odds-ratio for age indicates the relative increase in risk per 
year. For the other risk factors, the odds-ratios of the categories relative to the first category 
as reference category are presented. \Vhen a confidence interval does not include the value 1, 
t.he corresponding odds-ratio differs significantly from 1. 
For most of the risk factors, the adjusted odds-ratio is closer to 1 than the corresponding 
unadjusted odds-ratio which signifies that in these cases the association between a risk factor 
and an accident variable can be partly explained by the other risk factors. For the risk factors 
age, gender, education, p~hearl for the accident variable y~acc, and the risk factdr age for 
the accident variable v_home, this is not the case. The confidence intervals for the odds-
ratios for the categories H 4 persons" and" more than 5 persons" of the risk factor household 
for the accident variable v_fall are very large. This is due to random error since t.he observed 
frequencies for these categories are very ske\v (5 and 2). 
The two odds-ratios for age for the accident variables v_acc and v_home are smaller than 
I, indicating a decreasing risk with increasing age, while age is generally considered as all lm-
portant risk factor. All explanation for this may be the healthy worker effect. As expected, the 
chronic diseases hernia, dizziness \vith falling (dizzy), sleeplessness (sleep), Parkinsons disease 
(parkinso) and incontinence (incont) indicate a higher accident risk. In ~ost of the cases, Use of 
medication for a chronic disease indicates a higher risk than no Use of medication. An exception 
is the risk factor dizzy for the accident variable y _home. 
7.3.2 Added value of llulltiple imputation with respect to listwise deletion 
The regression models found by multiple imputation are compared with those found by listwise 
deletion for the accident variables y _ ace, y _ horne and y _ fall. \Vith the iistwise deletion 
approach, forward stepwise regression is applied to the 405 cases for which each candidate risk 
factor is observed. Starting with the ff'-sulting model, a similar process of backward elimination) 
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independent y ace L home y-ran 
variable MI LWD MI LWD MI LWD 
age 0.95 0.97 
gender 1.86 1.69 
education 1.30 
1.40 
1.72 
1.63 
2.20 
3.64 
household 0.72 0.62 
0.50 0.49 
14.60 8.25 
2.17 2.08 
income 0.73 
1.07 
1.02 
0.76 
2.05 
p-hearl 1.50 
2.39 
1.77 
p-neck 1.46 
1.84 
1.49 
p-shoulder 1.82 
1.52 
1.60 
p-wrist 1.68 1.93 
1.76 2.10 
1.55 1.32 
hernia 0.88 1.07 
3.18 3.88 
dizzy 2.90 3.67 2.24 
3.12 1.78 3.03 
parkinso 5.84 6.12 5.63 7.57 
incont 1.65 1.56 
4.25 2.87 
sleep 1.40 
1.94 
Table 7.12: Comparison of the models found by multiple imputation (1H) and lislwise deletion. 
(LWD) 
19,1 
as is used for the construction of a regression model from the five completed data sets, is applied. 
In this process, the corresponding likelihood ratio p-values are calculated from the cases for 
which each candidate risk factor of the current model is observed. 
In Table 7.12, the odds-ratios for the risk factors of the regression models for the t.hree 
accident variables resulting from multiple imputation (.~H) and from listwise deletion (L'VD) 
are listed. A blank entry indicates that the corresponding risk factor is not. included in the 
corresponding model. The models result.ing from listwise deletion and from mult.iple imput.a-
t.ion are very different for t.he three accident variables y _ acc, y _home and y _fall. For y _ acc, 
mult.iple imputation and listwise deletion result in two models for which t.he two sets of inde-
pendent. variables are even disjullct. For t.he t.wo accident variables y _ home and y _fall, t.he 
two models have t.wo risk factors in common. For each of the three accident variables y _ace, 
v_home and v_fall, the models resulting from multiple imputation contain considerably more 
risk faciol's than the models res1llting from list wise deletion. This is in concordance wit.h the fact 
that mult.iple imputation uses more information available in the dat.a set than listwise delet.ion, 
so that wit.h multiple imputation risk factors are identified earlier and better. 
7.3.3 Quality inspection of generated hnputations 
For some imputation variables, the quality of the generated imputations has been inspected 
by examining whet.her the differences or similarities between the dist.ributions of the observed 
values and of the imputed value3 in the various categories, can be explained by the underlying 
missing data mechanism under the j\·IAR assumption (see also sub section 4.4.3 of chapter 4) .. 
In Table 7.13, frequency distributions in the various categories (cg) of the imputation vari-
ables listed in Table 7.7, except education, household, and p_hea1'1, which have only 10, 7 
and 11 missing data entries, are presented. Table 7.13 lists the frequency dist.ribution of the 
following data sets (from left to right): 
• the incomplete data set. (obs)j 
• averaged over the generated imputations (imp); 
• averaged over the five completed data sets (cmpav); 
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I mputation variable I cg lobs (%) imp (%) cmpav (%) 
p_neck 1 478 (55.5) 13.6 (30.2) 491.6 (54.2) 
2 255 (29.6) 23.2 (51.6) 278.2 (30.7) 
3 109 (12.7) 7.0 (15.6) 116.0 (12.8) 
4 20 (2.3) 1.2 (2.7) 21.2 (2.3) 
p_shoulder 1 548 (62.9) 12.0 (33.3) 560.0 (61.7) 
2 194 (22.3) 15.4 (42.8) 209.4 (23.1) 
3 97 (11.1) 6.6 (18.3) 103.6 (11.4) 
4 32 (3.7) 2.0 (5.6) 34.0 (3.8) 
p wrist 1 579 (66.1) 15.0 (48.4) 594.0 (65.5) 
2 154 (17.6) 12.0 (38.7) 166.0 (18.3) 
3 114 (13.0) 3.6 (11.6) 117.6 (13.0) 
4 29 (3.3) 0.4 (1.3) 29.4 (3.2) 
stroke c 1 723 (98.2) 165.6 (96.8) 888.6 (98.0) 
2 13 (1.8) 5.4 (3.2) 18.4 (2.0) 
hernia 1 665 (89.5) 143.6 (87.6) 808.6 (89.2) 
2 44 (5.9) 10.2 (6.2) 5-1.2 (6.0) 
3 34 (4.6) 10.2 (6.2) 44.2 (4.9) 
dizzy 1 710 (94.8) 143.4 (90.8) 853.4 (94.1) 
2 22 (3.0) 8.6 (5.4) 30.6 (3.4) 
3 17 (2.3) 6.0 (3.8) 23.0 (2.5) 
skin 1 729 (96.3) 149.4 (94.0) 878.4 (96.9) 
2 6 (0.8) 5.0 (3.1) 11.0 (1.2) 
3 13 (1.7) 4.6 (2.9) 17.6 (1.9) 
cancer 1 720 (96.3) 146.8 (92.3) 866.8 (95.6) 
2 17 (2.3) 7.8 (4.9) 24.8 (2.7) 
3 11 (1.5) 4.4 (2.8) 15.4 (1.7) 
parkinso 1 738 (98.5) 152.6 (96.6) 890.6 (98.2) 
2 11 (1.5) 5.4 (3.4) 16.4 (1.8) 
incant 1 652 (87.4) 134.4 (83.5) 786.4 (86.7) 
2 75 (10.1) 20.2 (12.6) 95.2 (10.5) 
3 19 (2.6) 6.4 (4.0) 25.4 (2.8) 
sleep 1 568 (75.3) 109.4 (71.5) 677.4 (74.7) 
2 72 (9.6) 15.2 (9.9) 87.2 (9.6) 
3 114 (15.1) 28.4 (18.6) 142.4 (15.7) 
Table 7.13: Frequency distribution of observed data, imputations, and completed data sets for 
some imputation variables. 
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imputation variable' p neck 
Pobs(y) -Rmp(y) 
~~l~~~?:) for the predictor variables: 
cg p locom6, p I back, p shoulder, p tired and a neck 
I 55.5 30.2 54.5 44.2 48.8 49.7 56.2 
2 29.6 51.6 31.1 35~6 32.0 31.6 28.7 
3 12.7 13.6 12.2 17.2 15.9 15.0 13.1 
4 2.3 2.7 2.3 3.0 3.4 3.8 2.1 
IIUputatlOll variable' p shoulder 
Pob,(,) Rmp{y) 
Pl~~:(~)(X) for t.he predictor variables: 
cg p locom4, p locom5, p neck, p u back, p I back, a shoulder 
1 62.9 33.3 61.0 61.8 58.1 57.9 57.0 55.0 
2 22.3 42.8 22.2 22.8 21.9 25.3 23.1 24.7 
3 11.1 18.3 12.1 12.0 14.6 12.4 15.7 15.1 
4 3.7 5.6 4.8 3.5 5.4 4.5 4.2 5.3 
BnputatlOu varIable' p Wrlst 
pobs(y) l1mp(y) 
j3~~~~~)\X} for the predictor variables: 
cg p locom4, p foot, a wrist 
I 66.1 48.4 68.6 62.0 68.2 
2 17.6 38.7 17.7 19.1 17.0 
3 13.0 11.6 11.3 14.8 11.8 
4 3.3 1.3 2.4 4.2 3.1 
Table 7.14: Estimated distribution of the unobserved values of some imputation variables. 
In general, the distributions of the observed and of the imputed data fit quite well, though 
it appears that differences are fairly large for the imputation variables p _ ned', p _ shoulder and 
p _ wrist. For the first category of these imputation variables t.he proportion of imputed values 
is much smaller than the proportion of observed values. This is mainly compensated with 
the second category. From the column of the average completed dat.a frequencies (cmpav), it 
appears differences have little effect on the distributions of the completed data sets. 
The distributions pobs(y), -Rmp(y) 1 j31~~~~)(x) for the imputation variables p _ neck, p _ shoulder 
and p _ wrist and their predictor variables x are listed in Table 7.14. The distributions PObS (Y)l 
-Rmp(y) are the distributions of t.he observed and of t.he imputed values. The distribution 
p!!,~~tz:) is the estimated distribution of the unobserved values of y under the 1dAR(x) as-
sumption that the nonresponse in y depends OIl the observed values of x only (see subsection 
4.4.3 of chapter 4). ·When for some predictor variables x the difference between AIIlP(Y) and 
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~~I~~~rr:) are small, the difference between the imputed and of the observed values for y can be 
explained by nonresponse. 
The nonresponse appears to be systematic for the imputation variable p _ neck but not. for 
t.he other two. For p _ neck, the difference between the distributions Pobs(y) and p!!~~rt) is large 
for the predictor variable p _l_ back. Although for p _l_ back/ the distribution p!~~~?~) deviat~ 
from Pobs{y) in the same direction as the distribution Pimp(y) deviates from Pobs{y) I the difference 
between the distributions of the imputed values and of the observed values seem to be too large 
to be explained by systemat.ic nonresponse. This is especially the case for p _ shoulder and 
p W1'Ist, where for each predictor variable x, the distribution P!'[i~~r';) is approximately equal 
to the distribution Pohs{y) or slightly different from this distribution, while the distributions 
POhs(y) and PilllP(y) differ considerably. Thus there is some evidence that the method used for 
p _ shoulder, p _ wrist and p _ neck might be improper, but the exact cause for these differences 
is still an open quest.ion. 
7.4 Discussion 
This chapter describes the application of multiple imputation, using the missing data engine 
in HEI-n'iIES, prior to a multivariate analysis in the Leiden Safety Observed Study. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the methodology. Conclusions and future preventive 
measures emerging from the analysis will be published elsewhere. 
The selection of risk factors for an accident variable from a set of candidate risk factors on 
the basis of five completed data sets requires some thought. In case of a completely observed 
data set, such risk factors are usually selected by means of stepwise regression. Application of 
stepwise regression to each of the five completed data sets, however, will generally result in five 
regression models with possibly different independent variables, and there is no standard theory 
available for pooling such different models. In this chapter, an ad hoc approach to this problem 
was taken. An alternative, theoretically justifiable approach would be a stepwise regression 
algorithm in which in each iteration the inclusion or exclusion of independent variables x is 
based on the pooled likelihood ratio p-value [8] (see also subsection 4.3.1 of chapter 4) of the 
current regression model versus this model excluding x, as calculated from the five completed 
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data sets. However, this would require that pooling of multiple imputation results is build into 
the stepwise algorithm which would be cumbersome to implement. 
Although this is an example in which the application of multiple imputation is not particu-
larly easy, applying the ElvI algorithm [12J in this case is even more difficult, since ElvI does not 
directly provide the likelihood ratio p-values that are necessary for the selection of the risk fac-
tors from the set of candidate risk factors. Also, using the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling 
approach, it is conceptually simpler to find an appropriate imputation model than it. would be 
using t.he data augmentation approach [13], which starts from a multivariate statistical model. 
In general, regression models found by multiple imputation appear to be different. from 
those found by listwise deletion. For the accident variables y _ acc, y _ home, y _ fall, the mod-
els resulting from multiple imputation contain considerably more independent variables than 
the models resulting from listwise deletion. This suggests t.hat with multiple imputation the 
information available in the data set is used more efficiently than with listwise deletion. 
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Chapter 8 
Summary and Conclusions 
This thesis is concerned with scient.ific aspects of the development of an interactive system for 
the statistical analysis of incomplete data sets by embedded multiple imputation. This system is 
called the missing data engine and it is implemented in the indirect client-server based HERMES 
(HEalth care and Research fvlediating System) Medical \Vorkstation environment developed at 
the Department of ~\'ledical Informatics of the Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
1' ... loro in particular these aspects concern the statistical method for the analysis of incomplete 
data in particular multiple imputation, construction of the interface and other implementation 
aspects. 
Chapter 1 addresses problems associated with missing data and motivates the desirabilit.y 
of the missing data engine. 
Assumpt.ions about the occurrence of missing data are formulated as a missing data mecll-
anism and incorporated in the analysis. Typically, it is assumed that a hypothetical complete 
data set exists which is only partly observed due to an unknown process. ~v1issing data mech-
anisms are classified into the three basic classes: :~,/1issing Completely At Random (:~·."fCAR), 
~\'lissing At Random (:~'lAR), and 1Hssing Not At Random (MNAR). The definitions of the 
t.hree classes of missing data mechanisms, especially the distinction between MCAR and r,'lAR, 
arc often misunderstood. The main purpose of chapter 2 is to illustrate the concept behind 
these classes by means of simple numerical examples. 
Chapter 3 argues that multiple imputation is the best approach known at this time for 
the st.atist.ical analysis of incomplete data. \Vith multiple imputation, for each missing data 
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entry, Tn statistically likely values are filled ill. In this chapter eight basic approaches, subdi~ 
vided into simple and advanced approaches, are discussed. Simple approaches considered are: 
listwise deletion, available~case analysis, single imputation, the indicator method, and weight-
ing. Advanced approaches are: E:M (Expectation ]vlaximization), posterior based approaches, 
and multiple imputation. These approaches are evaluated with respect to statistical validity, 
efficiency, possibility of the usc of standard software for complete data, alld suitability for sta-
tistical inference from small samples. Statistical validity is subdivided into bias and precision. 
This chapter concludes that multiple imputation is the method of choice since it has good 
properties regarding statistical validity, efficiency, and the use of standard statistical software 
for complete data. A limitation of multiple imputation is, however, that it is, similar to Eil<I, a 
large sample tool, and that its properties for small samples are not yet well understood. 
Chapter 4, proposes the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algorithm for the generation 
of imputations and a strategy for the selection of its parameters. In this approach, a separate 
imputation model is specified for each imputation variable, including t.he specification of pre-
dictor variables and the form of the model (linear regression, logistic regression, poiytolUons 
regression imputation, etc.). If an incomplete predictor variable, other than an imputation 
variable of interest, is selected, this variable is added to the list of imputation variables and 
additional predictor variables and model form are selected for it. A distinction is made between 
elementary imputation methods generating imputations for one imputation variable and com-
pound imputation met.hods generating imputations for two or more imputation variables. The 
main advantages of t.he variable---by-variabie Gibbs sampling algorithm are: 
• The variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algorithm is suitable for imput.ation oflarge data 
sets with many variables; 
• Specification of an imputation model variable~by-variable is conceptually easier t.han the 
specificat.ion of an encompassing multivariate model. 
On t.he other hand, no definite proof of convergence can be given, but the results given 
in chapter 5 suggest that the algorithm works quite well in practice. All imputation methods 
concerning the variable-by-variable Gibbs.sampling algorithm are developed under the MAR 
assumption and thus do not require explicit modelling of t.he underlying missing data mccha-
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nism. It is also possible to develop imputat.ion methods incorporating an MNAR missing data 
mechanism, but this is outside the scope of this thesis. Furt.hermore, chapter 4 gives an overview 
of existing methods for pooling of the 111 completed data results, and provides a non-technical 
explanation of Rubin's validation criterion of proper multiple imputation. Simplified conditions 
for i\'Ionte Carlo evaluation of proper multiple imputation are given. 
Chapter 5 describes a simulat.ion st.udy in which some of the imput.ation methods using 
the variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algorithm arc validated according to the simplified 
conditions for proper imputation given in chapter 4. It is concluded that elementary and 
compound imputation methods consisting of linear regression, logistic regression, or polytomol1s 
regre..c;sion imput.ation are generally approximately proper when their underlying assumptions 
are true. It also appears that these methods are robust against deviations of the underlying 
statistical model which is in line with other findings in literature. 
Chapter 6 describe.') the design, implementation and validation of the missing data engine 
in HERMES. Eleven requirements are formulated and translated into a conceptual model. The 
core of the missing data engine is implemented in HER"tviES as three functionally independent 
modules: the missing data server, the imputation server and the pooling server. The missing 
data server coordinates the entire multiple imputation cycle and uses the imputation server 
for the generation of the imputations. The pooling server coordinates t.he repeated analysis of 
the m completed data sets and the pooling of the 111 intermediate results into one final result. 
The analysis of a completed data set i~ carried out by a statistical server t.hat. encapsulates 
the statistical package BMDP. The missing data engine is tested by separately validating the 
missing data server, t.he imputation server and the pooling server, and by verifying whether 
the exchange of messages between these modules is correct. The imputation server is tested 
by comparing its results with the results of the simulation program in SAS/HvIL described in 
chapter 5 for t.he same incomplete data set, target statist.ics and imput.ation methods. The 
results of the missing data engine a~d the simulation program appear to be approximately the 
same. Although the complete validation of the imputation server requires a more extensive 
study, the results indicate that the imputation server is reliable. 
Chapter 7 describes the application of the missing data engine to a multivariate statistical 
analysis of the Leiden Safety Observed study conducted at the TNO Prevention and Health in 
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Leiden, The Netherlands. The main purpose of this study is to find risk factors for several types 
of accidents incurred by elderly people. For each type of accident considered, the risk factors 
are selected from a set of 60 candidate risk factors consisting of demographic variables, health 
aspects and chronic diseases. One particular problem treated here concerns the application 
of multiple imputation to stepwise methods. This study mainly considers the nJethodology. 
Conclusions and recommendat.ions emerging from this analysis are to be published elsewhere. 
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Chapter 9 
Samenvatting en conclusies 
Dit pfocfschrift. houdt zich bezig met. de wetenschappelijke aspectcn van de ontwikkeling van 
een illterakticf systeem voor de statistische analyse vall incomplete gegevensbestanden met 
behulp van multiple imputation. Dit systeem wordt de missing data machine genoemd en is 
geimplementeerd in de op eell indirect client-server model gebaseerde HER}.tfES (Health care 
and Research rdediating System) medische werkstation omgeving ontwikkeld op de vakgrocp 
~dedische Informatica aan de Erasmus Universiteit te Rotterdam, in Nederland. fi'ieer in het 
bijzonder, deze aspecten betreffen de statistische mcthoden voor de analyse van incomplete 
data sets, de canstructie van het int.erface en andere implementatie aspecten. 
Hoofdstuk 1 noemt. het met missing data samenhangende probleem en motiveert de 
wenselijkheid van de missing data machine. 
Aannamen over het. optreden vall missing data zijn geformuleerd ais een missing data mech-
anisme en verwerkt in de st.atistische analyse. In het algemeen is verondersteld dat een hy-
pot.het.ische complete data set bestaat die aneen gedeeltelijk is geobserveerd tengevolge van 
een onbekend proces. r ... 1issing data mechanismen zijIl geklassificeerd in de dde basis klassen: 
r ... 1issing Completely At Random (:~vICAR), l\'lissing At. Random (r'iIAR) en Missing Not At 
Random FvINAR). Over de definities van de drie klassen van missing dat.a mechanismen, in 
bet bijzonder het onderscheid t.ussen f..'ICAR en }"IAR, bestaan veel misverstanden. Ret doel 
van hoofdstuk 2 is het concept achter deze klassen te illustreren met behulp van eenvoudige 
numerieke voorbeelden. 
Hoofdstuk 3 beargumenteert dat multiple imputatie tot dusver de beste strategic is voor 
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de analyse van incomplete data. Met multiple imputatie worden'voor elke missing data entry, 
In stat.istisch waarschijnlijke waarden ingevuld. In dit hoofdstuk worden acht basis methoden, 
onderverdeeld in eenvoudige en geavanceerde met-hod en, bediscussieerd. Eenvoudige methoden 
die worden beschouwd zijn: list-wise deletion, available-case analysis, single imputation, de 
indicator methode en weging. Geavanceerde methoden zijn: E1'I'1 (Expectation 1'\lIa"'{in~isation), 
op cen posterior vcrdeling gebaseerde methoden en Illultiple imput.ation. Deze methoden zijn 
geevalueerd tenopzichte van stat.istische validiteit, de mogclijkheid am standaard statistischc 
software te gebruiken, en de geschiktheid voor de statistische analyse van kleine steekproeven. 
Statistische validiteit is onderverdeeld in bias en precisie. De conclusie van dit hoofdstuk is 
dat multiple imputatie de meest. geschikte methode is omdat het goede eigcJlschappen heeft ten 
opzichte van statistische validiteit, efficiency en het gebruik van standaard statistische software 
voor complete data. Een beperking van multiple illlputatie is echter, dat het evenals Erd, alleen 
goed geschikt is voar grate steekproeven, en dat de eigenschappen van multiple imputatie vaal' 
kleine steekproeven niet goed bekend zijn. 
Hoofdstuk 4, introduceert het variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algoritrne voor het 
genereren van de imputaties ell een strategie vaal' de selecHe van de parameters van dit alga--
ritme. Bij Gibbs sampling is voor clke imputatie variabele een afzonderIijk imputatie model 
gespecificeerd, wat bestaat uit de selectie van predictor variabelen en de vorm van het statis-
tische model (lineaire regressie, Iogistische regressie, poly tome regressie imputatie, etc.). 1n-
dien ecn incomplete variabele anders dan een predictor variabele is geselecteerd, wordt deze 
variabele toegevoegd aan de lijst van imputatie variabelen. Voor deze incomplete predictor 
variabele worden dan additionele predictor variabelen geselecteerd. Onderscheid is gemaakt 
tussen elementaire irnputatie methoden die imputaties genereren voor cell imputatie variabele 
en samengestelde imputatie methoden die imputaties genereren voar twee of meer impntatie 
variabelen. Dc belangrijkste voordelen van het variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling aJgoritme 
zijn: 
• Ret variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algoritme is geschikt voor het imputeren van 
grate data sets met veel variabelenj 
• De specificatie van een imputatie model per variabele is conceptueel eenvoudiger dan de 
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specificatie van eeo omvattend multivariate model. 
Aan de andere kant kan geen waterdicht bewijs van convergentie worden gegeven, maar de 
resultaten in hoofdstuk 5 suggereren dat dit algoritme goed werkt in de praktijk. AIle imputatie 
met.hoden betreffende het. variable-by-variable Gibbs sampling algoritme zijn ontwikkeld onder 
de :r ... lAR aanname en vereisen geen expliciete modellering van het onderliggende missing data 
mechanisme. Het is oak mogelijk am imputatie methoden te olltwikkelen waarin een MNAR 
missing data mechanisme is verwerkt, echter dit valt buiten het. bereik van dit. proefschrift. 
Verder geeft hoofdst.uk 4 een overzicht van bestaande methoden voor het poolen van de m 
gecompleteerde dat.a resultaton en is dit hoofdstuk voorzien van een niet-technische beschrijving 
van Rubin's validatie criterium proper multiple imputation. Vereenvoudigde voorwaarden voor 
Ivlonte Carlo evaillatie van multiple imputatie zijn gegeven. 
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft een simulatie onderzoek waarin sommige imputatie methoden ge-
brllik makende van het variabele-by-variable Gibbs sampling algoritme zijn gevalideerd volgens 
de vereenvoudigde voorwaarden voor proper multiple imputat.ie beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. De 
conclusie is dat elementaice en samengestelde imputatie methaden bestaande uit lineaire re-
gressie, logistische regressie of poly tome regressie imputatie in het algemeen bij benadering 
proper zijn wanneer de onderliggende aannamen waar zijn. Ook blijkt het dat deze methoden 
robullst zijn tegen afwijkingen van het. onderliggende stntistische model, wat overeenkomt met 
andere bevindingen in de litemtuur. 
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft het ontwerp, de implementatie en validatie van de missing data 
machine in HEIt:MES. Elf vereisten zijn geformuleerd en vertaald in een conceptueel model. 
De kern van de missing data machine is geimplementeerd in IIERrvlES als drie functioneel 011-
afhankelijke modulen: de missing data server, de imputatie server en de pooling server. De 
missing data server co5rdineert. de gehele multiple imputation cyclus and gebruikt de imputat.ie 
server voor het. genereren van de imputatie.'3, De pooling server c05rdineert de herhaalde analyse 
van de 111 gecompleteerde data sets en het poolen van de m tussenresultaten tot Mn eindresul-
taat. De mif>Sing data machine is gevalideerd door het afzonderlijk valideren van de missing 
data server, imputatie server en pooling server, en door te verifieren dat het berichten verkeer 
t.ussen de modules correct is. De imputatie server is gevalideerd door de resultaten van deze 
server te vergelijken met de resultaten van het simulatie programma in SAS/lr..·lL, beschreven 
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in hoofdstuk 5 voor dezelfde incomplete data set, st.atistieken en imputatie methoden. De resul-
taten van de mis.sing data machine en het simulatie programma bleken bij benadering dezelfde 
te zijn. Of schoon de volledige vaHdatie van de imputat.ie server een uitgebreidere studie vereistJ 
wijzen de resultaten er op dat de imputat.ie server betrouwbaar is. 
Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft de toepassing van de missing data machine op de multivariate sta-
tistische analyse in de studie 'Veiligheid In de PeilingJ. Deze stud,}' is uitgevoerd op het instituut 
TNO Preventie en Gezondheid in Leiden in Nederland. Het hoofddoel van deze studie is het 
vinden van risicofactoren voor verschillende typen van ongevallen die voorkomen bij oudere 
mensen. Voor elk type vaIl de beschouwde ongevallen zijn risicofactoren ge.."ielecteerd van een 
verzameling van 60 kandidaat risicofactoren bestaande uit demografische variabelen, gezond-
heidsaspecten en chronische ziekten. Een specifiek probleem betreft de toepassillg van multiple 
imputatie op stapsgewijze methoden. Deze studie beschrijft hoofdzakelijk de methodologie. 
ConcIusies en aanbevelingen aan de hand vau deze analyse worden elders gepubliceerd. 
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